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ABSTRACT

This thesis studies the evolution of Balarama in Vai~l).avism through comparative
analysis of Balarama stories from selected Hindu pural).as: the Harivaf!1sa (HV), the
Vi.PJu purtilJa (Vi.pu), the Brahmti purtilJa(Br.pu), and the Bhtigavata purtilJa(Bh.pu).
Through careful analysis of Balarama stories from these texts, I argue that Balarama was
a multifaceted deity of considerable importance in early Vai~l).avism. I will also argue
that the modifications introduced in the earliest stories reveal a process whereby
Balarama's popularity and status declined and he became a minor deity as Kr~l).a grew in
importance. In this process his personality is modified from his association with food,
abundance, fertility and protection to that of an ordinary warrior.

I also demonstrate that the early supremacy and personality of Balarama is
reflected in the depiction of this deity in select Jain texts: the Vasudevahin4i (VH), the
Hariva1J1sapurtilJa (HVP), the Cauppannamahtipurisacariyaf!1 (CMC), and the
Tri~a~tisaltiktipuru~acaritra (TSP). A comparison of Hindu and Jain pural).a stories of
Balarama also reveal that the Jain Balarama stories are derived from independent sources
other than the Hindu puraJ;las.

My research demonstrates that it is through gradual transformation of a deity and
modifications in the stories that a deity is gradually assimilated into an evolving major
religious system. This process is marked by establishing different relationships and
equations that reshape and redefine the existing features associated with a deity rather
than complete annihilation. The analysis of Balarama stories allows us to gain insight into
such intermediary processes involved in the long process of evolution of Vai~l).avism.

A study of the Balarama stories also contributes to current scholarship on the
textual history of the Hindu pural).as. In the course of this thesis I analyze the stories
divided into a series of plots and compare them across the different texts. I demonstrate
that changes to these basic plots indicate the evolution of the story. I therefore propose
that the more different a story from the basic story the later it must be while the less the
different the story the closer contemporary it must be. I take as the basic story that is the
HV, which scholars agree is earlier than any of the pur~as. My working hypothesis is
that the further a pural).ic story diverges from the HV, the later it is in date. My
comparison of the stories indicates that the HV was the source of the Vi.pu, which served
as the source for the Br.pu and Bh.pu. A comparison of the latter two texts reveals that
the Bh.pu is the latest of the texts while the Br.pu shows a combination of early and late
stories. This pattern is consistent with what scholars working on the pural).as have
described.
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PhD Thesis - Lavanya Vemsani

CHAPTER I

McMaster - Religious Studies

INTRODUCTION AND PRIMARY SOURCES

1.1. INTRODUCTION

Innumerable are the other feats and exploits (ofsuch a nature) of
the mighty Balarama who is infinite =Ananta / serpent Se~a and
incomprehensible by nature. He has assumed the form ofa mortal being
by his own maya potency.

He who remembers and contemplates the feats ofBalarama, who
performed miraculous deeds, both in the morning and the evening,
becomes a beloved ofthe infinite lord Vi~l}u.

Bhagavata pural}a.X.79.33-34 I

The portrayal of Balarama in the above verses from the Bhagavata pural}a (Bh.pu

from now on) represents the culmination of the image of Balarama in the Vai~l)ava2 sect

of Hinduism. According to these verses Balarama is a form of the minor Vai~l)ava deity,

the divine snake Se~a, born on earth as a human being, and worshipping him leads to the

1 The Bhagavata puraf;Ja, trans., Ganesh Vasudeo Tagare, Ancient Indian Tradition and
Mythology volume 10 (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1978), 1752. All the references to the Bh.pu in the
present thesis are to this translation, although I have consulted the Sanskrit original wherever necessary.

2 The term Vai~l)ava in fact describes a religious phenomenon much later than what is studied in
this thesis. I use this term here to denote the early religious movements, such as Sattvata, Pai'icaratra and
Bhagavata systems, which resulted in what we now know as Vai~l)avism. While waiting for a better word
to describe these early religious phenomena, I continue to use this generic title that designates all these
early religious movements.
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realization ofVi~l)u. However, consideration of the petroglyphs from Chilas 113 dated to

50 C.E and numismatic depictions of Balarama from 2 c B.C.E indicates that this was not

always the case. This thesis will argue that Balarama was not originally a form of Ananta/

Se~a, but an independent being. He was absorbed into Vai~l)avism, where he was initially

identified with Vi~1,1u as an equal of KnWa during the early phase of his worship. Through

a careful analysis of religious texts I will show that Balarama was a multifaceted deity of

considerable importance in early Vai~l)avism.

I first became interested in Balarama when I read the book, Rock Inscriptions in

the Indus Valley!, a collection of articles on the antiquities of northwest Pakistan. An

article5 in this book describes the petroglyphs of Balarama and Kr~l)a on the rock cliffs of

Chilas II that the German team had studied during their expedition in northwest Pakistan

during 1989. In this article, Gerard Fussman mentions that Balarama is depicted much

larger in size than Kr~l)a. Moreover, Balarama and Kr~l)a hold a similar weapon in their

3 Chilas is the headquarters of the district of the same name in northern Pakistan that lies below the
Nangaparvat (now known as Dyamar- derived from the ancient name Daiva- Meru meaning "heavenly
mount"), the second tallest peak of the Himalayas. It lies 310 miles northeast of Islamabad and 90 miles
south ofGilgit along the Karakorum highway. Chilas is 4010 feet above the sea level. The city of Chi las is
spread on the highest terrace formed by the Harpan hill. The hillocks with prehistoric and historic carvings
have been discovered on the Harpan hill just at the mouth of the river Butoga. On the lowest hillock are the
hill outcrops that are utilized to sketch the carvings. The easternmost ofthese boulders is known as Chi las
II and the westernmost as Chilas III. A.H. Dani, Chi/as: The City ofNanga Parvat (Dyamar) (Islamabad:
Quaid-I- Azam University, 1983), I-I I.

4 Karl Jettmar, ed., Rock Inscriptions in the Indus Valley, Antiquities ofNorth~rn Pakistan,
Reports and Studies volume 1 (Mainz: P. Von Zabern, 1989). I thank Dr. Phyllis Granoff for giving me
this book with the suggestion that it contained interesting information about Balarama.

5 Gerard Fussman, "Les Inscriptions KharoHf de la Plaine de Chi las," Karl Jettmar, ed., Rock
Inscriptions, 1-41. Fussman dates the inscriptions that accompany the rock depictions of Balarama and
Km1a to 50 C.E.

2
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respective right hands, while the weapons in their left hands differ. In this hand each

shows his characteristic weapons. Balarama holds the plow and Kr~I).a holds the wheel in

his left hand. I consider this significant for understanding the role of Balarama in the

early phase of their evolution; both gods are shown holding a similar weapon that can

either be identified as a pestle or a staff but not as a club6
• This shows that the

characteristic attributes of Balarama have been standardized by this period, which was

not the case with Kr~I).a, who later does not hold a pestle. The depictions of Balarama and

Kr~I).a here are very close to the representations of Balarama and Kr~I).a on the coin of the

Indo-Greek king Agathocles7
, which is dated to the 200 B.C.E. Another punch marked

6 Although both the images are depicted as holding the same weapon in the same style, Jettmar
identified the one held by Balarama as a pestle and the one held by Kr~Qa as a club following the
identification of Dani (A.H. Dani, 1983, 117-120). I differ with his identification of this weapon as club,
because the regular depiction of the club shows it with the hand held down and the club touching the
ground. The pestle however is depicted as held up in a hand raised above the shoulder similar to the Chi las
II depictions. I do not wish to enter into a detailed argument here on the weapons of Balarama and Kr~Qa.

However, I would like to suggest that the earliest weapon associated with Balarama is a pestle. The
weapons held up in the hands of Balarama and Kr~Qa are similar in appearance and are held up like a
pestle. Therefore I think, the weapons can be identified in both the cases as a pestle rather than variously as
a pestle in the case of Balarama and a club in the case of Kr~Qa. (See figure I of the present thesis.)

7 Remy Audouin and Paul Bernard study this coin legend and its depiction in detail. They date the
coin of the Indo-Greek king Agathocles to 180-170 B.C. E. Balarama is depicted on this coin holding the
same weapons, as we see in the Chilas II petroglyphs. But significantly, Kr~Qa's right hand holds a pear
shaped object, identified as a conch, Sankha and the wheel in the left hand: this coin represents Vasudeva
Vi~Qu, but not clearly Kr~Qa. (Audouin, Bernard, 21) (See figure 2 and 3 of the present thesis)
Remy Audouin, Paul Bernard, "Tresore de Monnaies Indiannes et Indo-Grecques D'Ai' Khanoum
(Afghanistan)," Revue Numismatique 16 (1974),7-32. On the obverse of this coin Balarama is depicted
with his usual weapons. On the reverse Kr~Qa is depicted. The importance of Balaram~ is indicated here by
depicting him on the obverse and in bigger size while Kr~Qa is depicted on the reverse In smaller size than
Balarama. The official legend is written on the obverse in Greek which states basileos on the right side and
Agathacleos on the left side of Balarama, meaning (coin) of the king Agathocles. The Prakrit legend on the
reverse records riijane on the right agathuklayesa on the left, meaning (coin) of the king Agathocles. The
group of six coins from Ai Khanum is attributed to Agathocles, who ruled between 180-165 B.C.E. A.K.
Narain, "The Two Hindu Divinities on the Coins of Agathocles from Ai Khanum," Journal ofthe
Numismatic Society ofIndia 35 (1973), 73-77.

3
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coin of Mauryan period now preserved in the Mathura museum is identified as depicting

Balarama due to the similarity of posture and weapons as seen on the Agathocles coin8
.

The depictions of Balarama and Kr~l)a at Chilas II are also accompanied by

inscriptions containing their names as Rama-Krsh (the last letter in this inscription is

missing). The inscription and the petroglyphs are said to belong to the same date. On

palaeographic grounds the inscription is dated to 50 C.E, prior to the rule of the Ku~al,1a

king Kani~ka. On the basis of this evidence Fussman9 remarks that Balarama must have

been a distinguished and more significant deity than Kr~l)a during the early period, and I

was drawn to the subject of Balarama, because in later Vai~l)avism, Balarama is depicted

as a minor deity of secondary importance, while Kr~l)a is the central figure. This

propelled me to consult other early literary and archaeological sources and to study

scholarly works on the portrayal of early Balarama. During this research I discovered that

the literary sources have not been adequately used to study the evolution of Balarama in

Vai~l,1avism, although archaeological sources have been extensively utilized. When I

consulted the stories of Balarama from different Vai~l)ava and Jain texts, my hypothesis

that Balarama was a significant deity in early Vai~l,1avism gained support. I was able to

8 P.L. Gupta discusses one of the rarest punch marked coins datable to the Mauryan era now
preserved in the Mathura museum (Mathura Museum Coin Register No. 578/438). This coin depicts a
person holding a plow and a pestle or a stick in similar way as depicted on the Agathoc.les coin noted
above. On the basis of these weapons Gupta identified the image on this coin as Salaraina. If this coin is
accepted as representing Salarama, he will be one of the earliest Vaiglava deities to be represented on the
punch marked coins of ancient India. Gupta argues that these coins continued to be in circulation up to 100
200 C.E, even though their minting had been stopped in 200-175 S.C.E. (Gupta, 172) (See figure 4 of the
present thesis). P.L. Gupta, "Early Coins of Mathura Region," Doris M. Srinivasan, ed., Mathura: The
Cultural Heritage (Varanasi: American Institute of Indian Studies, 1989), 124-140.

9 Fussman, "Les Inscriptions," 2-7.
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identify modifications and alterations in the stories of Balarama in these texts, which

could be best explained by assuming that he was an important deity whose popularity

declined as his personality underwent changes over time 10
.

In the complex mythology of Balarama preserved in the pural)as there are

passages that refer to Balarama as a form ofVi~l)u equal to Kt~l)a (HV.58). These

passages indicate that Balarama was once a figure of some importance. It is unimaginable

that Vai~l)avism would otherwise have so meticulously preserved his mythology (amidst

numerous confusions) by making him equal to its central deity Kr~l)a and given such a

significant position if he were an insignificant and unknown god. Various identification

doctrines (vyuha, avatara, murti) II that connect Balarama to Vi~l)u played a major role

in accommodating changes to his position in Vai~l)avism. Further early evidence

indicates that initially Balarama was a multifaceted deity with significant status (chart I.

Early archaeological and literary sources of Balarama). As Vai~l)avism evolved his

stories were changed and new stories were added in conformity with the new theological

changes. A closer study of the mythology reveals the alterations to the position and

personality of Balarama in early Vai~l)avism. This thesis seeks to demonstrate that there

10 While the absolute chronology of the pural}a texts still eludes us, efforts to establish a relative
chronology have been more successful. Based on the textual similarities and differences Kirfel grouped the
texts into groups representing varied chronological stages. Willibald Kirfel, Das Puriil)a Paiicala4al)a:
Versuch einer Textgeschichte (Leiden: EJ. Brill, 1927), XXI-XLVIII. See also, Adriae'nsen, H.T. Bakker,
H. Isaacson, eds., The Skandapuriil)a, Critically Edited with Prologomena and English Synopsis
(Groningen: E. Forsten, 1998-),26. They accept the broad outlines of Kirfel 's chronology.

II Vyiihas are different from the avatiiras in the purpose of their manifestation. The avatiiras
manifest in the evolved world and are linked to reducing the burden of the earth, while the vyiihas are
involved in the process ofcreation, absorption and recreation of the world. Kr~l)a becomes an ava/ara,
while Balarama identified with Samkar~al)a is more commonly treated as a vyiiha in late Vai~l)avism.
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is evidence, even within this carefully rewritten corpus of sectarian religious texts, of

Balarama as an important figure in his own right.

In the Harivalflsa (HV from now on) Balarama is a deity associated with fertility,

food and abundance, and he is also a protector of the people 12
. Balarama is not described

in this text as a ~atriyalwarrior in the sense of the term as an empire - building warrior.

Though a notable wrestler in the HV, his warrior skills serve to protect the people ofVraj

rather than to expand the kingdom. However, in the other puraJ;las under study and

especially in the Bh.pu, these early concepts associated with Balarama are relegated to

the background. He is depicted here with a new personality as a teacher ofVai~J;lava

doctrine, or siiftvafa dharma, protector of brahmanical dharma, and is described in terms

similar to the other religious preceptors such as Uddhava (to be studied at length in

chapter II. 4.1.1-4.1.5 ofthis thesis). In later texts his connection to fertility and his role

as protector are altered to present him as a warrior hero, one who battles with

conventional weapons like other warriors. My argument in this thesis is that these

modifications in fact suggest that the stories of Balarama from the HV have changed in

later puraJ;las in tandem with later theological developments in Vai~J;lavism.

It is also interesting to note that the Jain texts, except the Vasudevahirujl (VH) and

the HarivGlflSapurii1'}a (HVP), while preserving for Balarama a significant position, depict

12 The fertility of Balarama is not connected to childbirth, but to food and agriculture and in that
he provides resources such as water, grazing grounds, groves etc. (see chapter II of this thesis for detailed
discussion) .
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him in this image of protector, teacher and follower of Jain dharma including non

violence rather than as a god of fertility, food, abundance, and protection. The aspect of

protection in the personality of Balarama forms part of the VH and the HVP stories. He is

the protector of Kr~.t;la, while Kr~.t;la is vulnerable. The HVP further reinforces this image

of Balarama by including additional stories that depict Balarama as a protector. However,

these stories were quickly forgotten in later Jain texts, which preserve only a short story

of Balarama. In fact, the Cauppannamahapurisacariyat'fl (CMC) and the

Tri~a~!isaliikiipuru~acaritra(TSP) display a trend that indicates an image of Balarama

that is closer to the one found in the later Hindu pura.t;las (to be studied in detail in chapter

III).

This study attempts to trace the process of alterations in the significance and

personality of Balarama from earlier texts to the more recent ones. In other words, such a

comparative study of the stories of Balarama allows us to gain insight into one aspect of

the formation ofVai~.t;lavism, which grew by assimilating other existing deities into its

fold, as it developed a coherent and complex theology. This was not always

accomplished smoothly and has left numerous confusions and gaps in the narratives

concerning Balarama. Such confusions and gaps can be seen as indications that the

tradition is adopting or changing an earlier story to meet new needs. The sources

concerning Balarama are varied. The Hindu and Jain religious texts preserve stories of

Balarama that can be evaluated against one another to gain an insight into the alterations

in the characteristic features of Balarama during the early phase of the evolution of his
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cult. These texts span roughly over a period of a thousand years and present versions that

are different from each other in details, events and treatment of the subject of Balarama

stories. Thus in this thesis I consider multiple versions of the stories of Balarama from

different texts of the two ancient religions of India, which date from different periods, to

arrive at a comprehensive understanding of the depiction of Balarama. A description of

the selected textual sources for the present study and significance of the different versions

of the stories of Baladima is undertaken in section 1.4 of this chapter.

1.2. EARLY SCHOLARSHIP ON BALARAMA AND VAIS~AVA

THEOLOGY

In the following pages, I will survey scholarly works on Balarama and

Vai~J;lavism to situate my thesis in terms of current scholarship. Archaeological sources,

although limited, were used extensively in early scholarship to understand the origin of

Balarama. A synopsis, in chart form, of early archaeological and literary evidence of

Balarama is followed by a discussion of modern scholarship on Balarama.
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CHART I

McMaster - Religious Studies

EARLY ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND LITERARY SOURCES OF BALARAMA

SOURCE CONTENT REMARKS

Petroglyphs from Chi las II U Depictions of Balarama and Discussed in the previous pages
Kmla followed by Kharo~F 2-3.
inscriptions stating their names,
which was the basis for dating
these depictions to 50 C.E
(discussed above in pages 2-3).

Coin of Indo-Greek king Balarama and Kr~J,1a are depicted Discussed on page 3 above.
Agathocles 14 on the obverse and reverse

respectively. This coin is datable
to the early 200 B.C.E, which is
contemporary to the stone images
of Balarama although similar
images of Kr~J,1a of such an early
date are yet to come to light.

Punch marked coins 15 A solitary punch marked coin Mathura museum punch marked
from Mathura museum depicts coin is discussed on page 3
the image of Balarama while the above.
other punch marked coins are
assigned to Balarama based on
the half lion-half elephant symbol
depicted on them.

13 See footnotes 3-6.

14 I think that the image depicted on the obverse of this coin represents vyuha Vasudeva rather
than Kn;l)a, the avatiira. See footnote 7. The identification of these early images had been controversial.
However, the images depicted with the conch or an object identified as pear shaped object, seen in the
above coin depiction, are commonly identified as vyuha Vasudeva. Numerous Ku~aJ,1a period images with
four arms holding a conch in the upper right hand and wheel in the upper left hand have been identified as
representing Vi~J,1u or Vasudeva, the vyuha, variously. Srinivasan discusses a number of these images
identifying them under the composite name, Vasudeva-Kr~J,1a. Doris M. Srinivasan, "Vai~J,1ava Art and
Iconography at Mathura," Doris M. Srinivasan, ed., Mathurii, 384-386.

15 Punch marked coins (except the one in the Mathura museum) do not depict Balarama, but are
assigned to him based on the evidence of the halflion - half elephant symbol depicted on them. A silver
punch marked coin, now preserved in the British museum, depicts a half lion - half elephant symbol
mounted on a pillar. It is inscribed with a BrahmT legend, v[$fJi riijafia gafJasya triitarasya. Based on the
evidence of this legend Devendra Handa dates this coin to 100 C.E. The BrahmT legend shows that it had
been issued by the Vr~J,1i tribal republic of Punjab region. The legend is interpreted differently as
representing Kr~J,1a or Balarama. Handa argues that this coin as well as other copper coins found in the
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Mora well inscription Ib: This This inscription mentions the The identification of the five
inscription is recovered from a installation of the images of the heroes of this inscription has been
well in the village Mora located PancavTras of Vr~Qis in a temple controversial 17. Further, the
seven miles to the west of by a lady called To~a during the identification is based on literary
Mathura in Uttar Pradesh state. reign of the Mahak~atrapa king sources that date at least 500
This inscription is dated to 10-25 S09asa son of Mahak~atrapa years later than the inscription.
C.E. This inscription is composed Rajiivula.
in Sanskrit mixed with Prakrit
written in BrahmT script.
GhOSUl1di inscription: Ghosun9i I~ It mentions the installation of Clearly this inscription mentions
is a village near NagarT in stone enclosure. NiiriiyOl}a a stone enclosure for the worship
Chitorgadh district in Rajasthan. Viitaka for the worship of of Sarpkar~aQaand Vasudeva, but
This inscription is dated to Bhagavan Sarpkar~aQa and does not provide any further

Sunet region of Punjab with similar legend and the half lion - half elephant symbol indicate Kr~Qa. (Handa,
68). Devendra Handa, "Vr~Qi Copper Coins from Punjab," Studies in Indian Coins and Seals (Delhi:
Sudeeep Prakasan, 1985),66-68. However, N.P. Joshi dates this coin to 100 B.C.E, and argues that the half
lion-half elephant indicates Balarama, based on the Jain textual evidence of the divine dreams, seen by the
mothers of Baladevas when they are pregnant. These dreams include visions of a lion and an elephant, the
full moon and the ocean. N.P. Joshi, Iconography ofBalariima (New Delhi: Abhinav Publications, 1979),
22 (see figure 5 in this thesis).

16 Mahii~atrapasa riijiivlliasa putrasa sViimi(sya mahii~atrapasya sotjiisasya Sal]lvatsare) ...
bhavatiil]l vr~fJilJii,!l pamcaviriifJiiIJl prat/miih sailadevagr(he sthiipitiiJ:t) ...yasto~(ii)yiih sailal]1
srimadgrhamatulamudadhasamadhiira ('?) ... iircaddiilJ1 (.?). sailiilJ1 paFicajvalata iva parama vapll~ii

D.C. Sircar, Select Inscriptions Bearing on Indian History and Civilisation (Calcutta: University of
Calcutta, 1965),122. 1. P. H. Vogel, Catalogue ofthe Archaeological Museum at Mathurii (Delhi:
Indological Book House, 1971),184.

17 Based on the source ofVayupural}a 97.1-2. J. N. Banerjea and V.S. Agrawala identify them as
the Vai~l}ava deities, Vasudeva, Sarpkar~al}a, Pradyumna, Aniruddha and Samba. J.N. Banerjea, "The Holy
PaFicaviras of the Vr~Qis," Journal ofthe Indian Society ofOriental Art 10 (1942), 65-68. V.S. Agrawala,
Indian Art (Varanasi: Prithvi Prakasan, 1965),235. Ramaprasad Chanda attempted a variant reading of the
word Vr~fJiniilJ1 as Vr~fJena following a modified reading of J.P.H. Vogel and identified the PancavTras in
this inscription as the Pandava brothers. Ramaprasad Chanda, Archaeology and Vai~fJava Tradition,
Memoirs of Archaeological Survey of India No.5 (New Delhi: Archaeological Survey of India, reprint
1998. 1st ed. 1920), 166. H. Lilders identified the PaficavTras from Jain sources as Baladeva, Anadr~ti,

Akriira, SaraQa and Vidiiratha. He concluded that they are worshipped in the Jain religious context here.
Heinrich Lliders, "Seven BrahmT Inscriptions from Mathura and its Vicinity," Epigraphia Indica XXIV
(1938-39), 196-198. John Rosenfield regards the five Vr~l}i heroes of the above inscription to be five
ancient kings of Mathura. John Rosenfield, Dynastic Arts ofthe KU~iifJas (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1967), 151.

18 The text of this inscription is reconstructed from two similar inscriptions discovered in
Ghosiingi and Hathibada in Chitorgadh district of Rajasthan. (kiirito ayalJ1 riijFiii bhiigavate) na
giijiiyanena piiriisariplitrefJa sa(rvatiitena asvamedha yii) jinii bhagava(d)bhyiilJ1
salJ1kar~afJaviisudeviibhyiilJ1 (amhatiibhyiilJ1 sarveSvara) bhyalJ1 piijii silii priikaro nariiyafJa-vii!akii. (The
text in the parenthesis represents the words from Hathibada inscription not readable from Ghosiindi
inscription). D. C. Sircar, Select Inscriptions, 90-91. D. C. Sircar considers this stone enclosure (NarayaQa
Vataka) to be the structure now known as Hathibada at NagarL D. C. Sircar, Select Inscriptions, 91',
footnote 4.
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second half of the 100 B.C.E. Vasudeva, invincible lords of all, information about these deities.
This inscription is composed in was installed by the Bhagavata
Sanskrit mixed with Prakrit. king of the line of Gaja,

Sarvatata, victorious son of
Parasari who has performed
Asvamedha.

Nanaghat inscription: Nanaghat It begins with salutations to The context of this inscription is
cave is located in the western Sarpkar~a1;Ja, Vasudeva, Candra, not clear. Especially the inclusion
ghats in a pass leading from Sarya and the four powerful of Sarpkar~a1;Ia,Vasudeva with
KonkaQ to Junnar in Poona lokapiilas, Yama, VaruQa, Kubera the guardians of the four quarters
district of Mahara~tra.This and Vasava 19. (lokapalas) cannot be explained
inscription is dated to second half in the Vai~Qava context in which
of 100 B.C.E. they are predominantly

worshipped later20
. Specific

inscriptions concerning Balarama
are yet to come to light, although
art history preserves numerous
early sculptures of Balarama.

Patafijali's Mahabha~yal' 1. May the strength of Kr~Qa Except for the mention of the
accompanied by Sarpkar~aQa names of these deities, this
increase. evidence is not helpful to

2. Temple of Dhanapati, Rama understand the early cult of these
and Kesava. deities.

ArthasastraL An agent appearing as an ascetic Although this reference provides
with Shaven head or with matted evidence of the use of spiritous
locks and as a devotee of god drinks in association with
SalJlkar~aQa, should reach (the Balarama, the information is out
forest robbers) and distribute the of context as it is mentioned as an
alcoholic liquid. advice to spies rather than as

historical data.

\9 SiddhalJl ... no dhammasa namo idasa namo salJlkasGl;za vasudevana camda suranalJl
(mahi)ma(va)tanalJl catumnalJl caJ.n 10kapaianalJl yamavarw;zakuberaviisaviinalJl nama. D.C. Sircar, Select
Inscriptions, 192.

20 The connection between the dynasties of the K~atrapas of Mathura and the Satavanas of the
Deccan region is unknown. However, appearance of the names Sal]1kar~aQaand Vasudeva in similar
context in their inscriptions is notable. John Rosenfield, however offered an alternate explanation regarding
SalJ1kar~aQa and Vasudeva as the ancestral deities of Satavahanas in similar context to the Paficavlras of
Mathura. It is interesting to note that in the Ghosangi and Nanaghat inscriptions Sarpkar~aQa is mentioned
first followed by Kr~Qa. John Rosenfield, Dynastic Arts, 152-53.

2\ Saf[lkar:jm;za dvitiyasya balaf!1 kr:jf;lasya vardhatamiti
Mrdangasankhatut;zava~prdamga dantl samsadi prasiide dhanapatiriimakesavanalJl-
F. Kielhorn, The Vyakarat;za Mahabha:jya ofPatafijali volume I (OsnabrOck: Otto Zeller Verlag, reprint
1,970, 151 ed. 1880-85),426,435-36. Bhandarkar dates Mahiibhii:jya to 400 B.C.E. Bhandarkar, Vai:jt;zavism,
Saivism and Minor Religious Sects (Varanasi: Indological Book House, reprint 1965, 151 ed. Strassburg:
Trubner, 1913), 13.

22 SalJlkar:jat;zadaivatiyovii mundaja{ilavyafijana/;l pravahat;zakarmat;zii
madanarasayogeniitisamdhyiit. Arthasiistra 11. 13.3.54 R. P. Kangle, The Kautiliya Arthasiistra Part II
(Bombay: University of Bombay, 2nd ed. 1972, 151 ed. 1963),485. The dating of Arthasiistra had been
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Pali Niddesa--' In this list Balarama and The context of the appearance of
Vasudeva are mentioned as the names of Balarama and
deities along with animals and Vasudeva together with animals
birds. and birds and other deities is not

clear.
Early images of BalaramaL4 Four early images of Balarama All these images have snake

were discovered from various hoods on their heads and
places in Uttar Pradesh datable to wherever the hands are preserved
200 B.CE-100 CE. they carry the characteristic

weapons of Balarama, the plow
and pestle.

Early Ekana'11sa triads L
) Four Ekana'11sa triads were Balarama is always depicted on

discovered in Mathura and its the right side of Ekana'11sa and he
surrounding regions. is in larger size when compared

to Kmla, who is depicted on the
left side of the goddess. The
ambiguity of relationship of the
goddess to the gods in this triad is
said to indicate her status as
independent goddess before being
placed in the kinship triad.

controversial. However, it is generally accepted that it had been written by Vi~J;lugupta = CaJ;lakya /
Kautilya in the court of the Mauryan king Candragupta (321-297 B.CE). The text is dated to 300 B.CE,
although it is accepted that it might have been subjected to additions later on. Romila Thapar, Asoka and
the Decline ofthe Mauryas (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1961),218-225.

23 Mahaniddesa, Suddhatthakasuttaniddesa, eds., L. de La Vallee Poussin, E. J. Thomas (London:
Pali Text Society, 1978),89,92. Bhandarkar dates Mahaniddesa to 400 B.C.E. R. G. Bhandarkar,
Vai$f}avism, Saivism, 3. Jaiswal dates Mahaniddesa to 100 CE. Suvira Jaiswal, The Origin and
Development of Vai$f}avism (Vai~J;lavism from 200 B.C to A.D. 500) (Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal,
1967), 59, 72.

24 The earliest of these images was discovered in Jansuti near Mathura. This image is dated to the
first half of200 B.CE based on the iconographic features characteristic of early Sunga art. This image is
preserved in the Lucknow museum at present (see figures 6, 6a in the present thesis). Two images of
Balarama datable to the second halfof200 B.CE were discovered in Tiimain, Sagar district of the former
Gwalior state. These images are preserved in the Harisingh Gaur Museum in Sagar (see figures 7-8 in this
thesis). A bust of Balarama image was discovered at Adikesava Ghat in VaraQasi, now preserved in the
Bharatkala Bhavan museum in VaraQasi, dated to pre-Ku~aQa period, slightly later than the above images
(see figure 9 in this thesis). N.P. Joshi, Iconography, 25. Bigger considers the identification of these early
images ambiguous since their characteristics overlap with those of the early naga images unearthed in
Mathura and its surrounding regions. Andreas Bigger, Balarama im Mahabhiirata, Beitrage zur Indologie
30 (Wiesbaden: Harrasowitz Verlag, 1998), 7.

25 The following article is a comprehensive study of the story and art of Ekanarpsa triads. Andre
Couture, Charlotte Schmid "The HarivaJ?1sa, the Goddesses EkanaI11sa, and the Iconography of the Vr~t)i

Triads," Journal ofAmerican Oriental Society 12 1.2 (2001), 173-192. Joshi lists four of these triads, now
preserved in Mathura Museum dated between 100-200 C.E. N. P. Joshi, Iconography, 75-77. These
EkanaI11sa triads are very small and measure between 6-7.5 mm, and are carved on red sandstone. Another
curious EkanaI11sa triad is carved on a Siva linga from Nanda near Pu~kar in Rajasthan dated to 300 CE.
On one side of the Siva linga is a carving ofVi~Qu, while the remaining three sides are utilized for carving
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Clay objets26 A solitary clay image of
Balarama measuring 2 mm is
preserved in Mathura museum at
present datable to 200 RC.E. It is
said to indicate the popularity of
this deity during 200 RC.E.
Numerous clay seals depicting
the half lion - half elephant
indicate the prevalence of the cult
of Balarama.

As described above the early evidence concerning Balarama is cryptic and limited

although more widespread and diverse than other Vai~1,1ava deities including Kr~1,1a, it

therefore provides only a partial understanding of Balarama. In fact, inscriptions naming

Balarama as opposed to Sarp.kar~a1,1a, another of his names in our texts, have yet to come

to light. These early sources need to be supplemented by a study of later textual sources.

However, what these archaeological sources can tell is that the worship of

Balarama/Sarp.kar~a1,1awas not confined to Mathura and its surrounding area, as was

initially thought, but had spread to Chilas II in the northwest, to Varanasi in the east and

to Mahara~tra in the southwest of India.

the Ekanarpsa triad, Balarama, Ekanarpsa and Vasudeva. Bronze images of Ekanarpsa triads are discovered
from Devangarh in Gaya district of Bihar and from Imadpur in Uttar Pradesh now preserved in Patna
Museum. P. L. Gupta, "Ekanarpsa and her images," Journal ofthe Bihar Research Society L1V (1968),
240-242. Srinivasan lists an interesting specimen of Ekanarpsa triads carved on a weight stone based on the
information provided by prof. J.E. Van Lohuinzen- de Leeuw, who had seen it in the Pakistani collection.
D. M. Srinivasan, "Vai~l}ava Art," Mathurii, 390, notelO. (see figures 10-12 in this thesis for some
Ekanamsa triads).

26 A number of clay seals depicting the halflion - half elephant on a pillar are procured from
Punjab region. Based on this evidence Handa argues that the worship of Pancav/ras flourished in this
region into 200 -100 B.C.E. On the basis of a seal discovered at Sunet, with the legend, "jaya pancalaya"
along with a half lion - half elephant symbol, he argues that a temple of the five heroes existed in Sunet.
Devendra Handa, "Seals and Sealings from Punjab: A Study," Studies in Indian Coins, 121. Saraswati dates
the seals ofVr~l}is to 300-500 C.E based on palaeographic analysis. Swami Omanand Saraswati, "Vr~l}i

Rajanya Gal}a ke Mudrank," (Hindi) Journal ofNumismatic Society ofIndia 35 (1973), 95-100.
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Many early scholarly works do not focus on the study of Balarama exclusively

but utilize the above sources to understand early Vai~l)avism. Nonetheless, in the process

these studies include some remarks about Balarama. One of the predominant theories

regarding the origin ofVai~l)ava deities is their origin from a 'hero' cult. Underlying

these studies is the belief that the early Vai~l)ava deities lived as humans in the past. This

theory accepts their presentation in the mythology, which connects them to the Vr~l)is,

the rulers of Mathura region. R.G. Bhandarkar, through a study of inscriptions of

Ghosllngi and Mora in collaboration with the stories of the M.Bh, suggested that Kr~l)a

and the other Vr~l)i heroes were Igatriya leaders27 before they were deified as vyuhas in

early Vai~l)avism. He proposes the origin ofVai~l)ava deities, Kr~l)a, Balarama and

others in a new cult, which was later enriched by Paficaratra, Bhagavata and Sattvata

theologies. Thus for him the origin ofVai~l)ava deities is a combination of a 'hero'

tradition and Vai~l)ava theology. Furthermore, Bhandarkar proposes that the worship of

Kr~l)a evolved as part of a new theistic system that was different from the Vedas and

Upani~ads.

Bhandarkar considered Vasudeva and Kr~l)a to be two different persons

contributing to the development of this new theistic system. He understands Vasudeva,

not as a patronymic, meaning son of Vasudeva, but as the name of a person belonging to

27 R. G. Bhandarkar, Vai.p:lavism, 1-38. Numerous studies followed arguing against or in support
of the theories proposed by Bhandarkar. Here I do not wish to enter into argument about his theories, but I
review it in order to understand the limited use of sources on Balarama, so typical of the early scholarship
on Vaiglavism.
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the Vr~J;li clan, who founded the devotional religion. The followers of Kr~J;la,

Kanhayanas, followed another philosophical system which was brought into the

devotional religion of Vasudeva by identifying it as the gotra name of Kr~J;la, their

founder. He says that NarayaJ;liya indicates two stages in the development of this religion

of Vasudeva and Kanhayanas. According to him the first stage is marked by sacrifices

and centered on Hari while the second stage marks the philosophical refinement

promulgated by Citrasikhandins with their religion centered on Vasudeva and his brother

SaI}1kar~aJ;la, son Pradyumna and grandson Aniruddha. He further proposes that this

religion evolved further as Vasudeva, the founder ofthis religion has been identified with

NaraYaJ,1a, the primeval puru!ja, Vi~J;lu the Vedic god and helper of Indra and Gopala

Kr~J;la the child god of the Abhiras. His study focussed on understanding the development

of Vai~J;lavismas a composite religion of followers of Vasudeva (devotional religion

centered on the Vr~J;li heroes), Kanhayanas (followers ofKr~J;la) and cowherd god Kr~J;la

(local religion of the Abhlras, the nomadic tribe). He projected these resulting theories

from the study of Kr~J;la stories on the remaining deities of Vai~J;lavism,without

undertaking any further study of the individual stories. However, a careful study of the

stories of Balarama does not support the evolution of Balarama as a heroic deity, in the

sense ofthe term as kJatriya or warrior. Balarama is indeed a notable wrestler in these

stories, but he participated only in direct combats necessary for the protection ofhis

people (to be studied in detail in chapter 11.3-4).
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The theory of origin of Vai~1).avadeities from a hero cult is taken a step further by

J.N. Banerjea28
. He suggests that the vfraviida (hero cult), the first stage of early

Vai~1).avism, attributed primacy to Balarfuna, which is indicated by the appearance of the

name Sarp.kar~a1).a first in the early inscriptions from Ghosun4i and Nanaghat. He argues

that the worship of Balarama existed independently during 200 B.C. E - 100 C.E, as

indicated by sculptural representations of Balarama. He further suggests that as the

vfraviida evolved into vyuhaviida (cult of vyuhas or emanations), Balarama was relegated

to the second position identified with Salllkar~a1).a, the second vyuha. In this study

Banerjea makes the assumption that the l'fraviida precedes the vyuhaviida in the

evolution of early Vai~1).avism. However, literary evidence does not support the theory

that the significance of Balarama declined with the prominence of vyuha theory in

Vai~1).avism. On the contrary, recent studies of the Naraya1).iya section of the M.Bh have

established that Sarpkar~a1).a retained his important position among the vyuhai9 and was

equal to Vasudeva during the early phase. Although I agree with Banerjea with regard to

28 J.N. Banerjea, Religion in Art and Archaeology (Lucknow: University of Lucknow, 1968),9-18.
John Rosenfield argues that SaJJlkar~al)a and Vasudeva were invoked in the context of ancestor worship in
the Nanaghat inscription ofNaganika and that the five heroes of the Mora well inscription were the deified
legendary heroes ofVr~l)is. See footnote 20. However, I think that the heroes invoked in this inscription are
mythical heroes and not historical persons. As we have already noted above with regard to the inscriptions
of Ghosungi and Nanaghat, different unrelated dynasties claim their descent from the same mythical
lineage attributed to these deities. In view of the numerous dynasties claiming mythical descent from
deities, it is difficult to know the exact history of the deities listed in the inscriptions and pural)as, and their
actual connection to the historical dynasties of ancient India. In this regard I agree with Hiltebeitel who said
that the history was projected backwards on mythology rather than mythology being derived from history
and he ruled out the assumption that Kr~l)a and other heroes of these stories might have been historical
figures. Alf Hiltebeitel, "Kr~l)a at Mathura," Doris M. Srinivasan, ed., Mathurii, 93-102.

29 Reinhold Griinendahl, "Zur Stellung des NarayaJ;ffya im Mahabharata," Reinhold Griinendahl,
Angelika Maliner, Thomas Oberlies, Peter Schreiner, ed., Niiriiywiiya-Studien, Pural)a Research
Publications, Ttibingen, volume 6 (Wiesbaden: Harrasowitz Verlag, 1997), 197-240.
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the early significance of Balarama, in my research I try to show that the concept of hero

is not original to the identity of Balarama, but grafted on to the existing stories.

Grlinendahl30 departs from the hero theory and maintains that the vyuha names

existed as philosophical terms separate from the Vr~l)i vlras (heroes ofVr~l)i clan), and

that the name Vasudeva was not a patronymic in the earlier stage. The philosophical term

became a patronymic by changing the name ofKr~l)a's father from Anakadundubhi to

Vasudeva. Grlinendahl suggests that these two terms, the patronymic Vasudeva and the

vyuha name Vasudeva, were identified as one and the same at some stage in the evolution

of Pancariitra or Bhiigavata theology. He sees this identification as a step in the long

process of integrating two personalities of different origin, viz. Vasudeva and Kr~l)a

Gopala. Thus he proposes the independent existence ofvyuhas and Vr~l)i vlras

initially. There is a lot of merit to the combination theory for understanding the origin of a

deity's identity. Hence I will briefly study similar scholarly theories of origin of

Balarama here.

Other scholars have proposed that Balarama originated as a composite deity from

a mixture of two or more deities. Ruben31 proposes that Balarama was derived from a

combination of the world snake Se~a and a hero. He said, the serpent identity also

30 Reinhold Griinendahl, Vi$/Judharmiih Precepts for the worship of Vl$/JU, Part 3 (Wiesbaden:
Otto Harrasowitz, 1989), 41.

3\ Walter Ruben, Kf$/Ja: Konkardanz und Kommentar der Motive seines Heldenlebens, Istanbuler
Schriften 17 (Istanbul: Istanbuler Schriften, reprint 1944, 151 ed. 1941),44, 55-56.
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connects Balarama to farmers, as serpents are worshipped for fertility. Thus for him, the

major characteristics of Balarama are derived from a serpent deity worshipped by farmers

combined with heroic traits. Many scholars have supported the partial identity of

Balarama as a serpent deity.

Early studies invariably connected Balarama to a naga or serpent cult, as he is

depicted in a manner similar to the nagas32 with snake hoods. In fact, the origin of

Balarama as a naga is advocated by one of the earliest studies. J.P .H. Vogee3 concludes

that the serpent cult prevalent in the Mathura region during 500 B.C. E influenced the

worship of Balarama. On the basis of prevalence of naga worship in the Mathura region

during the early centuries of the current era and due to the similarities between the naga

and Balarama images, and the similar features associated with them such as water and

agriculture, Vogel proposes that the worship of Balarama developed as part of naga cult.

Similar to Ruben, he sees the worship of Balarama as an agricultural deity as a notable

feature that connects him to the nagas. He said that the mythical personage of Baladeva

was developed from a naga lord, Baladeva. In his opinion the worship of naga Baladeva

was "absorbed into Kr~J;laism," when the cult of Kr~J;la rose into prominence.

32 Joshi, Iconography, 32-35.

33 J.P. H. Vogel, "Naga Worship in Ancient India," Archaeological Survey ofIndia Annual Report
1908-09 (Calcutta: Government of India, 1912), 159-163; Sadashiv Gorakshar, "Some Inscribed Balarama
Images from Eastern India in Victoria and Albert Museum," Lalit Kala 19 (1979), 27-32. Gorakshar
understands Balarama as a bucolic or harvest deity popular during the Ku~al,1a period.
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Although numerous works have been devoted to the study of Kr~Q.a, only a few

are exclusively devoted to Baladima. I will consider the works devoted exclusively to

Balarama in the following pages.

Suvira laiswal34
, in her paper on Balarama, examines the historical works of

Greek writers such as Arrian, Megasthenes as well as the works of ancient Indian authors

Kautilya, Patanjali, along with the Vai~Q.ava texts. laiswal concludes that the cult of

Satpkar~aQ.a-Baladeva developed from a non-brahmanical agricultural deity. Accepting

Vogel's contention that the naga identity forms a major part of the character of

SaIpkar~aQ.a-Baladeva, she adds that hardly any distinctive traits remain if the naga

character is removed from Sarpkar~aQ.a- Baladeva. She also supports Vogel's contention

that the naga identity of Balarama was a direct product of his origin as an agricultural

deity.

This view is upheld with some reservations by Andreas Bigger in his recent study,

Balariima im Mahiibhiirata, the most comprehensive work on Balarama35 that we have to

date. Bigger argues that Balarama is a combination of a Vr~Q.i hero, the elder brother of

Kr~l;la, and Sarpkar~aQ.a, one of the four vyuhas, but he opposes the naga affiliation. He

maintains that the identification of Balarama with Se~a, another serpent deity, was very

34 Suvira Jaiswal, "The Worship ofSa!11kar~al}a-Baladeva," Proceedings ofthe 26/11 Congress of
Orientalists Jan 4-10, 1964, Delhi, volume III, Part. 1 (Poona: Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute,
1969), 379-384; see also Suvira Jaiswal, The Origin, 51-60.

35 Bigger, Balariima, 11,97-99, 165.
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late and had taken place after the identification of the Vr~l)i Balarama and vyuha

Sarpkar~aI;la was complete. Bigger maintains that Balarama was a Yadava hero first and

his subsequent identification with the vyuha Sarpkar~al)a is what contributed to his even

later identification with the naga Baladeva, a serpent deity. He also draws attention to the

absence of Balarama's naga connection in the oldest parts of the M.Bh. Thus for him

Balarama is a combination of different religious concepts represented by different names

that are used simultaneously to address Balarama. He also rejects the theory that

Balarama had an independent cult outside the worship of Kr~l)a or the five Vr~l)is, stating

that the early images cannot be identified as those of Balarama in the absence of any

other supporting evidence. However, as we shall see later in this thesis, the stories of

Balarama in the HV do support a distinct status for Balarama, and my analysis of Hindu

and Jain texts will demonstrate that Balarama evolved in a religious milieu different from

the M.Bh. Furthermore, the earliest literature does not support the theory that Balarama

originated as a naga, which other scholars have tried to establish. Due to the absence of a

naga connection of Balarama in the oldest parts of the M.Bh and the story of Balarama's

death being late, Andreas Bigger ruled out the origin of Balarama as a naga deity. I agree

with Bigger that the naga identity is late, and not part of his original identity. I do not

address the question of his origin as an independent deity in this thesis due to the nature

of the sources I study here. However, what can be understood from my study of the

textual sources is the process of change in his personality and position in the texts under

study. These modifications will suggest his origin in a different milieu than the one in

which he is placed in the later texts.
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N.P. Joshi's Iconography ofBalarama 36 is a comprehensive survey of myths, art

and inscriptions of Balarama. In this study he traces the changes in the depiction of

Balarama from the Sunga period up to the early medieval period. He notes that in the

Sunga sculptures Balarama is always depicted with snake coils on the back and snake

hoods above the head, unlike the later period where the snake hoods mayor may not

form part of the depiction. The inconsistency between these early iconographic

representations and the textual evidence discussed by Bigger remains a problem.

The purav.as do not allow us to differentiate between a Balarama identified as

Vi~J)u, a vyuha, a culture hero ofthe Yadavas, or a fertility god. The pura1;la stories do

not betray any evidence for Balarama as a composite deity, derived from two or more

deities. A cursory glance at the early sources, the inscriptions noted above, makes it clear

that Balarama is regularly addressed as Sarllkar~aJ)a and Balarfuna interchangeably (chart

I: Early archaeological and literary sources of Balarama). If Bigger is correct that there

was a Vr~Q.i hero Balarama, and a vyuha SaI11kar~aQ.a that were later brought together,

then this clearly happened at a very early period, indeed a period earlier than or

contemporary with the evidence for the developed vyuha theology. This highlights

another feature of this study: our evidence does not permit us to go backbeyond a certain

point in the development of Vai~Q.avism.I would emphasize that Balarama appears as a

significant deity in the early inscriptions and the other archaeological sources, the

36 Joshi, Iconography, 25, 33.
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inscriptions of Ghosun~i and Niiniighat, petroglyphs from Chilas II, images of Balarama

from Mathurii region and also in the earliest puraQa, the HV. I will show that the early

concepts associated with Balariima in the HV gradually underwent modifications that are

reflected in the depiction of his personality and the decline of his significance in the other

puriiQ.as under study. Therefore in this thesis I argue in support ofa multifaceted deity

Balariima whose main features include protection of people, children and beings, and

fertility that is connected to resources such as water, food and abundance, which may

result in bountiful harvest. In other words, his wrestler and heroic skills are connected to

the protection of people while his fertility is connected to providing resources. His

worship as serpent deity is only secondary to his character of protector and provider. I

also do not consider Balariima as a historical hero with military might. His worship

originated in the milieu of an agricultural society where he was worshipped for protection

and food and abundance rather than as a militaristic deity leading battles.

1.3. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY OF PURA~ASIMETHODOLOGY

The purfu;1as have attracted scholarly attention as primary documents to

understand the early history, religion and culture of India. F.E. Pargiter37 has proposed

that the subject matter of all the purfu,las was collected from ancient tales and consisted of

similar themes presented with minor variations, although he did not prepare any

37 F. E. Pargiter, Ancient Indian Historical Tradition (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, reprint 1962. 15t

cd., Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1922),21-27,33-37.
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concordance to prove his theory. He especially stressed the fact that the original "puraJ;la"

must have consisted of the Pancala~alJa texts only, which marks a broad categorization

of the subject matter of stories that occur in the puraJ;las. The five characteristics, Sarga

(creation), Pratisarga (dissolution/recreation), Valflsa (divine genealogies), Manvantara

(ages of Manu), and Valflsiinucarita (geneologies of kings), are called the PancalalqQ1;Jas.

Gradually this theory was adopted by many other scholars in puraJ;la studies in

search of the original or oldest puraJ;la that might have developed into numerous other

puraJ;las. Willibald Kirfel38 gathered together what he called the PuriilJa Pancala~alJa

texts by utilizing this method. Kirfel reconstructed stages in the development of the

puriiJ;las by means of a comparative study of different puriiJ;las with four chapters i.e.,

Sarga, Pratisarga (Abschnitt I), Val]1sa (Abschnitt II), Manvantara (Abschnitt III) and

Val]1siinucarita (Abschnitt IV). He concluded that the PaficalalqQ1;za texts in the Brahma

puriiJ;1a and the HV, are the oldest, and the Brahmanda puriiJ;1a and the Vayu puriiJ;1a were

texts that have undergone major changes. He said that the Markandeya puriiJ;1a consisted

of the revised form of the stories. He divided the texts into text group I, II A, lIB and III

etc. to illustrate successive alterations in the material. Kirfel's pioneering efforts have

allowed us to begin serious comparative work on the puraJ;las.

38 Kirfel, Das PuraQa, xxxii-it.
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One of the pioneering works that successfully adopted this method is Paul

Hacker's, Prahliida Werden und Wandlungen einer Idealgestalr39
. Hacker's work

successfully demostrated the evolution of PrahHida story in the pural)as and alteration of

motifs through a closer examination of the pur~a stories. This work has served as the

model for the study of pural)a stories to understand the evolution of deities. Numerous

other works followed, examining the puraQ.a stories in order to understand the nature and

origin of various avatiiras of Vi~l)u and achievements of Siva and Sakti and their place in

Hinduism. This resulted in works on puraQ.a myths by Klaus Rilping40
, Adalbert Gai141

,

Utz Podzeit42
, Walter Ruben43 and numerous others. All of these scholars studied a

39 Paul Hacker, Prahliida, Werden und Wand/ungen einer Idea/gesta/t, Beitrage Zur Geschichte
des Hinduismus, 2 Teile, Abhandlungen der geistes-und Sozialwissenschaftlichen Klasse 9 und 13
(Wiesbaden: Akademie der Wissenschaften und der Literature in Mainz, 1959).

40 Riiping studied the questions, the composition of PuriiIJa Pai'ica/a~alJa texts of Kirfel has
brought forward, regarding the procurement of Amrm from the milk ocean. He undertook the study of the
two versions of this myth in order to understand its connection to the origin and development of Kurma
avatiira ofVi~Qu. Through this study he proposed that the amrtamanthana myths may have evolved later
than the avatiira myths in the puraQas since the early myths of amrtamanthana do not include the support
of a tortoise (Kurma avatiira ofVi~Qu) for the churning rod, mount Meru, although the avatiira myths are
known to have existed separately. Klaus ROping. Amrtamanthana und Kiirma - Avatiira: Ein Beitrag zur
Puranischen Mythen und Re/igionsgeschichte, Schriftenreihe des SOdasien- Instituts der Universitat
Heidelberg (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrasowitz, 1970), 4-5.

41 Gail studied the stories ofParaSurama from the M.Bh and other puraQas. He traces how the
stories of Parasurama increased in size and details gradually over time. However, he asserts that these
changes have not affected the theological nature of Parasurama and that he has retained a mixture of
k~atriya and brahmaQa qualities. Although depicted as a devotee of Siva, his incorporation as one ofthe
avatiiras ofVi~Qu indicates, according to Gail, the relationship ofVai~Qavism and Saivism. Adalbert Gail,
Parasuriima: Briihmane und Krieger (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1977).

42Podzeit studied the presentation ofKr~Qa in different aspects as a cowherd,"a hero, an opponent
of Indra, the great man (Mahiipuru~a) and finally as an avatiira, suggesting that the myths depict his
evolution from human hero to divinity. Utz Podzeit, Die Wand/ungen Kr~lJas zum hochsten Gott:
Phi/%gische Studie zur Kr~lJa-Gopii/a-Legende, Europische Hochschulschriften Series 23 Theology
volume 598 (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 1997).

43 Ruben studied the motifs that occur in the Ktwa stories in the M.Bh, the HV, and the Vi.pu.
However, his work differs from the above works in that in addition to studying the major motifs in the
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selected episode or section from several different texts. This method views the parts of

the text as independent units and the text as the compendium of loosely knit units. Freda

Matchett44 criticizes this method of studying certain parts of the purfu).as as independent

units. As a method of critical inquiry it fails to take into account the overall philosophy or

theology of each text, which may nuance and shape the narration of each and every story

in the text. Therefore, she advocates that the various Hindu texts present the stories with

variations in accordance with their own philosophy and theology.

In agreeing with the methodological concerns expressed by Matchett as discussed

above, in this thesis I see each text's presentation ofthe Balarfuna stories as part of the

larger process represented by each text. I assume the changes in the Balarama stories are

an expression of the text's own philosophical and theological outlook, spread across all

the parts of the text, which is influenced by the historical, geographical and cultural

phenomena in which the different texts might have evolved or existed. Therefore I see

each story representing part of the process of the evolution ofVai~Q.avismwhich is

reflected by each text. Furthermore each selected text represents a different theological

and philosophical stage in the evolution ofVai~Q.avism,which is evidenced in the

Balarama stories. These earlier academic works make clear the many benefits to be

gained by analyzing the mythology of different puraQ.as together to understand the origin

and evolution of a deity. I propose to study Balarama stories in the puraQ.as with a similar

Kr~Qa stories from the puraQas, he compares these motifs to those in the Indo- European and North
American folk mythology. Walter Ruben, Kr~t;la: Konkardanz, 1-8.

44 Freda Matchett, Kr~1Ja: Lord or Avatiira (Surrey: Curzon Press, 200), 9-) 2.
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methodological approach utilized by Hacker and others, in order to understand the

evolution of Balarama across different texts. At the same time, I share Matchett's

concerns about overlooking the philosophical and theological tendencies unique to each

text. I approach the individual stories as part of the larger picture represented by each

text. Therefore, in this study I do not try to isolate the story elements in order to find the

original version; rather I consider that the modifications to the Balarama stories in each

text represent a different philosophical or theological stage in the evolution of

Vai~t;lavism.

In this thesis I will study two or more selected themes from each story and

compare them across the selected texts in order to understand how the narrative changes

altered the personality and position of Balarama within Vai~t;lavism. I prepare charts of

the story elements discussed before proceeding to the final analysis for each of the

sources, which are grouped according to the religion. This will help broaden my subject

base as well as facilitate cross comparison between different traditions, the Hindu and

Jain stories for the study of Balarama. My aim is not necessarily to find the original story

of Balarama, but to trace the process of the evolution of Balarama from what we can

surmise to be the oldest extant version.

Although cross comparison has been utilized for a long time as a method of

textual analysis, it is necessary to acknowledge that this approach assumes a basic story,

which becomes the baseline for comparison. While recognizing that these assumptions
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are not conclusive, I realize that my analysis must start somewhere and Paul Hacker has

demonstrated the validity of this approach. My study is also limited to a selection of

Balarama stories found in selected puraJ;las and Jain texts. Within these parameters, my

study contributes significantly to our understanding of the evolution of Balarama and

early Vai~J;lavism, and lays groundwork for future study of the evolution of other deities

in Vai~J;lavism.

1A. PRIMARY SOURCES

The following is a description of the texts from Hindu and Jain traditions that are

selected for the present study.

104.1. HINDU TEXTS

1. THE HARIVAMSA

The HV45 is one of the earliest texts that describes the stories of Balarama in

detail and throughout this thesis I assume that it represents our earliest version in the

Hindu tradition. I do so on the basis of established scholarship. Although the date ofthe

45 HarivafJlsa, 2 volumes, critical ed., P. L. Vaidya (Poona: Bhandarkar Oriental Research
Institute, 1969). I use the critical edition of this text for the present study. I cite summaries of my
translation of the Balarama stories from this text. 1thank Dr. Phyllis Granofffor helping me with the
translation of the Sanskrit stories from the HV. In this thesis I assume that the HV represents the earliest
version, which may have been adopted by the later texts. These in tum may have adopted stories from more
than one source and modified them as the differences in each version may indicate. It may be true that there
might be more than one factor that has contributed to these modifications in each text's rendering of a
particular version of the story. Nonetheless, I propose as a working hypothesis that story changes reflect
changes in Vai~Qavism, which can be documented from other sources.
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text is controversial, it has generally been assigned to 200-300 C.E. N.P. Joshi46 has

identified a series of the HV passages that he argues belong to the Ku~al)a period. As

evidence he studies the images of several deities dated to KU~clI)a period discovered in the

Mathura region in comparison with the HV passages that describe the iconography of

those respective images. In the case of Balarama, he demonstrated that the images of

Balarama of the Ku~al)a period are exactly similar to the descriptions of Balarama in the

HV. Hence he dated the HV to the Ku~al)a period, that is between 100-300 C. E.

Accepting this theory, Andre Couture47 proposed 200-300 C.E as a feasible date for the

HV. P.L. Vaidya in his introduction to the critical edition of the HV, maintains that the

original HV was composed about 400 C.E, although the stories may have been current

about 300 C.E48
. Arguing against the late dating of the HV proposed by P.L. Vaidya,

V.V. Mirashi49 dates it to the first half of 200 C.E based on the analysis of an inscription

of the Vakataka king Sarvasena. He argues that Sarvasena was the author of a Prakrit text

Harivijaya which deals with the subject of Piirijiitiipaharat;za, the theft of the divine tree

(HV.92.63-67).

46 N.P Joshi, " Some Ku~aQa passages in the Harivamsa," Indologen Tagung (1971-73),238-253.

47 Andre Couture, L 'enfance de KrRla (Quebec: Les Presses de l'Universite f."aval 1991), 77.

48 P.L. Vaidya, Hariva'l'sa, XXIX.

49 V.V. Mirashi, "The Date of the Original Harivafllsa," V.V. Mirashi, Studies in Indology
(Collection of Articles), (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1975),3-15. He maintains that a story ofKr~Qa is
composed in Prakrit as early as 300 C.E by the Vakataka king Sarvasena (330-355 C.E). Based on this
observation he states that the HV might have been known at least a hundred years before that date.
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I accept the early date of the HV established by the above scholars. One of the

criteria for selecting the HV as the basic text is its early date. Another criterion to support

the HV as the basic text is the simplicity of the stories that depict the preeminent position

of Balaramaso. This preeminent position of Balarama is supported by early studies in art

and archaeology, where Balarama is depicted as equal ifnot greater than Kr~Q.a (see

section 1.2 above).

Another controversy regarding the HV is the reference in the

parvasangrahaparva ofthe M.Bh which labels it as a khila (supplement). However,

Andre Couture cautions that this should not be taken to mean "appendix" in the Western

sense of the term, but as a necessary supplement fulfilling a requirement. John

BrockingtonSI maintains that the HV is a khila, kiivya and purfu,la at the same time. He

considers it the earliest pur8.Q.a, although it is not named as such. In my study of the

Balarama stories I use it as the earliest pur8.Q.a, the reference point against which I

compare the stories of Balarama from other pur8.Q.as.

Although the HV is one of the earliest texts to attract the attention of scholars as a

major source for the study of Hindu religion, D.H. Ingalls noted more than thirty years

50 The early images and inscriptions of Balarama are dated between 200 B.C.E- 200 C.E, and
predate the HV. However, as one of the earliest texts to contain the story of Balarama 1assume that the HV
contains remnants of this early pre-eminence of Balarama.

51 John Brockington, The Sanskrit Epics, Handbuch der Orientalistik Zweite Abteilung (Leiden:
E.J. Brill, (998),314.
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ago that this text had been greatly neglected during the current century52. More recently

Andre Couture53 noted that to date no study has been undertaken to fully utilize its

resources. Veenapani Pande's54 study of the HV is a general study of society, religion and

culture ofIndia as revealed in the HV. Andre Couture has utilized the stories of the HV to

understand a number of subjects55 including the religious change in early India, the form

of the early Bhiigavata religion, the nature of early goddesses and aspects of the Kr$l)a

cult.

The HV contains the stories of Balarama and Knl)a. In the HV Balarama is

described as a form ofVi$l)u, as equal to Kt"$l)a, and his identity with the snake Se$a, so

common in the later texts, has not been clearly established in this text. I will show that

the HV preserves the early significant status of Balarama in Vai~l)avism, although the

trend is towards portraying Kr$l)a as the central deity.

52 D.H. Ingalls,"The Harivalllsa as a Mahakavya," Melanges d'Indianisme ala Memoire de Louise
Renou (Paris: E. de Boccard, 1968), 381-394.

53 Andre Couture, Charlotte Schmid "The Harivamsa," 173-192.

54 Veenapani Pande, Hariva1]lsa puriilJa ka Sanslu;tik Vivecana, Hindi Samiti' Granthamala 44,
(Lucknow: Publications Division, Government of Uttar Pradesh, 1960).

55 Andre Couture, "Akriira et la tradition Bhiigavata selon Ie Harivarrsa," Studies in Religion!
Sciences Religieuses 15.2 (1986), 221-231; see also "The Problem of the Meaning ofYoganidra's Name,"
Journal ofIndian Philosophy 27 (1999), 35-47; "Kr~Qas Strange Name of Damodara," Brahmavidyii: The
Adyar Library Bulletin 62 (1999), 169-191.
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..

The VLY1;lu purii1;la (Vi.pu from now on) contains the entire story of Balarama and

Kf~J;la in the fifth afJlsa (part). It is the first Sanskrit puraJ;la to be completely translated

into EngiishS6 and has attracted much scholarly attention. It is recognized as a Pancariitra

textS7
. It has been repeatedly compared with the other puraI)as in the studies of the Kf~l).a

cycles, although its evidence is regarded as secondary58. H. H. Wilson59
, through a

comparison of the Kr~l).a story from the Vi.pu and the Bh.pu, suggested two possibilities,

saying that either the Bh.pu amplified the Vi.pu or that the Vi.pu was an abridgement of

the Bh.pu story. He supported the former theory, which was also supported by other

studies. My study of the Balarama stories also supports the theory that the stories of the

Vi.pu are amplified in the Bh.pu. This will be clear in the discussion later. Succinctly

56 The Vi~t;lupuriil:lQ: A System ofHindu Religion, trans., H.H. Wilson (Calcutta: Punthi Pustak, 3rd

ed., 1972, 151 ed., London: John Murray, 1840). The references and translations in this thesis are to this text
wherever they appear unless otherwise stated.

57 R.C. Hazra, Studies in the Puriit;lic Records ofHindu Rites (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 2nd ed.
1975, 151 ed. 1940), 19. Pai\caratra is a form ofVai~Qavism described in a number of Paficaratra texts.
J.A.8. Van Buitenen,"The name Pancaratra," History Religions 1 (1961-62),291-299. The central theology
of Pai\caratra religion utilizes the Vyiiha theology. Otto Shrader explains the term vyiihas (emanations) as a
chain, where each emanation except the first originates from an antecedent emanation. He explains the
word vyilha as a combination of the root iih, "to shove" and the preposition vi, "asunder" of the gUt;las into
three pairs acquired by the three successive vyuhas from Vasudeva Le., Samkar~aQa, Pradyumna and
Aniruddha. F. Otto Shrader, Introduction to the PaFicariitra and Ahirbudhnya SalJ1hitii (Madras: Adyar
Library, 1916),35.

58 Walter Ruben thought that the Vi.pu was secondary for the Kr~Qa story while the Br. pu
contains the original story. Walter Ruben, "The Kr~fJacarita in the Harivarpsa and certain Pural)as,"
Journal ofAmerican Oriental Soceity 61 (1944), 115-127.

59 H.H. Wilson, Vi~fJupuriit;la, Ixviii.
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then, the Vi.pu is later than the HV and earlier than the Br. pu and the Bh.pu, at least for

the stories of Balarama.

The Vi.pu has been dated variously by scholars between 100 - 1045 C.E. If the

theory that the Vi.pu belongs to a stage prior to the Bh.pu is correct, then it should be

dated prior to 800 C.E. as the Bh.pu is dated between 800-900 CE on the basis ofthe

South Indian Vai~J;lava material it possesses60
. The Vi.pu is certainly said to be a post-

Gupta text. F.E. Pargiter61 saw in the text evidence ofthe Hindu "revival"ofthe Gupta

period, a concept no longer used by scholars of the period. Nonetheless, his dating seems

sound. He dated the text between 400-500 C.E. Additional strong evidence for dating the

Vi.pu between 500-600 C.E comes from Adalbert Gail62 in his study of Parasurarna. Gail

states that the name of Parasurama appears for the first time in the inscription of Ganga

king DurvinIta dated to 522-23 C.E. As neither the early texts nor Kalidasa used the name

Parasurama, Gail asserts that the works that use this name can only be dated later than

500 CE. Using this criterion Gail dated the Vi.pu to 550 C.E. Although I agree with

Gail's dating of this text, I assume 550 C.E as the latest limit for the text since the name

of Parasurama could have been in vogue a few centuries before it first appeared in the

inscription. Therefore I assume the date of450 C.E to 550 CE as the date for the Vi.pu in

the present thesis.

60 Thomas J. Hopkins, "The Teaching of the Bhiigavata puriit;la," Milton Singer, ed., Kr:if:lO:
Myths, Rites. and Attitudes (Honolulu: East- West Center, 1966),3-23.

61 F.E. Pargiter, Ancient Indian, 80.

62 Adalbert Gail, Parasuriima, 54.
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There is no question that the stories of Balarama in the Vi.pu are later than those

of the HV and therefore indicate a later phase ofevolution in the understanding of

Balarama.

3. THE BRAHMA PURA~A

The Brahmii puriiQa63 (Br.pu from now on) has passages in common with many

other puraJ)as64 and has even been called a "composite puriiJ)a". However, Walter Ruben

remarked that the Kr~J)acarita ofthe Br. pu is similar to the HV, only shorter, leaving him

to conclude that the Br. pu contains the oldest story of Kr~J)a 65. Peter Schreiner has

refuted this conclusion, although he noted the close verbal similarity between passages of

the Vi.pu and the Br. pU66
• He concluded that the Br. pu is younger than the Vi.pu.

Schreiner also concluded through a comparison of the HV, the Vi.pu and the Br. pu texts

63Brahmiipurii1;la, J.L. Sastry, ed., Translated by Board of Scholars, Ancient Indian Tradition and
Mythology 34 (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1985). All the references in the present thesis are to this text
unless otherwise stated.

64 Rocher, The Purii1;las, 245-249.

65 Ruben studied the Kr~Qa story across different texts to identify the original/ core story that
might have contributed to different versions in the texts. He comes to the conclusion that the HV and the
Br. pu are exactly similar in the story except for length. He proposes that the Br.pu is the original, assuming
that the shortest text must be the original. Walter Ruben, "The Kr~Qacarita," 115-127. Kirfel supports the
hypothesis of Ruben that the HV and the Br.pu display the story of Kr~Qawithout intel-polations. However,
I think the Br.pu story differs from the HV in preserving the story of the incarnation of Balarama from the
hair ofVi~Qu which is not mentioned in the HV. Willibald Kirfel, "Kr~Qas Jugendgeschichte in den
PuraQa," Willibald Kirfel, ed., Beitrage zur Literaturwissenschaft und Geistesgeschichte Indiens: Festgabe
Hermann Jacobi (Bonn: Fritz Klopp, 1926), 298- 316.

66 Schreiner, Renate Sohnen, Brahmapurii1;la, xxvii-xxx.
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that the HV must be considered as the oldest testimony for the transition of epic to

puraI).a. This is also supported by the study of Balarama stories, as the HV preserves

some of the earlier themes associated with Balarama that we can see were subjected to

gradual change.

The Br.pu reflects the promotion of the worship of Jagannatha as a form of Kr~I).a.

Almost all the stories of Balarama are modified to a great extent in this text and his

heroic exploits are sometimes attributed to Kr~I).a. My study of the stories of Balarama

places the Br.pu later than the HV and the Vi.pu, but earlier than the Bh.pu in the case of

some stories. We will see that the stories of Balarama in the Br.pu are subjected to more

changes in the Bh.pu. It is interesting to note that although the Br.pu is dated after 1000

C. E. and thus later than the Bh.pu, it contains stories with fewer modifications than the

Bh.pu and is similar to the Vi.pu. Therefore, it is possible that although later in date, the

Br.pu consists of older stories from other sources, which it has adopted without major

changes.

3. THE BHAGAVATA PURA.1';JA

The Bhiigavata puriit;za (Bh.pu) has been the subject of numerous studies. The

dating67 of this text had been controversial and it was assigned various dates between

500-1300 C.E. Based on the theory ofthe South Indian composition of the Bh.pu,

67 Rocher, The puriiQas, 155.
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Thomas Hopkins had dated it to 850 C.E, when the Alvars lived under the patronage of

Pallavas and Calukyas, but before the rise of Colas68
.

The largest part of the Bh.pu is the tenth Skanda (section), which consists of the

Kf~t;la story. The Bh.pu stories of Balarama show us the culmination of the image of

Balarama in Vai~t;lavism, where he is identified with Sqa as a minor deity. In this text

Balarama is not connected to fertility and protection. Rather, the Bh.pu depicts Balarama

as a teacher, counselor and Yogin, which are the features associated with Se~a. These

attributes modify or replace the earlier aspects associated with Balarama in the other

texts. Matchett69 sees no direct connection between the HV and the Bh.pu and adds that

the Bh.pu has modeled itself in many respects upon the Vi.pu. As we shall see in chapter

II of this thesis, the Bh.pu adopts the stories ofthe M.Bh in addition to those already

known from the HV.

The Bh. pu is said to represent the Bhakti tradition of the Alvars of South India,

which was centered around Kr~t;la 70. Therefore the depiction of Balarama has been

modified here according to the needs of the Bhakti tradition.

68 Hopkins, "Social Teaching," Milton Singer, ed., Kr$!JG, 3-23.

69 Freda Matchett, KmJG, 109.

70 Hopkins, "Social Teaching,"IS; Velcheru Narayana Rao, "PuraQa as Brahmanic Ideology,"
Wendy D. O'Flaharty, ed., Purii!JG Perennis (New York: State University of New York, 1993),95.
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Some Svetambara canonical texts mention Balarama and Kr~l)a 7\ stories in brief.

The Antagada dasiio preserves a somewhat complete story ofKr~l)a, and other Vr~l)i

heroes, although it preserves only a brief story reference of Balarama. I will utilize these

descriptions in the course of my study of the Jain pural)as wherever pertinent.

In Jainism Baladeva is the name of a category of extraordinary people rather than

of an individual. Jain texts nonetheless preserve their own account of the stories ofthe

ninth Baladeva, as part of the biographies of the great menno This ninth Baladeva

corresponds to the Balarama ofthe Hindu texts. Jain texts offer valuable evidence to

understand the evolution of the cult of Balarama, thereby supplementing the Hindu texts.

Some medieval Jain texts were written by a single author and can be dated exactly, unlike

the Hindu texts. This allows us to locate in time, often in place, some of the changes we

are highlighting.

71 There is a controversy about the Jain canon. The Svetiimbara Jains maintain that they preserved
all the canonical texts except the D[$tiviida while the Digambara Jains believe that the, entire Jain canon
was lost except for a small part of the D[$tiviida. Paul Dundas, The Jains (New York: Routledge, 1992),
60-65.

72 The actual number ofMahiipuru~as is 51(60), because some ofthe Mahiipuru~as are also the
TirthQ11karas and the Cakravartins at the same time (Tirthankaras 16-18 are also Cakravartins 5-7).
However the tradition keeps the number at 54 or 63 (24 Tirthankaras, 12 Cakravatins, 9 Viisudevas, 9
Baladevas and 9 Prativiisudevas) counting the 3 Tirthmikaras and the 3 Cakravartins (even though the
same) again instead of leaving them out.
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The Vasudevahirujf was composed in two parts. The earliest text, Vasudevahifufi (VH

hence forward), was composed by the Svetfunbara mendicant acarya SanghadasagaJ,li

Vacaka73
. This work is edited by Jain Munis Caturvijayaji and PUl,lyavijayaji (1930-31)

using twelve manuscripts. It is written in Jain Mahara~tri and is dated to 300 C.E based

on the language. The later text Vasudevahifuft Majjimakhando (VHM from now on) was

composed four hundred years after this, during the 700 C.E by Dharmadasagal,li

Mahattara74
. I use the VH stories of Balarama in the present study.

The VH consists of six ahigaras (parts) dealing with different subjects. The first part

kahupatti (origin of the story) deals with religious stories. In this part king Seniya asked

Mahavlra how Vasudeva acquired the right faith and obtained the fruits of this world and

the next (VH.2-26). In reply to this Dhammillahin{if, is narrated which addresses

religious questions (VH. 27-76). The second partpet},hiya (introduction) deals with the

stories ofPadyumna and Samba (VH. 77-104). The third part muha (head) consists of the

stories of the rivalry ofSfunba, son of JambavatI and Subhanu, son ofSatyabhama (VH.

73 The Vasudevahiru/i: An Authentic Jain Version a/the Brhatkatha, trans., J.e. Jain, L. D. Series
59 (Ahmedabad: L.D. Institute of Indology, 1977). The text references of the Vasudevahin{ii in the present
thesis are to this translated and edited text unless otherwise stated.

74 This text, Vasudevahinifi Majjimakhando (VHM), was composed by DharmadasagaQi Mahattara
with the claim that it represents the missing parts of the original VH ofSanghadasagaQi Vacaka.
DharmadasagaQi Mahattara inserted it from the eighteenth Lambho of the original VH with the claim that
Vasudeva had in fact married a hundred women in the course of his wanderings for a hundred years instead
of twenty-nine whose stories were narrated in the original VH text. Bhayani dates the VHM to 700·C.E
based on the orthography (75), a date which places it 400 years after the original VH. Vasudevahinifi
Majjimakhando, H.e. Bhayani, ed. L. D. Series 99 (Ahmedabad: L.D. Institute of Indology, 1979).
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105-109). The next part pacjimuha (beginning of narration) consists of the introduction to

the stories of the marriages of Vasudeva, which he narrates to the request of his

grandsons, i.e., sons of Kr~l).a (VH. 110-113). The sarfra (body) contains the actual

stories of the travels of Vasudeva and his marriage to numerous women, after which this

text is named (VH. 114-370). The text of the VH is incomplete, the next section

uvasa1f1hara (conclusion) is missing from the extant text.

The sar/ra contains twenty-eight chapters describing the marriages of Vasudeva to

twenty-nine women. This also includes the marriage of Rohil).l (mother of Balarama), and

the marriage of Devakl (mother ofKr~l).a) to Vasudeva. Thus this is the first text in

lainism that presents the story of Balarama and Kr~l).a together. Recent research has

established that the VH is a compendium of stories collected from various sources75. This

supports the view that the stories of Balarama and Kr~l).a may have existed in a pan-

Indian tradition before they were absorbed into the purcll).a texts of India and subjected to

selective modifications according to new theological perspectives. Although the story of

Balarama is brief in this text, what it can tell us is important. It is similar to the HV, in

that it portrays Balarama as the protector of Kr~l).a in a significant position.

75 J. C. Jain, "Is Vasudevahifl(fi a Jain Version of Brhatkatha," Journal ofthe Oriental Institute
Baroda 23 (1973), 59-63.
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The Hariva1]1sapuriiQa (HVP) of Digambara acarya Punnala Jinasena is an

enormous work describing in detail the life of the twenty second Tirthafllwra Neminatha

along with the stories of his cousins Balarama and Kr~l)a. According to the information

provided by the author himself in the colophon, Jinasena was a disciple of Amitasena of

Punniita gaQa76
• He also said that his HVP was composed at the Parsvanatha Jina temple

at Vardhamanapura (identified with Vadwan in Gujarat) in the Saka year 705 i.e. 783 C.E

and was completed at the Santinatha Jina temple (in Gujarat state, India).

The HVP deals with the themes of the HV and the M.Bh and is intended as an

alternative and true Jain version for the Hindu versions. I selected this text as the basic

text for comparison with other texts for my study because it contains the first detailed

version of the Jain Baladima story, which is considerably different from the Hindu story.

Neminatha, Balarama, and Kr~l)a are described here as the descendents of Hari. It

is interesting to note that Jinasena decided to call his text Harivarpsapural)a (similar to the

Hindu text Harivarpsa) under the name of one of the little known kings of the Yadu

lineage, rather than after one of the famous persons of this lineage: Neminatha, Balarama,

76 The HarivaTflsapuriiQa of Jinasena, ed., Hindi trans., Panna Lal Jain, BharatTya JfianapTtha
Miirtidevi Jaina Granthamala Sanskrit Granth No.27 (Kashi: Bharatfya Jftanaprtha, 1962), J0-23. I cite brief
translations of this text in the course of the present thesis. I thank Dr. Phyllis Granofffor helping me with
the translations of this text.
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and Krli>Va or after the generic name of distinguished men (salakapuru~as= mahapuru~as)

like the other texts.

In the HVP Neminatha was a renouncer representing the ascetic ideal of life,

Balarama represented the ideal lay disciple as the follower of the Jain dharma, while

Kr~va represented violence and worldly life. Thus the story of Balarama is narrated in a

different context from the Hindu puravas. Similar to the VH, in this text Balarama is

presented as the protector of Krli>Va. The additional stories indicate a Jain Balarama cycle

persisted well into the 800 C.E and that the accommodations similar to the Hindu purava

stories came later.

3. THE CAUPPANNAMAHApURISACARIYA¥

The Cauppannamahapurisacariyalll77 (CMC) contains a briefdescription of the

lives of fifty-five great men (mahapuru~as) composed by Svetambara acarya SIlanka in

868 C.E. It contains the stories of Balarama and Kr~va in brief and mentions Jarasandha

in a brief story. The Vasudevas of the Jain purav.as are supposed to be born from time to

time to fight the prativasudevas, in this case Jarasandha. Although separated from

Punnata Jinasena (ofthe HVP above) by only a few years, SIlfu1ka's story of Balarama

and Kr~v.a is much different from the HVP. Not only are the stories of Balarama short,

17 Cauppannamahiipuri§acariya,!, by acarya SrT STlailka, ed., Pt. Amritlal Mohanlal Bhojak
(Ahmedabad: Prakrit Text Society, 1961). The references in this thesis are to this text.
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the additional incidents Jinasena has used to portray Balarama in a significant role in

comparison to Kr~Q.a do not form part of this text. CMC shows a tendency towards

adopting stories closer to the Hindu puraQ.a stories of Kr~Q.a, departing from his Jain

predecessors.

4. THE TRI~A~TISALAKAPURU~ACARITRA

The Tri$a$/isalakiipuru$acaritra (TSP from now on) was composed by

Svetambara acarya Hemacandra between 1160-1172. It deals with the lives of sixty-three

great men in great detail. Hemacandra is associated with Kumarapala, the Calukya

emperor of Gujarat. Although this is a text dated later than all the texts studied here, its

detailed stories help complete the picture of evolution of Balarama gained from other Jain

sources. K.r~J,1a story is more longer and detailed in this text than the others described

along with him in this story. Even though the volume five ofthe text,

Tri$a$lisalakiipuru$acaritra78 of Hemacandra deals with the subject of the life of the

twenty-second Tlrthankara, Neminatha, it describes the story of the life of K.r~J,1a in more

detail in this part of the text.

78 Helen Johnson notes that a major part of the story in the books VIII-IX of volumeV is devoted
to Kf~Qa story even though the volume V itself is named as Neminiithacaritra after the twenty - second
TirthQ11kara, Neminatha. Tri$~/isaliikiipuru$acaritra,volume V (Books VIII-IX), trans., Helen M.
Johnson, Gaekwad's Oriental Series No.139 (Baroda: Oriental Institute, 1931-62), introduction. A,11 the
references in the present thesis are to this translation unless otherwise stated.
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Although the Hari lineage is traced from Yadu similar to the Hindu pural)as, the

Jain texts also include a mythical genealogy of this lineage79
. Although the TSP continues

to depict the status of Balarama as the ninth Baladeva as more significant than the ninth

Vasudeva, Kr~l)a, his personality is depicted differently from the other Jain texts studied

in this thesis. Unlike the other texts, here he is depicted as an assistant of Kr~Q.a rather

than his protector in Vraj and in Mathura. This image of Balarama is similar to the image

of Balarama depicted in the M.Bh.

1.5. OVERVIEW OF THE CHAPTERS

As already explained, I will primarily use the stories from these above mentioned

texts to trace the basic evolution of Balarama as his position gradually declined in

Vai~\lavism. Reference will be made to data from art, coinage, and inscriptions wherever

pertinent.

79 The mythical lineage ofNemi, Balarama and Kr~Qa is traced from the ancestor Hari as follows.
HVP- Vidyadhara ofVijayardha (unnamed) Hari Mahagiri Himagiri Vasugiri Giri.
TSP- Hari~ Prthvipati~Mahagiri;Himagiri~Vasugiri-tGiri-tMitragiri.
Then from Giri or Mitragiri descends Yadu and this part of the lineage is similar in all the texts and is well
known. VH (p. 357-58)- Yadu HVP (18.6-16) Yadu TSP (V. p.37) Yadu

Sa,uri VTra Narapati Sqra
AndhakavhQi Bhogavr~Qi Sura I SuvTra Sauri SuvTra

Andhakavr~Qi Andhakavr~Qi

The ten sons known as Dasiirhas including Vasudeva, Samudravijaya are mentioned as
descendents of Andhakavr~Qi in all the above texts. While Balamma and KtWa are born to Vasudeva,
Neminatha is born to Samudravijaya. Jha undertakes a detailed study of the lineage of Hari in comparison
with the Hindu puraQa texts. Shaktidhar Jha, Aspects ofBriihmanicallnjluence on the Jaina Mythology
(Delhi: Bharat Bharati Bhandar, 1978), 153-184.
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In this thesis, I analyze the selected stories in two ways. Firstly, I analyze the

basic story for inconsistencies. Secondly, I compare the different versions of a selected

story from all the texts under study to trace the evolution of the story and show how a

given story developed through time, according to the theology of each text in question.

My study is not exhaustive, as I have selected certain episodes in the life of Balarama that

are sufficiently rich to provide us with evidence of the evolution of Baladima in

Vai~J;1avism.

I discuss the method of study for the Hindu and Jain sources individually in the

respective chapters that follow. In each of these chapters, I have divided the study of

Balarama stories into sections similar to the stages in a human life cycle such as birth,

childhood and adult life, for convenience of study.

The episodes selected for the present study from the HV, the Vi.pu, the Br. pu and

the Bh.pu are as follows. All these episodes are described in all the puraJ;1as in different

order.

1. Birth of Balarama.

2. Childhood of Balarama in Vraj and his family.

3. Balarama in Vrndavan and his killing of Dhenuka and Pralamba.

4. Divine revelation of Balarama in Alaiira's vision.

5. Balarama's return to Vraj.

6. Balarama's defeat of Jarasandha.
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The stories selected for the present study from the Jain puraQas, the VH, the HVP,

the CMC and the TSP are as follows:

I. The svaymrzvara of RohiQI and marriage of Vasudeva and RohiQl.

2. Birth of Balarama.

3. Balarama transfers Kr~Qa to Govraj.

4. Balarama deputed by Vasudeva to take care of Kr~Qa.

5. Balarama brings DevakI to Vraj.

6. Balarama escorts Kr~Qa to Mathura.

7. Battles with Jarasandha.

The broad division of my chapters is based on the texts of the religion that I use

for my present study. In the second chapter, I will analyze the selected episodes of

Balarama's life from Hindu texts and in the third chapter I analyze the selected episodes

of Balarama story from the Jain texts. The first and last chapters form the introduction

and conclusion respectively.
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CHAPTER II: BALARAMA IN THE HINDU SOURCES

SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION

2.1.1. BALARAMA IN THE HINDUP~AS

Balarama is a non-Vedic deity whose stories appear for the first time in the

pural)as1. In the pural)as he is described as a form of the divine snake Se~a and Vi~l)u. In

addition to this Vai~l)ava context we are also made aware ofBalarama's connection to the

Vedic god, Varul)a, as a subject ofVarul)a's watery kingdom (see section IV. 4.1.1- 4.1.4

in this thesis). However, the depiction ofBalarama is not always consistent or uniform in

all the pural)as. Though there is a major trend to describe him in a consistent way,

differing views can be discerned in the stories ofBalarama upon careful examination.

This thesis argues that the HV stories ofBalarama were taken up by later pural)as and

modifications were introduced in accordance with the theological changes taking place in

the evolving Vai~l)avism.

It is the objective of this chapter to show how the image ofBalarama from the HV

is subjected to changes in the later pur8.l)as in order to arrive at the image ofBalarama,

which is in conformity with the developing Vai~l)ava pantheon. The HV stories of

1Although the M.Bh contains considerable amount ofdata on Balartima I have not included it in
the present study since I asswne that the M.Bh depiction ofBalamma is one of the latest versions evolved
according to the later Vai~va theology. In this regard I agree with Tadpatrikar that the original Krnta
stories of the MBlt developed outside the M.Bil. that is in the purli\1a complex. Tadpatrikar, "The Krnta
Problem," ABORI 10 (1929-30),269-354. There is also the recent work by Bigger that covers this material.
Bigger also supports the above view, adding that the stories ofBalarama in the M.Bh developed outside the
M.Bil. in the Plll'3\1as. Bigger, Ba/ariima, 149.
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Balarama preserve a personality ofBalariima associated with themes that are similar to

those associated with early deities such as the yak~as and nagas. Features such as

protection, food, drink, water, abundance and fertility are gradually modified, leading to

the emergence of an image ofBalarama that is different from his early image in the HV.

These early concepts have been altered in the subsequent puraQ.as to accommodate the

new identity ofBalarama as warrior hero (qatriya) and follower ofdharma.

Furthermore, this change to his personality has not contributed to the elevation of his

position in Vai~Q.avism, but rather, to the decline of his status. Although represented as

the superior god of Vai~Q.avas in the HV, he is depicted as a minor deity in the later

puraQ.as. Therefore, I argue that the change of his personality and position reflects the

broader changes taking place in the Vai~Q.avism. I propose that these changes play major

role in relegating him to a secondary position thereby leading to his identification with

Se~a.

In order to study the stories more closely, I consider the stories from the HV as

the base against which I compare the other versions from the other puraQ.as listed in

chapter I of this thesis (1.4.1). Although the puriiQ.as do not present the Balarama stories

in the same order, for ease ofdiscussion, I have grouped them into four sections,

corresponding to different periods ofhuman life2
. In each section I highlight the divine

attributes associated with Balarama and show how they are distinctive for each stage of

2 The death of Balarama is an independent story and does not form part of the HV, my basic text
of study in this thesis. Hence I have not included it in the present study.
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his life and discuss their modifications across the different texts. I explore the

significance of the cult of Balarama and the process of his later assimilation into

Vai~Qavism through a consideration ofhis relationships with other figures in his stories in

each section.

SECTION II BALYA: THE BIRTH AND CHILDHOOD OF BALARAMA

In this section, I study the birth and early childhood ofBalarama. This period

could be termed as a period ofbonding in the life of Balarama. Relations ofBalarama to

other family members in this section can tell us much about the early features of

Balarama in Vai~Qavism. It is my contention that modifications to these relationships in

fact show the declining status ofBalarama. The birth ofBalarama is ultimately linked to

the birth ofKr~Qa and in this section I will discuss the birth story ofKr~Qa as well.

Comparison between the story from the base text (HV) and the later texts (Vi.pu, Br.pu

and Bh.pu) will highlight the differences between the birth story ofBalarama and Kr~Qa

across different texts. These differences display a pattern indicating that the birth story of

Balarama was remodeled in a way so as to conform to the birth story of Kr~Qa. An

analysis of the inconsistencies in the birth stories, and a discussion ofhis relationship to

the goddesses in the birth story reveals the origin of this deity in a milieu that is different

from that ofKr~Qa.
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SECTION III KA UMARA: YOUNG ADULT LIFE OF BALARAMA

In this section, I will study the life ofBalarama in Vrndavan. This period could

rightly be called a period of revelation. During this period Balarama kills the demons

Dhenuka and Pralamba, and his divinity is revealed to AkrUra as well as to other

inhabitants ofVrndavan. These stories show the displacement of early cults prevalent in

Mathura and depict Balarama as a deity associated with food, abundance and protection.

The stories also indicate that he was regarded as an important deity. In fact, in the

revelation to AkrUra he is represented as the highest god ofBhagavatism.

SECTION IV YAUVANA: ADULT LIFE OF BALARAMA

Here, I study the life ofBalarama in Mathura and his return to Vraj. This period

reveals a constant interplay of the human and divine. The divine aspects associated with

Balarama in this section depict him similar to earlier non-Vedic deities, such as yak~as

and nagas. However, these features are utilized in the later texts to connect Balarama to

Hindu deities such as VaruQ.a and Lak~ml. For all of them the connecting principle is

water. A study of the Balarama stories in this section indicates how some ofthe early

characteristics ofBalarama are modified in order to securely place him in the Hindu

cosmology.
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SECTION II

BALYA: THE BIRTH AND CHILDHOOD OF BALARAMA

This section deals with the birth and early childhood ofBalarama in two parts.

Two versions ofthe birth ofBalarama are studied in this section. The first and short

version is from the M.Bh. 1.189.31, the Vi.pu.Y.1.60-63, and the Br.pu.ll.72.26-27. The

second and longer version is from the HV.47-48, the Vi.pu.V. 1. 70-85, V.2.1-2, the

Br.pu. II. 72.36-44, and the Bh.pu. X.2.6-15.

2.2.1. THE BIRTH OF BALARAMA

Despite the importance ofwhat it can contribute to the understanding of early

Vai~Q.avism, the birth stories ofBalarama have received scant scholarly attention. These

birth stories3 were solely studied as the birth stories ofKr~Q.a, ignoring Balarama

altogether although he forms part of the story. Suvira Jaiswal's "The worship of

SaIJlk:ar~aQ.a-Baladeva,,,4shows the typical lack of interest in Balarama. Jaiswal did not

study the first version of the birth story ofBalarama and ruled out the second version as a

fanciful invention. Andre CoutureS recognized the significance of the birth story for an

3 It is always the second and longer version that is studied in detail.

4 Suvira Jaiswal, "The worship ofS~-Baladeva," 382.

5 Andre Couture and Charlotte Schmid, "The HarivllJ\lSa," 173-174.
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understanding of the three important deities of early Vai~Q.avism: Sarpkar~aQ.a, Ekanarpsa,

and Vasudeva. Couture maintains that the birth story is the key to understanding the

Ekanamsa6 triads, in addition to the other episodes. Although I agree with him regarding

the triads, I would like to add that the birth story ofBalarama provides important

information for an understanding of the religious milieu of these deities, in that it

preserves the multiple themes associated with them. I will analyze these themes including

fertility, childbirth, and protection of children in the following pages. In addition, the

earlier significant status and gradual decline ofBalarama's status in Vai~Q.avism can be

understood from the changing identity ofBalarama as depicted in the birth stories. While

in the first version of the birth story he is depicted as having originated from Vi~Q.u, the

central deity ofVai~Q.avism, in the second version he is progressively delineated from

Vi~Q.u, and identified as an incarnation ofother minor deities associated with Vi~Q.u; thus

portraying him in a lesser status.

Although the two versions ofBalarama's birth story are different, they are not

contradictory and they do contribute to a clearer understanding ofwhat was going on in

his portrayal during the early phase of his evolution. The first version (M.Bh. 1.189.30-

6 See chart I in chapter I of this thesis for more information on EkanatpSa traids. Dennis Hudson
identifies these triads a little bit differently as quartets representing the four vyilhas. According to him these
images represent the first vyilhaS~ EkanaIp.Sa as the second vyiiha Vasudeva (with Pradyumna
hidden inside her) and the third one as Aniruddha, the last vyilha (Hudson, 153). Hudson also proposes a
variant reading of the birth story of Balarama. He saw the metaphorical representation of a recently
converted bhakta (devotee) in the birth story while studying the sacred geography of the Tanjiivlir temple.
He read the birth story as representing the process that takes place within a devotee when receiving mantras
from an iiciirya. (Hudson, 148). Dennis Hudson, "Early Evidence of Piiflcariitra Agama," Katherine Anne
Harper ed., The Roots ofTantra (New York: SUNY press, 2002),133-167.
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33, Vi.pu. Y.1.60, 63, Br.pu II. 72.26-27), found in only a few texts is the shortese and,

has not been studied in detail. It emphasizes Balarama' s divine origin as similar to Kr~l)a,

though it omits the actual description of his birth. This first version of his birth story is

the most explicit statement that we have ofBalarama as a god equal to Kr~l)a.

2.2.2. THE FIRST VERSION OF BALARAMA'S BIRTH STORY

This version is important for two reasons. Firstly, this is the only place where

Balarama is exclusively identified as an ava/tira ofVi~Qu. Here, Balarama and Kr~l)a are

equal manifestations ofVi~l)u, although from an insignificant part ofthe body: the hair.

Secondly, he is said to have been conceived by Rohil)l, unlike the second version where

he is first conceived by Devakl and then transferred to Rohil)l. The Jain stories of

Balarama's birth precisely describe these two points (to be studied in detail in chapter m.

3.3.1- 3.3.2). Therefore, I presume that the first version of the birth story ofBalarama,

which is shared by the Jain sources, represents an early common story that was later

modified. It also best accords with the earliest archaeological evidence, for example, the

7 I label the M.Bh version as the first version for the sake of convenience, but by no means to
indicate it as the earliest version. The second and longer version found in the HV might be equally early.
While the MBh is dated variously between 500 B.C.E to 500 C.E, for the VLpu, I ass\imed the date of
450- 550 C.E while for the Br.Pu I assume 1000 C.E-1200 C.E. Therefore for this version, among the three
texts studied in this thesis, the birth stol)' in the MBh may represent the earliest version. As already noted
in footnote I, above the MBh contains modified and shorter versions of the Balarama stories. The birth
story of Balarama from the MBh is one of the simple stories that expresses earlier significant themes
associated with Balarama as an incarnation of Vi~lJ.uand son ofRohi\lI. These are the same ideas expressed
in the second version of the birth story ofBalamma in its earliest version in the HV, which underwent
modifications in later texts.
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petroglyphs of Chilas II and the coins of Indo-Greek ruler Agathocles, in which Balarama

is clearly depicted as the main deity.

HERE IS THE BIRTH STORY FROM THE M.BR. 1.189.30-33
8

Together with them the God then repaired
To the measureless God NarayaQ,a.
He too ordained that it should be so,
And so it befell all were born on earth.

God Han had plucked two hairs of head;
One hair was white, the other was black.
These hairs then went into the Yadu women,
Into RohiQ,l and Devakl
The one ofthem became Baladeva,
The other, the black one, Kesava.

Those Indra forms that of yore were cloistered
Inside that cave of the lofty mountain,
Have been born here the powerful PaneJavas;
The left-handed Archer is Indra's part.

This story also occurs in the Vi.pu and the Br.pu with minor changes, which I consider

below.

81. A. B. Van Buitenen, The Mahabharata, Vol. 1 (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1973),373.
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HERE IS A SUMMARY OF THE STORY VI.PU. Y.1.60-639

When the god Brahma had finished describing the woes of the
earth and requested the god ViglU to reappear on the earth, he agreed.
Then the supreme god NarayaQa plucked two hairs from his head and
threw them down saying that the white one would be born as Balarama
and the black one would be born as Kr~Qa to end the burden of earth.

It is surprising that such a significant story has gone unnoticed in the studies

concerning Balarama10. Biggerll rejected this first version of the birth story of Balarama

from the M.Bh, claiming it was an isolated reference not supported by further textual

evidence. He considers the two parts of this story (M.Bh.I.189.30-33), that of the

incarnation ofBalarama and Kr§Qa from NarayaQa and that of the Pangavas from the five

Indras as latel2
. In rejecting the first version of the birth of Balarama, a complete story,

9 A similar version of the story also occurs in the Br.pu. n. 72. 26-27.

10 Although Ruben has studied it, his focus was different. He considered the motif ofbirth from
hair as indicative of common/shared motifs in the world mythology. He traced the motif of birth from hair
or hair incarnation from a number of myths in North America, Central Asia and Europe. He also traced it
to tribal mythology of India He understood the white and black hair of Vi~\luas symbolising the nature
indicating day and night represented by the pair ofBalarama and Kffi1a, and also AIjuna and Kmta. He
further said that the hair incarnation motif in fact connects this story to Balarama, as he was an incarnation
of the world snake, S~ because in one of the Amazonian myths a woman gives birth to a snake after
ingesting a hair in a raw egg. Borrowing of this motif from Amazonian myth, which is implied in this
theory, is hard to establish. Therefore, I propose that this story should be understood on its own and not in
connection with other world mythology as it is hard to establish the origin and spread of these motifs
around the world. I think this incarnation story is included in the Hindu mythology as indicative of the
origin of Balarama and Kmta equally from Vi~\lu stressing the importance of their in<;amation. Ruben.,
Kr§1Ja Konkardanz, 44-45. Ruben also observed that the identity ofBalarama is ambiguous in the birth
story. He said the story does not clearly indicate ifhe originated as a hero, anthropomorphic deity or the
ancestor of nagavamSi rulers of India (Ruben, 56).

11 Bigger, Ba/ariima, 27-28.

12 In accepting this second reference (M.Bh. I. 61. 90-91) as the authentic version representing
Balarama as an incarnation of S~, Bigger is in fact contradicting his own postulation that the naga
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and accepting the second brief reference mentioned out of context, Bigger was influenced

by one of the M.Bh's internal plans, the establishment of the centrality of the

NaranarayaQa pair13
. In the second reference (M.Bh. 1.61.91) Balarama is briefly

mentioned among the list of the incarnations (a'llsiivataral}as) of all the characters of the

M.Bh (their death and return to own abodes is mentioned in the M.Bh. 18). It is

interesting to note that Balarama is mentioned only in the list of the incarnations, and his

death is not narrated along with the others in the M.Bh. 18, but rather in Mausalaparva,

of the M.Bh. 16. Bigger considers this death story of Balarama where he emerges as the

divine snake, as not original to the M.Bh, but as a condensed version of a longer story

that developed outside the M.Bh. This irregularity makes one question the originality of

this second incarnation reference of Balarama. In fact this may be an isolated reference

not supported by further evidence, which indicates an effort to present Balarama as a

form of Se~a in opposition to Vi~Qu as seen above. I understand this as an interpolation

precisely because of the reason noted above. Therefore, I believe that this second

reference to Balarama's incarnation in the M.Bh provides evidence for understanding

identity of Balarama was a later addition to the personality of Balarama, a Ylidava hero. He notes that the
identification of the vyiihaS~ and the Ylidava hero, vatwi BaIarama occurs earlier. According to
him, to this earlier identity was added that of the serpent Baladeva, which is facilitated by the identification
of the vyilhaS~ and Se~ the divine serpent Bigger, BaJarama, 1()()- 101. Bigger has argued
elsewhere in his study that the story of the death of Balarama in the MausaJaparva was a condensed
version of an already existing story and hence not original to the MBh. Bigger, BaJarama, 64-65.

13 Peter Schreiner noted that it is the concern underlying the whole of the MBh to establish the
NaranaraYaQa pair, but not only in the NiiriiyalJ'fya section. Peter Schreiner, "Schau Gottes- Ein leitmotiv
Indischer Religionsgeschichte?" Reinhold GIiinendahl, NiiriiyalJ'fya Studien, 159-95. According to this
internal plan of the M.Bh later on only Arjuna is exclusively identified as an incarnation of Indra and Kffi1a
as an incarnation of Vi§Qu. As the most preeminent pair in the M.Bh they come to replace all the others
incarnated along with them to form this exclusive pair as incarnations of Vi~l,lu and Indra. Other Pandava
brothers and Balarama are identified differently as fonus ofother minor deities.
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what is happening elsewhere in the puraQas in the birth stories of Balarama. This second

incarnation story depicts the basis on which the later puraQa stories of Balarama's birth

are fashioned. However, the second version of Balarama's birth story which I presume is

a result of such efforts did not submit to such corrections easily, but left numerous

inconsistencies in the story (to be considered in detail in the next section). In short, I

suggest that this first version of the birth story is the original presentation of Balarama: a

form of the highest god of Vai~Qavism. Although not the earliest version, it represents the

central themes associated with Balarama's incarnation, which are embellished in other

later versions amidst confusions. This early theme (of the origin of Balarama and Kr~Qa

from Vi~Qu) is also found in the second version of the birth story of Balarama in its

earliest version in the HV, although it is modified in the subsequent texts14
. This superior

status of Balarama as the god Vi~Qu, the highest god of Vai~Qavism is clearly stressed

again in other stories ofBalarama such as the Pralamba episode and the vision of Alaiira

(to be studied in detail in section III ofthis chapter).

Apart from the origin from NarayaQa, the first version does not provide any other

information about the actual birth of Balarama on earth. The second version begins by

furnishing these details. Any alterations in these relations in the birth stories between the

different texts under study in the following sections reveal hints of the later evolution of

Balarama in Vai~Qavism.

14 HV.45. 38. Here, Brahma directs Vi~u to be born from both Rohi¢ and DevakI.
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2.2.3. THE SECOND VERSION OF BALARAMA'S BIRTH STORY

Let us begin now by considering the second version of the birth story of Balarama

(HV. 45, 46.11-17, 47. 9-38, 48. 1-28; Vi.pu. V. 1. 70-80, 2. 1-2, 3. 1-26; Br.pu.II.72.

38-46, 73.1-30; Bh.pu. x.l. 21-25, 2.7-16, 3.47~53, 4. 7-13), which is the longest and

found in all the puraQ,as that contain the story of Balarama. The second version of the

birth story builds on the tendency to depict Balarama as an incarnation of Se~a, as

observed above, thus distancing him from Vi~Q.u as whose incarnation he was depicted in

the first version of his birth story. This process is gradual and can be detected in stories

across different texts.

The second version of the birth story ofBalarama indicates that Balarama was

originally conceived by DevakI and was transferred to RohiQ,l' s womb. Eventually, in

circumstances that are not entirely clear, he ends up with Kr~Q.a under the care of Yasoda

and Nanda in Vraj. It is worth noting that Balarama is in fact said to be the son ofRohiQ,1.

Indeed he is often referred to by the matronymics such as Rauhi1)eya, Rohi1)fnandana,

etc. The texts do not refer to his connection to DevakI except in this birth story. This

leads to the suspicion that the story ofBalarama's conception by Devak'i is a modification

to an earlier story ofBalarama, who was dearly known as the son ofRohiQ,1. This is only

one of numerous changes that follow to present Balarama as a minor deity rather than a

deity of child protection on his own right which I study below.
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HERE IS A SUMMARY OF THE STORY

McMaster- Religious Studies

The god Vi~Qu consented to the request of the god Brahma and
attended the assembly ofgods in Nandanavana. He agreed to be incarnated
on earth to kill the demons, especially the demon Karpsa, to decrease the
burden of the earth. Narada informed Karpsa about the plan of the gods
that Vi~Qu would be born as the eighth child to DevakI (Karpsa's sister), to
kill Karpsa. Thus Karpsa undertook elaborate plans to curtail the plan of
gods and imprisoned DevakT and decided to kill all the children that were
to be born to her. (HV. 46.6-27, HV. 47. 1-8)

The god Vi~Qu then saw the Sadgarbhas 15 asleep in the womb in
patata (underworld), and he traveled to patata where the Sadgarbhas were
asleep in the water-womb house (jatagarbhagrhe16

). He entered them as

15 $adgarbhiis actually means "six fetuses". The story of$adgarbhiis varies in all the texts under
consideration. In the HV the six fetuses are children of the demon Kalanemi. They had worshipped Brahma
and obtained the boon that they were not to be killed by gods, snakes, yalgas, gandharvas, siddhas etc.
This angers IIinqlyakaSipu, who had not been included in the boon. He curses them, saying that they will
be killed in the womb by their own fatherHV.47.11-26. In a slightly different version they are described as
sons oflIinqlyakaSipu rather than Kalanemi (Vi.po.V.1.69, Br.pu. n. 72.36). In the Bh.pu the $adgarbhiis
are presented as gods in addition to their identity as sons of Hira.Qyakasipu. In the Bh.pu.X85.47-51, they
are described as the sons ofMarlci before being born to HiraQyakaSipu, thus indicating two past lives
before their birth to DevakI. Here, while restoring the dead sons upon the request of DevakI, .Kmta narrates
the story of the $adgarbhiis. According to this narration they were initially the sons ofMarici and Orva and
were gods. Their names are mentioned as Smara, Udgi'ta, Pari~anga. Patanga. ~drab{t and Groin. They
laughed when Braluna cohabited with his daughter and Brahma cursed them for their audacity. They were
born as sons of the demon Hira(lyakaSipu and taken away by the goddess Nidra (Bh.pu. X85.48) and
transferred to DevakI's womb and they were killed by Katpsa after their birth. Hacker observed that as the
Bhiigavata religion developed, all the characters that interaet with Kmta reach heaven, including the
demons. The demons then became the allies of Vi~\lu rather than his enemies. The depiction of the
$adgarbhiis as sons ofHiTa\lyakaSipu in the above stories might demonstrate this change in concepts. One
of the famous sons ofHiTa\lyakaSipu, Prahlada, is a bhakta ofVi~Q.u. Therefore presenting others in similar
way might represent a similar idea. Paul Hacker, Prahliida: Werden und Wandlungen, 596-613. Suneson
observed that the identity of the $adgarbhiis changed over time; see also Carl Suneson, "The $adgarbhii
Tradition in the HarivatpSa, the purii\las and the Kmtaearitranataka of Ranjit Malla," in Proceedings ofthe
VIll World Sanskrit Conference, Wiener ZeitschriJt Kunde Sad- (und Ost-) Asiens 36 (1993),
Supplementband, 197-211.

16 Water womb - house is a true translation of the Sanskrit word,jalagarbhagrha. that is used to
describe the location of the Sadgarbhiishere in the HV. 47.23. I adopted this translation because I
understand that the text may be using this word here to indicate that they were asleep in a womb ofwater.
If this word simply meant to indicate that they were only located inside the water, it would suffice to say 
jaliintargatagrha or jaliintaragrha. I understand it as central to the story to indicate that these embryos
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sleep and then took out their souls and gave them to Nidra. He instructed
the goddess Nidra17

, who concealed them in the form of Kala, about the
plan of action. "Go Nidra! Take these Sadgarbhiis and introduce them to
the womb of Devaki in proper order. Then Saumya18 will also take his
place in the womb of DevakT. But then, transfer his embryo to RohiJ,lI,
another wife of Vasudeva, residing in Vraj. Being pulled from the womb
by you, he will be known as Samkar~aJ,la and will become my elder
brother. Then I will enter the womb of DevakI, while you enter that of
Yasoda. I will be born on the A~tamf (the eighth day after the dark half of
the moon) and you on the Navamf (ninth day after the dark half of the
moon) approximately at the same time at midnight and then we will be
exchanged. Thinking you to be the eighth child of DevakI, Kamsa will
grab you and kill you. Thus you would reach heaven and would be
worshipped by the whole world." (HV.47.9-38i9

The six children of DevakI were destroyed as predicted above.
Kamsa killed the Sadgarbhiis by hitting them on a rock. The seventh
embryo, Saumya, was carried to RohiJ,lI by Nidra. In the middle of the
night Devaki noticed the embryo leaving her as if in a dream. She fell on
the floor overcome by sleep. Nidra addressed the terrified RohiJ,ll, in the
middle of the dark night: "Having been pulled from the womb improperly
your son will be known as Sarpkar~aJ,la." Then Kr~J,1a and Nidra were born
simultaneously to Devaki and Yasoda as per the previous plan and were
exchanged by Vasudeva. (HV.48.1-26)

I have prepared the following chart to highlight the modifications to the base story

in the different puraJ,las. I will base my comparison on the following table.

were in fact in a womb of water. It indicates their vulnerability and the necessity of a similar carrier, womb
or womb - like substitute.

17 Nidra is the goddess or the Sakti of Vi~J,lu, said to be a personified form of the sleep of the
supreme god. Andre Couture, "The problem and meaning ofYoganidra's name," JJP, 35-47. He has
extensively studied the meaning of the name of Nidra and suggested that Nidra is not ~nly a form of sleep
of gods and kings, but also a powerful energy. .

18 N.P. Joshi, Iconography, 14. He explains Saumya as the epithet of Vasudeva, the first vyt1ha of
Paficariitras. Also identified as Vi~J;lu, NarayaQa, Saumya can also mean related to the moon, or Soma
RohiJ;lI is the wife of the moon, as the HV itself tells us in HV. 48.5.

19In the second version of the birth story Balarama's embryonic transfer occurs in the Vi.pu.V.2.
1-2; Br.pu.II.72.39-40; Bh.pu. Xl. 7-8.
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CHART II
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THE SECOND VERSION OF BALARAMA'S BIRTH STORY

Request of gods

HARIVAMSA
(HV.47-48)

The gods request
Vi~J,1u to incarnate
on the earth. The
meeting of the
gods in
Nandanavana is
described in detail.

VI~W
P~A
(Vi.pu. Y.1-2)

The gods under the
leadership of
Braluna went to
milk ocean to meet
the god Naray3.J;la,
who plucked two
hairs and said they
would become
Balarama and
Krsna.

BRAHMA
P~A
(Br.pu. ll.72-
73)
Same as Vi.pu.

BHAGAVATA
P~A

(Bh.pu. X. 1-4)

The gods visit
NaraYaJ,l.a under
the leadership of
Brahma. NarayaJ,l.a
was not visible;
Brahma heard his
command and
directed that the
others also have to
be born in Vrai.

Plan of Vi~J,1u

S~

Transfer
Sarpkar~

Vi~J;lu went to
?ii/ala and
instructed Nidra
about the
impending transfer
of $adgarbhas
(sons of Kalanemi)
and Balariima.

Incarnation of
Saurnya and called
an a1f1Sa of Vi~J;lo.

(HV.47.30)

of After 7th month of
pregnancy.

Vi~J;lu instructed Same as Vi.pu.
Maya about the
impending transfer
of, $adgarbhiis,
(sons of
HifaJ,lyakaSipu)
and Balarama.

ArpSOtpSa (part of Same as Vi.po.
part) of S* who (Br.po. II. 72. 39)
was an atpSa of
Vi~J;lo. (Vi.po. V.
1.72)

Before birth of No time specified.
Balarama, but no
time soecified.

Vi~J;lu instructed
Nidra about the
impending transfer
of Balariima. Her
interference is not
required in the
birth of
$adgarbhiis sons
of MaJici and UfJ;lii
previously, who
are reborn as sons
of HiraJ,l.yakaSipu
due to the curse of
Brahma.
AtpSatpSa of S*
imbued with part
of Vi~J;lo. (X.1.24)
and as a1]lsa of
Vi~J;lu known as
Sesa (X.2.S).
No time specified.

Transfer of The goddess is in
Balarama by Nidra Patala (under

world). She
transferred the
$adgarbhiis from
the water
womb-house in
Patala to DevakI.
Two chapters are
devoted to her

The goddess The goddess
appears from appears to god in
Vi~J;lu in his his heaven She
heaven. She transferred the
transferred the embryo of
embryo of Balarama from
Balarama from DevakI to Rohi.J;lI.
DevakI to RohiJ;lI
before birth
without any one's
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DevakI

RohiJ,lI

story and eulogy. knowledge.
She transferred the
embryo of
Balarama during
the seventh month
of pregnancy of
DevakI.
DevakI and Same as in HV.
YaSoda got
pregnant at the
same time and
both children were
born about the
same time at
midnight, one
before midnight
(A§tami) and the
other after
midnight (Navami)
on the same day.
DevakI fell down, Not mentioned.
overcome by sleep,
but saw her
embryo leaving her
as if in a dream.
Happy to receive Not mentioned
the embryo as
instructed by
Nidra.

Same as in HV.

Not mentioned.

Not mentioned

Kr~J,Ul was born at
midnight.

Not mentioned.

Not mentioned

Transfer of Kr~
by Vasudeva

Vasudeva
transferred him to
the house of
YaSoda overcome
by affection
towards his son.

Vi~Qu, born as
Ktwa. showed his
true form and told
Vasudeva if he
was afraid he
could transfer him
to Vraj. Vasudeva
carried ~ on
his head in a
basket and S~
protected him from
rain with his
hoods.

Vi~Qu, born as
Kr~ showed his
true form and told
him to transfer him
to Vraj. Vasudeva
carried him on his
head while Se~
protected him from
rain with his
hoods.

Vi~Qu, born as
Ktwa. showed his
true form to
DevakI and
Vasudeva as soon
as he was born.
DevakI requested
Krnta to grow up
unknown to
KaIpsa (X. 3. 29).

Transfer
Balarama
Vasudeva

of No time or place
by specified. But he

physically handed
Balarama to
Nanda. Nanda was
aware of the
parentage of the
children.

When released Same as Vi.pu.
from prison
Vasudeva met
Nanda at MathUJii
and asked him to
take care of the son
of RohiQi born in
Vrai.
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2.2.4. ANALYSIS OF THE SECOND VERSION OF BALARAMA'S BIRTH STORY

Three observations can be drawn from a study of the second version of the birth

story of Balarama. Firstly, the story did not evolve according to a single model, which is

clear from the mention of inconsistent timings of birth and processes of the transfer of

Balarama. Secondly, it indicates what becomes the dominant trend in Vai~J)avism,

depicting Balarama in a diminished position as a partial manifestation of Se~a. Thirdly,

the discrepancies in the transfer indicate that the purpose of his transfer to Vraj is for the

protection of Kr~J,.la. In addition, I will try to understand the early characteristics of

Balarama from an analysis of the features of deities related to him in this version of the

birth story.

1. ABSENCE OF A SINGLE MODEL STORY

The above chart indicates that the details of the Balarama story differ from text to

text, although the story of Kr~J,.la is fairly uniform. As we move through different texts,

the story of Balarama and Nidra changes, ascribing them minor roles, while the role of

Kr~J,.la becomes longer and more significant.

These texts are not clear about the details of the process of transfer and birth of

Balarama2o
. All these texts give different times of transfer, such as the seventh month of

20 On the other band, the texts are clear about the birth and transfer of ~J,la. He is always born at
midnight and Vasudeva exchanged him with the daughter ofYaSoda in Vraj.
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pregnancy, or no details at all. Was he born immediately, as soon as he was transferred to

RohiJ)I, or after a few months? It is not clear from the stories in the above pudiJ)as under

consideration. The lack of uniformity indicates that the story of Balarama was still in

flux, in contradistinction to the Kr~J)a story that was fixed much earlier. The

inconsistencies about Balarama's birth date and age indicate perhaps that the stories are

trying to do different things: make him the elder in some cases, the same age in other.

Depicting Balarama as an elder brother might be a remnant of his earlier significance,

also witnessed in the petroglyphs of Chilas II. If this is the case, then modifications to

Balarama's birth story parallel the currents of evolution in Vai~J)avism where Kr~J)a

became the central deity. These variant details suggest an attempt to harmonize the story

of Balarama with that ofKr~J)a, thereby diminishing Balarama's position in Vai~J)avism.

Unlike the above texts, we shall see that the Jain texts indicate another pattern, in which

the birth stories of Balarama are set in a fixed form early on, while the story of Kr~J)a

accumulates new features and changes continually in different texts. I return to discuss

the significance of this below (detailed study in chapter ID. 3.3.1-3.3.2 and 3.5.1-3.5.3 of

this thesis).

Ruben21 noted that the Kr~J)a story evolved to a set pattern and form early and that

this pattern was followed in all the puraJ)as. He showed the close connection between the

stories of the HV and the Br.pu in the case ofKr~J)a, the only difference between the two

versions being that the HV was long. In the case ofKr~J)a, he maintains that the core
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story remained uniform in all the selected versions, with expansion in details. However,

this is not the case with the Balarama stories. His story is not uniform in all the versions,

which might indicate that the stories ofBalarama and Kr~J,1a did not evolve in the same

way. Although longer, the HV story preserves what I have called the second version of

the birth story ofBalarama (see 2.2.3 above), while the Vi.pu and the Br.pu preserve a

synthesized story of the first and second version of the birth story together (see section

2.2.2 above). Both versions of the birth story ofBalarama in its earliest version, the M.Bh

(first version) and the HV (second version), describe Balarama as an incarnation ofVi~J,1u

which was not the case in the Vi.pu, the Br.pu and the Bh.pu. By joining the two versions

of birth together the Vi.pu obscures the identity ofBalarama, making him a part of the

snake Se~a, who in turn is a part ofVi~J,1u, a modification also found in the Br.pu.

Therefore, I assume that for the Br.pu, the stories of the Vi.pu rather than the stories of

the HV are the source. Although the Br.pu and the Bh.pu have adopted the story of the

Vi.pu, it is only the Br.pu that has remained close to the Vi.pu version while the Bh.pu

differs from VLpu considerably. The Bh.pu story differs from the HV and resembles the

Vi.pu story in describing Sadgarbhas as sons of HiraJ,l.yakasipu and transfer ofBalarama

and Kr~J,l.a to Vraj. However, in including divine parentage to Sadgarbhas and not

enlisting the support ofNidra in their transfer, it differs from all the other texts

considered.

21 According to Ruben the story of~Qa evolved into a fixed model as a set of events that occur in
a set pattern very early in the redaction process of the story. Ruben, "~\l3carita," 119.
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Unlike the VLpu, the Bh.pu preserves only the second version of the birth story

introducing its own innovations, the source of which is unknown. In this process it

reduces the story ofBalarama and the goddess to only a few verses, while a large part of

the story is devoted to the description ofthe birth ofKr~J,la. In the following pages I

discuss these variations in the birth story from different texts, which in tum will help us

understand the various theological changes in Vai~l,lavism that might have contributed to

these changes. In this way, I hope to show that a study of the Balarama stories provides

us with alternative evidence to understand the development ofVai~J,lavism, which used

the narratives ofboth these gods.

2. DECLINING IDENTITY OF BALARAMA ACROSS DIFFERENT VERSIONS

Ambiguity surrounds the actual (or past) identity of the seventh child ofDevakI,

although this child is repeatedly identified with Balarama. DevakT's first six children

were identified with the Sadgarbhiis, sons ofKalanemi/HiraQyakasipu, destined to be

killed by Kamsa, and the eighth child Kr~J,la, a form of Vi~J,lu, descended to kill the

demons. The seventh child ofDevakl, Samkar~aJ,laor Balarama (as he is variously named

here), is neither destined to be killed by Kamsa nor is his specific role clearly stated, and

he is variously identified as an incarnation of Vi~J,lu and Se~a. This begs the question,

who is Balarama, and what is his divine destiny? His identity is not clear from the second

version of his birth story. However, this story declares the names Balarama and

Samkar~aJ,la as representing the same deity, stating that Samkar~aJ,la is the name of
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Balarama (HV.48.6). It explains the name Sarpkar~at;la as derivative of the verb kar~alJa

from the root la;~, as that of kar~a1}a!sa1Jlkar~alJa,meaning "that which is pulled or

extracted," based on the story of his extraction from the womb ofDevak'f. In considering

the identity ofBalarama below I consider the Sarpkar~at;la ofthe inscriptions and

Balarama of the stories as the same.

I have shown that there is evidence that Balarama was regarded as a divinity equal

to Kr~t;la if not greater in the first version ofBalarama's birth story, as he appears to have

been in the early archaeological sources (see chart I. Early archaeological and literary

sources ofBalarama). In the inscriptions Sarnkar~aI)a is always placed first in the list of

deities, and occupied the right side in bigger size in Ekanarpsa triads, indicating his

distinguished status. This distinguished status is also evident in the first version of his

birth story supporting my argument that Balarama was regarded at first as a equal to if

not greater than Kr~t;la. This identity ofBalarama as a form ofthe supreme god Vi~t;lu is

again found mentioned in its earliest version in the HV, although changes are introduced

in the second version of the birth story in later texts. I discuss the modifications to his

identity in the second version of the birth story below.

In the HV, while requesting Vi~t;lu to be born on earth, Brahma tells him to be

born to "both DevakI and RohiQ.f' (HV. 45.38). In the HV (47.30), Vi~Q.u informs Nidra

that an a1Jlsa (part) of Saumya (Vi~t;lu) would be incarnated in the seventh pregnancy of

DevakT. These two references from the HV therefore present him in a similar status with
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Kr~Q.a, as an incarnation of Vi~Q.u. However, in the Vi.pu (V. 1.72) Balarama is stated to

be an incarnation of an a1JlsO:1Jlsa (part of part) of "Vi~Q.u, that is part of Se~a who is a

part of Vi~J;lu", in the Br.pu (11.72.39) "an a1Jlsa (part) of Se~a, who is sinless part of

Vi~J;lu", and in the Bh.pu (X.2.8) "an a1Jlsa ofVi~Q.u known as Se~a" and as "an a1Jlsa of

Se~a imbued with part of Vi~Q.u" (X. 1.24).

Although the HV contains the second version of the birth story of Balarama, it

preserves the identity ofBalarama similar to the first version, 'as an a1Jlsa (part) Vi~Q.u. In

the first version of the birth story in the M.Bh 1.189.31, Vi.pu V.1.60,63 and Br.pu. II.

72.26-27, he was represented as a manifestation of Vi~J;lu. However, as already noted

above, in the second version he was represented as a part of Se~a, who was a part of

Vi~J;lu. He is no longer a direct incarnation of Vi~J;lu. Thus the second version, while

identifying Balarama with Se~a, a minor deity in Vai~J;lavism, nonetheless continues to

maintain a presence of Vi~J;lu, albeit in a small way. This is significant, because it

represents a shift away from the prominence, and marks the tendency to dilute

Balarama's identity and importance, while preserving traces ofBalarama's identification

with Vi~J;lu.

From my analysis of the birth stories above, it appears that Balarama was

originally a significant deity in Vai~J;lavism identified initially as an incarnation of its

central deity Vi~J;lu. Later on he came to be regarded as an incarnation of the minor deity

Se~a. The Vi.pu in offering two contradictory explanations (the two hairs of Vi~J;lu and a
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part of Se~a) together, shows how the new element (part of Se~a) has been clumsily

grafted on to the older identity known from the first version of the birth story.

3. BALARAMA AS PROTECTOR OF CHILD ~~~A

Two things can be understood from the discrepancies in the stories of the transfer

ofBalarama. Firstly, the purpose of his transfer is for the protection ofKr~Q.a and others.

Secondly, we may discover the characteristic features associated with Balarama as

revealed through his relationships with other deities in these stories.

The birth of Balarama requires two consecutive transfers involving three different

mothers (Devak'i, RohiQ.'i and Yasoda) in the process. This in turn connects him to two

families: one royal family (Vasudeva and Devaki) and one humble (Nanda and Yasoda);

two places: the town of Mathura and the village of Vraj. Inclusion of these multiple

motifs has led to many discrepancies in this version of the birth story.

Discrepancies occur in the birth story at the points when Balarama is joined with

the others in this story, indicating that his position in relation to others has been subjected

to changes.

The efforts of the tradition in trying to harmonize the story of Balarama with

Kr~Q.a can be observed clearly in the second transfer. While the first transfer (as an
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embryo from DevakI to RohiQ.l), I will argue, indicates his early significant status and

relates him to goddess, the second transfer (turned over to Nanda and Yasoda: as a child)

forcefully locates him in the company of KnQ.a. Although Balarama was brought to Vraj

by the first transfer as described above, apparently his transfer is not complete until he

was joined to Kr~Q.a. This is the purpose of the second transfer - to join Balarama to

Kr~Q.a. As we shall see below the texts do not explain clearly the reasons for this second

transfer, which is important to understand as it might indicate the earlier concepts

associated with the early cult of Balarama. This can be done by collaborating this detail

with the other available textual evidence. For example, the Jain texts are much more

explicit in stating the reasons for his transfer to Vraj, to protect Kr~Q.a from the various

dangers surrounding him in Vraj (detailed study follows in chapter III. 3.5.1-3.5.3).

The second transfer of Balarama is problematic. Why was it necessary? It should

not have been motivated for the safety of Balarama. After the primary transfer as

described above had already taken place (DevakI to RohiQ.l), it would have rendered his

subsequent transfer in Vraj redundant, unless motivated by another significant cause.

This is because the danger to the life ofBalarama from Karpsa had been averted when he

was not born to DevakI as Karpsa planned to kill only the children born to Devaki22
. It

can be observed from the above birth stories that knowledge of this transfer was limited

to Vi~Q.u and Nidra. Thus Balarama's safety is not the key factor in the second transfer.

22 HV.47.1-8. KaIp.sa instructed his guards to go to DevakI and keep watch on her. It is also clear
in the course of the story that Katpsa sends demons Vraja to kill the child Kmta, but not Ba1arama.
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Instead, this transfer brings Balarama into a direct relationship with Kr~Qa where he can

support KnQa and participate in killing the demons in Vrndavan and Mathura. This

transfer paradoxically indicates the importance of Balarama. Kr~Qa needed the support of

Balarama, as the HV makes clear, although this will change in later texts. Thus I argue

that Balarama might be a deity of child protection in the early stage of the evolution of

his cult; his clear function in the HV, indicated by the second transfer, is to protect the

child Kr~Qa. His close connection to the goddess Nidra (to be taken up in detail in 2.3.2)

in this transfer story might also indicate the milieu of his origin, and his previous role as

protector of children in Mathura region in conjunction with the goddesses.

I now look more closely at the stories.

HERE IS A SUMMARY OF THE STORY (HV.49.1-16)

Previously, Vasudeva had heard about the birth of a son to RohiQI
in Vraj. He told Nandagopa to go quickly to Vraj and performjtitakanna
(birth rituals) and take care of the son of RohiQI and his son. Thus
instructed, leaving Vasudeva, Nandagopa ascended the chariot with his
wife, Yasoda. He placed one child on his shoulder and 'placed another on
the chariot to sleep. He traveled on the road along the banks of Yamuna
and reached Vraj.

This clearly indicates that Vasudeva handed the two children to Nandagopa when

they were infants. This detail conflicts with the earlier details: the first transfer of

Balarama as an embryo (HV.48.5-6) and the transfer of Kr~Qa as a newly born child,

which should have already taken place (HV. 48. 18-20).
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This transfer of Balarama is mentioned only briefly in the other texts under

consideration. In the Vi.pu (Y.S.1-6) and the Br.pu (II.7S.1-S) versions, Vasudeva met

Nanda in Mathura when he had come there to pay taxes, and asked him to take care of the

son of RohiQ.l born in Vraj. The Bh.pu does not mention any transfer of Balarama by

Vasudeva (Bh.pu. X.S.27). However, Vasudeva had met Nanda at Mathura and asked

about the well being of Balarama. Nothing is said about how Balarama had come to stay

with Nanda as his son. Thus the transfer of Balarama to Nanda in our texts is a confused

story. The result, however, is clear. The second transfer is necessary in order to join

Balarama and Kr~Q.a together to grow up in Vraj. In the HV passage, in which Vasudeva

transfers Balarama to Nanda, he also warns him to look after the children and enumerates

some of the dangers that beset them. Perhaps Balarama's protection was necessary for the

child Kr~Q.a to survive. If this is the case, the story also indicates the early significance of

Balarama, as the protector ofKr~Q.a, and perhaps more generally a protector ofchildren23
.

2.3. FAMILY OF BALARAMA AND EARLY FEATURES ASSOCIATED WITH

BALARAMA

Balarama's relationship to Vraj, to his mother RohiJji, sister Ekanaqlsa and

brother Kr~Q.a help in understanding his significant position as part. of an early cult,

perhaps related to goddesses as a protector of children. He shares an ambiguous

23 Phyllis Granoff, "Paradigms of Protection: Jain, Buddhist and Hindu Stories," Piotr Balcerowicz
ed. Essays in Jaina Philosophy and Religion (Delhi: MotiIal Banarsidass, 2002), 181-212.
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relationship with his sister Ekanarpsa24 and his brother Kr~Qa. These relationships also

provide information about the assimilation and development of Balarama in Vai~Qavism.

In the present section I will discuss the family relationships of Balarama and how they

may give us evidence of his earlier personality and significance in Vai~Qavism.

2.3.1. ROHIl;U: THE CELESTIAL MOTHER

Multiple mothers is a phenomenon associated with some of the early deities in

Hinduism25
. The parentage of these deities is often unclear in the texts and by identifying

the multiple mothers we can trace some of the steps in their early cult and changing

identities.

Balarama is the son of four mothers. DevakI is the mother in whose womb he was

first conceived, RohiQT is his birth mother, YaSoda is his foster mother, while Nidra is his

24 The identity ofEkanamSa is controverial and identified with Subhadra and Citra variously.
MukheIji argues that EkanaqISa is' identified with Subhadra. the daughter of YaSoda. S.C. MukheIji, ''The
Cult ofEkanatpSa," Indian Historical Quarterly 35. 3 (1959), 189-208. Ghosh argues that the identity of
ElcanatpSa as Subhadm is only a change of name for the goddess Ekanaqllsa. He further adds that this
change of name resulted in decreasing the significance of the goddess. J.C. Ghosh, "EkanaIpSa and
Subhaclra," Journal o/RoyalAsiatic Society ofBengal, Letters volume n (1936), 41-46. Ruben rejects the
identity of Subhadra and EkaruupSa. He argues that the story ofEkanatpSa as a goddess in the HV is a later
interpolation. Ruben, Kr§1}a Konkardanz, 68. Vaidya supports the identity ofElcanatpSa with Subhadra.
However, he denies that Subhadra was the daughter ofYaSoda. Instead he maintains that she is Citra,
popularly known as Subhadra, the daughter ofRohi¢, and sister of Balarama. He saYli'that Citra is a divine
nymph born to Rohi¢ due to the curse of a sage. She died soon after birth and was born again as a daughter
of Rohi.¢ with a desire to see the deeds of~J;laon earth. P.L. Vaidya, HarivlllflSa, Critical Notes, 792.

25 Skanda is another Hindu deity whose stories depict similar phenomenon of multiple mothers
associated with childbirth. MBh. ill. 215-216. Richard Mann studied the cult ofSkandaand the Matt'S in
detail understanding their relation to child protection. Richard D. Mann, The Early Cult ofSkanda in North
India: From Demon to Divine Son, unpublished Ph.D thesis (Hamilton: McMaster University Library,
2003),21-38.
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surrogate Icarrier mother. The role of DevakT and Yasoda is clear, in that by being his

mothers they assure that Balarama and Kr~Qa have the same parents, and a link to the

royal family at Mathura and to Vraj. On the contrary his relationship to Nidra and RohiQT

suggests he had his own independent existence which, moreover, was connected with

goddess cults of Mathura connected to food, abundance, childbirth, and protection of

children. This may in fact give us a clue to his earlier personality before he was brought

into Vai~Qavism. I will consider the portrait ofRohiQT and Nidra in the following pages in

order to understand the personality of Balarama in relationship with these goddess cults.

While RohiQT is indirectly connected to abundance and giver of children by the texts

which say she is an incarnation form of Surabhi, the wishing cow and symbol of

abundance, Nidra is connected to the transfer of embryos. Balarama, I argue, shares with

these goddesses the roles of protecting children and providing sustenance (to be studied

in detail in section III of this chapter).

Although RohiQT's role in the birth of Balarama is brief, the fact that Balarama is

known by the names Rauhifjeya, Rohifjlnandana, all terms meaning son of RohiQT,

indicate her significance as his birth mothe~6. RohiQI is the first and favorite wife of

Vasudeva (HV.25.1). She received the embryo of DevakT (HV. 48.1-8), but the son,

Balarama was transferred to Nanda and Yasoda in Gokula (HV.49.1-16). RohiQT is

identified as an incarnation of the divine cow Surabhi (HV.45.21). Brahma informed

26 On the contrary Kwa is always referred to as his father's son - Vasudeva (son of Vasudeva)
although the name Vasudeva is interpreted differently by scholars (see chapter I pp. 14-17 for some
observations).
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Vi~Qu that Kasyapa27, Aditi and Surabhi (the divine cow) had manifested themselves on

the earth as Vasudeva, Devaki, and RohiQI, waiting for the birth of Vi~Qu. In fact, RohiJ[I

means deer, red cow and also red colo~8. Surabhi is the symbol of abundance and

fertility in epic mythology suggesting that Balarama in his connection to RohiQl is

associated with abundance29
. Although RohiQl and Surabhi are regarded as two different

individuals, there is considerable similarity in their personality. Both are known as

daughters ofDak~a and mothers of cows. Both are regarded as the cow of plenty.

RohiQ! is also the name of a cluster of stars described as the ninth star

constellation and wife of the moon. Balarama's mother, RohiQ!, is compared to a sta?O,

"Shining like the star, RohiQ! of the Moon, RohiQ! of Vasudeva was pleased to receive

27V~ cursed KaSyapa to be born on earth. HV.45. 20-36. Here, Vi~u is to be born from both
Devald andRo~. HV. 45.38.

28 Abundance is one of the common qualities associated with RohiQI and Surabhi and both of them
have been described as divine cows. Roh4U is described in the Sanskrit dictionary as "a red cow or (later)
any cow (represented as a daughter of Swabhi) and mother of cattle, esp., ofKamadhenu, 'cow of plenty,'
in the Veda". The other meaning of this name is stated as "the name of 9th ~tra or lunar asterism. It is
personified as a daughter ofD~and as the favourite wife of the moon called 'the redone'. Monier
Williams, Sanskrit-English Etymological Dictionary, (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, reprint 1997),890. The
name Surabhi is described as the "name ofa fabulous cow (daughter ofD~ and wife ofKaSyapa, mother
of cattle and Rudras, sometimes considered as one of the Matt'S or as a cow of plenty". Monier- Williams,
1235.

29 Sarga I of the Raghuvam.sa of KAlidasa describes how King Dilipa was unhappy at not having
any children. When approached by him the sage VaSi~ advised him to wait upon his cow Nandinr,
daughter of Surabhi, for Dillpa has not honored the divine cow Surabhi in the past Thus he waited upon the
cow, NandinI, for twenty-two days and was blessed by the cow with a child This is one illustration of
fertility associated with the cow. Raghuvamsa ofKiilidiisa, ed, RD. Kannarkar (poo~: Damodar
Kannarkar, 1925), 1-53. .

30 Buddhist texts describe the festival ofa certain goddess ofa star constellation at the time of
Buddha's visit to Mathura. This goddess is said to have appeared naked to Buddha to dissuade him from
entering Mathun1. Although the connection of this goddess ofBuddhist texts and RohiW ofour stories is
not clear, it indicates the existence of the worship of a goddess of star constellation in Mathura, with which
Balarama might be associated. Nalinaksha Dutt, Vidyaridhi Pandit Shiv Nath Sharma, Gilgit Manuscripts
Vol. 3, Partl (Srinagar: Calcutta Oriental Press, 1942), 14-15.
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Sa1]1kar~aQa from Nidra" (H.Y.48.S). RohiQ! is described as a princess from Bahlika31
, as

the daughter of Bahlika of Puru lineage. She also had eight sons and a daughter in

addition to Balarama32 and her children are described as Rohi1]fkulaja (born in the lineage

ofRohio"i). She is also depicted as an incarnation ofKadrii, known as sarpamiita (mother

of snakes)33. As already noted, her incarnation from Surabhi makes clear her connection

to abundance and fertility.

Balarama's designation as Rauhi1]eya (son of RohiQI) may in fact emphasize his

association with abundance. This is reinforced by his close association with Nidra, with

31 K.D. Bajpai identified Bahlika with the region in the Hindukush on the borders of Punjab. He
identifies Bahlikas as people living in the western Punjab and with the present Balis of the Balistan spread
in the valleys ofBolan and Nari, Gokh rivers in the Bolan and Quetta pass. He opposes the identification of
Bahlika with Bactria in Ketumalav~ as identified by other scholars earlier. KD. Bajpai, "Identification
of Vanga and Vahlika in the Mehrauli Iron Pillar Inscription," DR. Mirashi Felicitation Volume (Nagpur:
Vidarbha Samshodhan Mandai., 1965),355-361. B.c. Law identifies Bahlikas with the Bactrioi occupying
the country near Arachosia in Ptolemy's time. B.C. Law, Historical Geography ofAncient India (paris:
Societe Asiatique de Paris, 1954),267.

32Balarama, S3.raQa, Satha, Durdama, Damana, Subhra, Pindaraka, Kusitaka and a daughter Citra.
Brahmanda purlilla, IT.71.163-170. Rohi¢ is not mentioned much in the life ofBalarama during his adult
life once he left Vraj. Roh4U is not mentioned as leaving Vraj or visiting any other place. She was not even
mentioned as visiting Mathura during the killing ofKaIpsa. The Bh.pu (fagare, Bh.pu. pp.1528) translator
adds a note that she might have come to Mathura to participate in the Upanayana ceremony ofBalarama as
it was necessary for the mother to be present in this ceremony. The texts are silent on this matter.

33 Brahmiivaivarta puriil}a, Vol. IT Sri Kmtajamna Khanda, Gurumandal Series XIV (Calcutta:
Gopal Printers, 1955) 9.17-40. The mention of RohiJ;1I as Sarpamiita (mother of snakes) in this text is
interesting. Here she is mentioned as a reincarnation ofKadrii, the mother of snakes. Aditi when she saw
KaSyapa and Kadrti together cursed her to be born on earth. It is not known if the identity ofRohim as an
incarnation of Kadrti is a result of the identity of Balarama with Se~ or it indicates a connection of the
goddess with snakes. However, I think that this identification of the mother ofBalarama as an incarnation
ofKadtii, the mother of snakes, instead of Aditi, the divine cow, reflects similar changes taking place in his
personality. The evidence at our disposal shows that the original nature of Balarama is associated with food
and abundance and it was modified gradually as he was associated withS~ the divine snake. As his
original qualities are replaced by those representing the naga identity, his mother, Rohim, an incarnation of
divine cow Surabhi may have been replaced by Kadrti, mother of snakes.
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whom he is associated as protector of children. I now tum to the study of Nidra, to

examine her features that might help to illuminate the role ofBalarama..

2.3.2. NIDRA.: AMBIGUOUS SISTER

The relationship of Balarama to his sister, Nidra, is ambiguous. The goddess

Nidra appears as a protector ofKr~Q.a and Balarama in the HV (HV.49.29-33, 51. 1-16).

Her identity in the Ekanamsa triads is ambiguous, so also is the relationship between the

three deities depicted in these triads viz. Balarama, Ekanarpsa, and Kr~Q.a34. Here I study

34 The goddess of the triads is identified variously as sister, mother and wife ofKr~Qa. Denis
Hudson proposes that EkanaIpSa is the sister and wife of Kr~Qa. He analysed the stories of <;ilappadikaram
and later Srrvai~Qava texts and concluded that the Srrvai~vas regarded her as another wife of V~Qu. But I
think the HV story of the goddess does not support such a claim. Denis Hudson, "Pinnai, Kmta's Cowherd
wife," eds., 1.S. Hawley and D. M. Wulff, The Divine Consort: Riidha and the Goddesses ofIndia
(Berkeley: Berkeley Religious Studies Series, 1982),238- 61. Misra says that the goddess Subhadrii should
be considered as a Sakti (energy) of Vi~Qubut not as a wife and sister ofKmta at the same time. K.C.
Misra, The Cult ofJagannatha (Calcutta: K.L. Mukhopadhyaya, 1971), Appendix IV, 217-18. Charlotte
Vaudeville argues that the goddess can be considered as only the mother ofKtwa and not as his wife. She
notes that Ekanatpsa was a form ofthe great goddess in her dark and her luminous aspect. In her daJX form
as Kali she is conceived as the mother- or possibly the elder sister ofboth male gods, Balarama and Kmta.
She also notes that therefore she cannot be conceived as the consort ofeither of them (Vaudeville, 9).
Charlotte Vaudeville, "~Qa -Gopala, Radha, and The Great Goddess," 1.S. Hawley, D.M. Wulff, Divine
Consort, 1-13. Charlotte Schmid identifies Nidra withE~ and concludes that EkanaQlAA stands
between Balarama and~ as a unifying force. She says the goddess of the Vmti triads should first be
considered as a goddess and only secondarily as a sister and wife. She further explained that the vagueness
of the familial status allows EkanaJpSa to represent the female divinity cults of Mathura before being placed
in the family relationships. Votive basins adorned with serpents and women with a child are typical of
Mathura. She also notes that the female divinity cults took on numerous forms peculiar to Matbura region
although the connection between the goddesses of the archaeological sources and the goddess of the HV is
not clear. Andre Couture, Charlotte Schmid, ''The HarivatpSa," 173-192. Nidra is referred to as Maya and
Mahamaya in the Vi.pu and the Br.pu in the second version of the birth story of Balamma. Although miiya
is connected with Indra in the Vedas it is connected to Viwu/Krnla in the epics. Teun Goudriaan notes that
the miiya of god and the magical power of spreading delusion are very closely connected. He says that the
maya in the Vedic Samhitas stands for a neutral force used for the creation of a real, material form, human
or non - human and by means of which the creator of that form demonstrates his incomprehensible power.
Teun Goudriaan, Miiya: Divine and Human (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1978), 2-55. Coburn said that the
name Nidrn is used as an epithet of Devi along with MahamAya in the narration of Madhu- Kaitabha myth.
He considers Nidra as one of the forms of Devi (Coburn, 191-195). The water -womb nature and the praise
of goddess are described only in HarivatpSa. Coburn has established in his study that Nidra is unknown in
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the identity of the goddess Nidra from the HV story and compare her features with the

cryptic data regarding the goddesses of Mathura region known from archaeological

sources. This will in tum help in understanding the early characteristics of Balarama. By

virtue of his relationship to Nidra, a goddess connected with childbirth and protection, I

submit that protection of children was an important aspect of Balarama' s early identity.

In her role of transferring embryos she recalls a well known god of children/pregnancy:

Harinaigame~in, who transferred the embryo of Mahavlra35
. Nidra as protector of

embryos and involved in the embryo transfers thus belongs to a recognizable group of

gods and goddesses. In his relationship to Nidra as brother Balarama is her ally in

protecting the children. While she protected embryos before birth, Balarama protects

children once born, from demons and other potential dangers. The role of Nidra and

Balarama indicates this interrelated aspect of their identity as protectors. Linked together

in this story with a similar background they seem to have shared a cultic identity.

Considering these popular beliefs, it is not surprising that the HV story of Nidra

associates her with embryos and childbirth. In this, as in the other aspects, the HV seems

to reflect a religious environment consistent with early Ku~aQa mdtrka (mother goddess)

figures. The goddess myth here reflects the earlier concepts associated with matrka

figures rather than Lak~ml or other Vai~Qava goddesses known in the puraQ.as. I will

the Vedas and only found in the pUffi.Qas. Coburn notes that it is (HV. 47) the only time a hymn employing
nwnerous "Goddess motifs" appears in a constituted text of the critical edition of the text. (Coburn., 113,
Note.89). Thomas Coburn, Devi Mlihlitmya (Dellii: Motilal Banarsidass, 1984), 191-195.

35We know that Harinaigam~inwas the focus of a cult and nwnerous terracotta sculptures of him
exist D.P. Shah, "Harinegam~in,"Journal ofthe Indian Society ofOriental Art 19 (1952-53), 19-41.
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highlight these differences in the following section in support of my argument that these

motifs connected to childbirth and protection in fact are shared by Balarama, although not

to be found in the later Vai~Qava deities.

This brings one to the question about the identity of this goddess Nidra. She is the

goddess of embryos and childbirth in the HV, and cannot be identified with Lak~ml, the

consort of Vi~Qu. In the HV this goddess embodies the characteristics different from that

of Lak~m136. However, she is described as unmarried, worshipped throughout the world.

Taking a vow of "non-marriage" (kaumiiraka vrata HV.47.45), she roams the three

worlds. These details make it clear that the goddess of the HV, Nidra, was not the wife of

Vi~Qu as is commonly assumed, and an indication that the goddess of the HV is

worshipped on her own in the earlier stage without having been connected to any male

god as his wife. Therefore this early text, the HV, preserves a glimpse ofNidra similar to

other earlier local goddess cults of Mathura. She appears terrible when Katpsa kills her

by smashing her on rock, whereupon she announces his impending death. She proclaims

that she will split open his body and drink his blood at the time of his death (HV.48.30-

36 I assume that the goddess Nidra is not associated with~mI in this early stage. Although the
goddess Nidra is described here as the energy of Vi~Qu, similar to~, she seems to embody different
characteristics from~. Moreover, it has been established that the goddess ~mI is not associated
with Vi~u during the initial phase (300 B.C.E -100 C.E) of development of Vai~Qavism.~ is
mentioned as another name of Subhadra and related to Vi~u only once in the MBh.. (l.55.34). She is also
mentioned as one of the daughters of Prajapati married to Dharma (M.Bh. 1.60.13) and the wife of five
Indras (M.Bh 1.189.33). The above evidence indicates that the goddess of the HV, Nidra, was not identified
with the Vai~va goddess Lak~mI at this stage. Suvira Jaiswal has concluded that the goddess is united
with Vi~u as his consort during the Gupta age (300-500 C.E). Jaiwsal, The Origin, 102-105. Pancariitra
literature presents ~mI and her other forms as associated with vyiihas, which could be a still later
adaptation. Upendra Nath Dhal, Goddess Lalqmf (New Delhi: Oriental Publishers, 1978), 98-99.· Nidra is
mentioned as a slayer ofMadhu- Kaitabha and as an incarnation of~mI in Paffcariitra literature. Lalqmf
Tantra, ed., trans., Sanjukta Gupta (Leiden: Brill, 1972),9.15-19.
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35)37. Further, in the HV she is taken by Indra as his sister (HV.47.46) and thus known by

Kausika gotra, the gotra of Indra. This gotra also indicates her ritual connection. The

goddess has been worshipped traditionally by the brahmins of Kausika gotra
38

. This

gotra actually indicates the assimilation of the goddess into the brahminical fold where

she is propitiated with rituals by a particular group of brahmins. This indicates that the

goddess cult was separate from the cult of Vai~Q.avagods. This completes our analysis of

the features associated with Nidra in the HV.

Before proceeding further on how the above goddess of the HV connected to the

early cult of Balarama, I will consider here the ancient goddess cults in Mathura in brief,

the possible cultic context for the evolution of Balarama and the goddess Nidra.

Numerous goddess images and a goddess temple were discovered in the excavations near

Mathura 39. The HV story of Nidra utilizes the motifs associated with local goddesses

typical of Mathura region such as fertility and child protection. In addition, many

terracotta goddess seals depict goddesses with children and weapons respectively. This

37 This motif is not followed up further. The goddess does not take any part in the killing of Katpsa
in Mathura. Therefore, I assume that the goddess in this stage is connected to embryos and protection rather
than to violence.

38 IN. Banerjea, PuriifJic and Tiintric Religion (Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 1966), 119.

39 Hartel excavated an apsidal temple with unknown affiliation, and near by it is found a female
sculpture. H. Hartel, Excavations at Sonkh (Berlin: Dietrich Reimer Verlag, 1993), 64-67 and 88-105. N.P
Joshi discusses the terracotta sculptures and other goddess forms found in the area of Mathura. Numerous
sculptures depict the goddesses with children, and are peculiar to Mathura region. He considers fertility
aspect as the major trait associated with the sculptures of the goddesses ofMathura region. N.P. Joshi,
Mothers in KU§iifJa Art (New Delhi: Kanak Publishing House, 1986), 1-17. Sharma and Yaldiz include the
particularly interesting votive basins, some of which are adorned with the goddesses and others, with
snakes. R C. Sharma, M Yaldiz, eds., Palast der GlJtter: 1500 Jahre Kunst aus Indien (Berlin: Staatliche
Museum zu Berlin, Museum fur Indische Kunst. 1992), 139-114.
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archaeological evidence supports the literary depiction of Nidra in the HV, which draws

on the motifs of fertility and child protection40. Developing amongst this milieu, it is not

surprising that the HV story ofNidra associates her with embryos and children.

Balarama's relationship to Nidra who is his sister might reveal something about

his early cult. As I mentioned earlier, the archaeological evidence depicts Balarama with

a goddess in triads41
. Given the milieu in Mathura, where goddesses were worshipped

widely, and his close association with two goddesses of fertility and protection, I

speculate that Balarama may have been worshipped in a context similar to Nidra or a

goddess like her, associated with fertility and protection of children. This would explain

why his presence is required in Vraj for the protection of the child Kr~Qa.

2.3.3. DUAL HEROES: RAMA-KESAVAINVRAJ

The relationship of Balarama and Kr~Qa has acquired a special place in the

complex mythology of Vai~Qavism. I have noted above that Balarama and Kr~Qa are

40 Naman Ahuja, Seminar presentation in the Department ofReligious Studies, McMaster
University, March 28, 2003. He included numerous goddesses from the Mathurfl region in different
contexts in terracotta medium in his presentation. He concluded that such a large number of goddess
images in terracotta indicates the popularity of goddess worship in this region. Scholars have attempted to
connect cryptic early evidence with the later literary evidence regarding the goddesses.' in Hinduism. A.K.
Coomaraswamy, Yak§as (New Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal, 1971), 9. "y~ cult was a prototype of
goddesses cult in Hinduism. It is beyond doubt that the Y~ivis were extensively worshipped in part as
beneficent and in part as malevolent beings.... The seven Maqkas (who are in part connected with Kubera)
to 64 Joginis, the DlUdnis and some forms of Devis of medieval and modem cults must have been
Y~ivis."

41 See chart I for details on Eka.nalpSa triads and see figure 10-12 for an illustration of the triads.
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described as equals and as a unit in every aspect in their childhood, although they diverge

and acquire different personalities in their adult life. Jan Gonda, while examining the dual

deities in the Vedas, has noted the pairs function as a unit42
. However, Balarama and

Kr~Qa show two differing aspects rather than complimentarity.

Balarama and Kr~Qa are said to be of equal age in the course of the myth in the

HV. In Vraj, as they are growing up, they are described as acquiring every skill together

as children43
. In fact, the whole chapter of the text HV.51 is composed in dvandva

compounds to describe the growing brothers together, almost like twins. Thus, according

to the HV (52. 1-8) they acquired every skill together and started tending the cows when

they were seven years of age. This event is actually intended as a disguise of Balarama as

a companion of Kr~Qa. It is only after their arrival in Vrndavan that the true identity and

nature ofBalarama is revealed in various incidents44
.

In only one detail are the birth stories ofBalarama and Kr~Qa divergent: their birth

mothers are different. Otherwise, the story tells us that both of them have been conceived

by the same mother, Devaki, and that they were taken care of by the same foster parents,

42 Gonda notes that pairs are common in nature, which is replicated in religions again. He states
that dual divinities such as Mitrav~uessentially constitute biunities of conjoint principles, which in
their functions and activities often complement each other. Jan Gonda, The Dual Deities in the Veda
(Amsterdam: North Holland Publishing Co. 1974), 16-19. .

43 Couture describes this period in the life of Kmta as a period ofgestation, based on the evidence
of 'Si.suvratam' = vow of childhood (HV.51.3), and 'Manu§idikra' = vow of human (HV. 58.8), mentioned
in connection with Balarama and Ktwa Andre Couture, L 'enfance de Kr§f}a, 44.

44 Although the later texts include similar descriptions of their childhood, the descriptio~ of their
assumption of"human form as vow" is avoided. Vi.pu V. 6. 32-36; Br.pu. II. 76.25-28; Bh.pu. X. 8.21-28.
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Nanda and Yasoda. Thus they are united as one with common parentage and common

purpose. However, I will argue below, that they represent two different principles of life,

which might indicate the origin and development of the Balarama cult in a different

context from that of Kr~Q.a. Despite the common parentage and similar childhood, the

special features ofBalarama differ from those ofKr~Q.a.

CONCLUSION

I have studied the birth stories and the early identity, personality, and

relationships ofBalarama in this section. An analysis of the first version of the birth story

in which he is mentioned as a form of Vi~Q.u, established the superior status of Balarama

in early Vai~Q.avism. The second version of the birth of Balarama also depicts him in a

superior status in its earliest version in the HV, although this changes in the later texts. I

understand his connection to food and abundance in his connection to RohiQ.I who is

indirectly connected to food and abundance in mythology. I showed that Balarama shows

some common features with the goddess cults by his connection to the goddess, Nidra.

This indicates the milieu of his origin and the early functions associated with him. As

depicted here, he is the protector of children. This function also dominates events in his

young adult life stories, to which I will now tum.
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SECTION III: KAUMARA: YOUNG ADULT LIFE OF BALARAMA

3.1.1.BALARAMAIN~AVAN

The accounts of the young adult stage ofBalarama's life are interspersed with

interesting episodes that provide clues to the early features associated with his cult and its

assimilation into Vai~Qavism. Again, studying his relationships to other figures that

appear prominently in his stories is a useful analytical tool to aid our understanding of his

early identity and his later assimilation into Vai~Qavism. Therefore, in the present section,

I will study the stories ofthe young adult stage ofBalarama's life, first in Vrndavan and

then in Mathura. While the incidents at Vrndavan reveal the nature of his divinity and his

early cult, the incidents connected to Mathura establish his position as a superior deity.

The incidents at Vrndavan help us understand Balarama in two ways. Firstly,

through an analysis ofhis conflict with the demons, the nature and early origin ofhis cult

can be studied. Secondly, through an analysis ofhis projected identity in the story, his

relations to Kr~Qa and his assimilation into Vai~Qavism can be examined. As already

observed in section 2.3 of this chapter, his relationships towards the goddess and Kr~Qa

are amicable. By contrast, his relations towards Dhenuka and Pralamba in Vrndavan are

marked by enmity. My assumption is that all ofthese characters involved with him in one

way or the other can be viewed as representatives ofother early cults, which came into

contact with the Balarama cult. I have already shown in section II of this chapter that

Balarama's close relations with Nidra connected to embryos and child protection may be
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related to a similar role ofBalarama as child protector (protector ofKr~Qa). The demons

Dhenuka and Pralamba are connected with trees and food. Dhenuka is the controller of a

palm grove (tiilavana) while Pralamba is connected with the banyan tree (Nyagrodha tree

named BhandTra in this story) and grazing grounds around it. The fertility45, food, and

protection are the major themes associated with Balarama in this story in its earliest

version from the HV. These same themes are the cause of the conflict between Balarama

and the demons in these stories. His killing of the demons in the Dhenuka and Pralamba

episodes marks the release of the necessary resources for the use of the cowherds and

protection of the cowherds from these alien forces simultaneously. Therefore, the stories

about the killing ofDhenuka and Pralamba are crucial to understanding the nature of

Balarama's early cult as protector of the people, and his connection to food and drink.

They preserve early motifs associated with the worship ofBalarama that have undergone

changes from the HV to the other versions (see chart 1.). The association with food and

drink remains the main feature associated with him before his personality was changed to

connect him to dharma in Vai~Qavism. Balarama killed Dhenuka and made the tala forest

accessible for the people ofVrndavan while he killed Pralamba and made the BhandTra

tree and its surroundings safe for play and grazing. The tala forest and BhandTra tree

together represent the livelihood of the people ofVrndavan.

45 A plow, Balarama's weapon, is described as an indication of his earlier connection to
agriculture. However, in the stories that are studied in this thesis he never uses it to plow. It is some kind of
a weapon. However, it can be noted that Balarama's fertility is connected to food and abundance; in other
words, he is a provider of~enance.He is not a bestower of children like other early fertility deities.
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Early cults of the sacred groves and trees are known from the Buddhist46 and the

Jain47 sources, and, to a lesser extent in the puraQas48
. The trees are worshipped in ancient

India as abodes of gods, yak~as and other spirits. The popularity of tree worship in

ancient India is also indicated in the HV when the two Asoka trees were felled by the

force of a mortar dragged by Kr~Qa. The fact that these trees had cultic significance is

indicated in the report of the Gopis (cowherd women) to Yasoda that the "wish granting

trees" ofVraj had been knocked down49
. I will return to the theme of tree worship after I

discuss both the Dhenuka and Pralamba episodes.

46 Ferguson obseIVed a number of different trees, including the tala tree, are depicted on the panels
at Sanchi sculptures datable between 100 B.C.E to 100 C.E. He also noted tree worship in panels depicting
trees in enclosed in a railing. James Ferguson, Tree and Serpent Worship in Ancient India (Varanasi:
Indological Book House, 1971), 117-119, pl.xxvi-xxvii. See also Padmanabh S. Jaini, "Political and
Cultural Data in References to Mathura in the Buddhist Literature," Doris M. Srinivasan, Mathurii, 1989,
215-222; Mittwallner discusses they~ cults ofMathura. Gritli v. Mitterwallner,"Y~ of Ancient
India," Mathurii, 367-82. Buddhist sources mention an assy~ Gardhabhaka as presidingy~ of
Mathura; D.C. Sircar, "Mahamayfiri, List of Y~," Journal ojAncient Indian History, 5.1-2 (1971-72),
23-24; Misra notes the benevolent and malevolent aspects represented byy~ in early literature,
especially Buddhist texts. RN. Misra, Yak§a Cult and Iconography (Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal, 1981),
152-153. Although tree worship existed in India, trees are often worshipped as abodes of different deities
such asy~ and others. These motifs associated with tree spirits still persist in 19th century India Some
of these motifs are vividly utilized by Satyajit Ray, in his film,Gopi gain Biigha Bain. In this film, two
brothers, Gopi and Bhaga, banished from the village for their bad music, went to the forest and rest under a
banyan tree. When they play music that night the spirits that reside on the tree were pleased and fulfill all
their wishes. This paves the way for their future success in life. Worship of a big banyan tree, the size of a
village as an abode of gods, in the village ofThimmamma marrimanu in Andhra Pradesh must be a
reminiscent of the cult of tree worship in ancient India

47 Antagada dasiio describes a temple ofy~a PiirQabhadra Though described as a temple it is in
fact a big raised platform, located in a forest under a big aSoka tree. L.D. Barnett, Antilgada dasiio
(London: Royal Asiatic Society,1907), 2-7.

48 This article examines the evidence of thep~ on the festival of trees and their reverence.
V. Narayanan, "One Tree is Equal to Ten Sons: Hindu responses to the problems of Ecology, Population
and Consumption," Journal ojAmerican Academy ojReligion 65.2 (1997), 291-332.

49 HV.51.21-22. These verses are also noted by Brockington in connection with tree worship. 1.
Brockington, The Sanskrit Epics, 336.
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The Dhenuka and Pralamba episodes have elicited the interest of the scholars of

Indian art. These episodes were initially studied in connection with the identification of

sculptures of Balarama. Perhaps the earliest example of this type of sculpture depicting

the killing of Dhenuka by Balarama is reported from central India, Chandausi in Uttar

Pradesh,50 datable to 100 C.E. Another well known example of this sculptural

representation is from Mandore (Jodhpur district) in Rajasthan datable to 400 C.E. Here

the story of killing Dhenuka is depicted in a series of events that are connected to the

childhood exploits of Balarama and K.r~J,la51. Excavations at Manghal (1975-76) in

Mahara~tra revealed a free standing sculpture ofBalarama killing Dhenuka, datable to the

Vakataka period (about 400 c.Ei2
• Hans Bakker53 identified the Bhogarama temple of

Vakataka period, on Ramtek hill, as originally dedicated to Balarama and K.r~J,la together,

with two separate cellas dedicated to each one of them. This makes it one of the earliest

temples dedicated to Balarama in southwest India. Acknowledging the prototype of the

Ghosiiildi inscription, which mentions place of worship of Samkar~aJ)aand Vasudeva, he

50 Excavations at Chandausi near Allahabad revealed a sculpture of Balarama killing the demon
Dhenuka, dated to lc. C.E. Excavations at Minhai 2.4 Ian from Kosambi revealed a fan palm capital similar
to the one from Besnagar but without the palm fruits. These sculptures are now preserved in the Allahabad
Museum. ASJAnnual Report 1963-64, 72.

51 AS]Annual Report, 1905-6, 135-140. Krishna Deva, "Are there Regional Variations in the
Plastic Representations ofK\walua," Ratan Parimoo, ed., Vai§l'}avism in Art and Archaeology (New Delhi:
Books and Books, 1989),396.

52 A. P. Jamkhedkar, " Vai~Qavism in Vakataka times," Ratan Parimoo, ed., Vai§l'}avism. 337. See
also G.B. Deglurkar, "Balarama as Dhenukantaka from ManQhal," eds., Chandramani Singh, Neelima
Vasishta, Pathways to Literature andArt andArchaeology (Pt. Gopal Bahura Felicitation Volume) Volume
II (Jaipur: Publication Scheme, 1991), 197-199.

53 Based on the evidence of an inscription of PrabMvatI gupta, Hans Bakker dated this temple to
Vakataka- Gupta period, around 500 C.E. Hans Bakker, " The Manbaus' Seat on Ramtek hill," R. S.
McGregor ed., Devotional Literature in South Asia (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 11-29.
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suggests that the Bhogarama temple might have been built with a similar theological

perspective, in which the above two deities are worshipped together, although supremacy

is attributed to Balarama. He further explained that the name Bhogarama as indicating

Balarama, as signifying Rama with bhoga (serpent coils) and not Rama Dasarathi during

100 c.E. S.K Saraswati54 identified the Paharpur sculptures as depicting the episodes of

Dhenuka and Pralamba. These are the first representations of Balarama from Eastern

India, dated to 600 C.E. A rare four- sided sculptural panel was reported from Ujjain55

that depicts incidents from the life of Balarama. It is now in the Hanuman temple in the

Garhkhalika area of Ujjain. Numerous palm tree capitals have been discovered in

excavations in north India56
. In the association of the palm tree with Balarama, I see the

supplantation of a cult that worshipped the palm tree by the cult ofBalarama.

54 S.K. Saraswati, Early Scultptures ofBengal (Calcutta: Sambodhi Publicati~ns, 1962),83-89.

55 C. Ktwa, Deputy Director of Archaeology and Museums, Central Circle, AS]Annual Report
1963-64, 66.

56 IN. BaneIjea, Religion in Art andArchaeology (Lucknow: University ofLucknow, 1968), lO
ll. BaneIjea lists three of the palm capitals from Patna, Pawaya and Allahabad. He identified them as
representing the cult of Balarama.
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3.2. DHENUKA STORY IN THEP~AS

McMaster- Religious Studies

Not much is known about the ass demon Dhenuka in the HV other than the

contlict with Balarama57
. Here is the story in brief from the HV followed by a chart

representing the story from all four texts considered.

HERE IS A SUMMARY OF THE STORY (HV. 57.1-26i8

The brothers, Balarama and Kr~Qa, began walking towards
Govardhana after the victory of Kr~Qa over the serpent, Kaliya. On the
north of the mountain near the river Yamuna they saw a big beautiful palm
forest. The palm trees were full of fruits.

Kr~Qa said to Balarama, "See the tala fruits that are ripe in this
forest! Fell some fruits! They are good, fragrant, dark and juicy. From
their smell, it seems that they must be good in taste like Amrta (divine
drink- ambrosia)."

Hearing that, RauhiQeya laughed. He felled some fruits by shaking
the trees. This forest had been abandoned by the villagers as it was
guarded by an ass demon, Dhenuka. Hearing the sound of the falling
fruits, the ass demon awoke and rushed towards the noise. He came
equipped with numerous weapons to attack Balarama who was "without
weapons". He thrust his hind legs on the chest of Balarama to kill him.

57 Buddhist texts contain the description ofa certainy~ by the name Gardhabhaka (assy~)
ofMathllJ'll subdued by Buddha. Although the significance of the similarity in name and motifs connected
with this assy~ of Buddist stories and ass demon. Dhenuka, of the BaIarama story is not clear, this
infonnation is notable in association with the early cults of MathllJ'll. It indicates the local belief that
associatesy~ or demons with the abduction of children. in to which category Dhe~ukaand Pralamba
can be placed. When the Buddha visited Mathura, he did not enter the city but stayed in the house of a
y~a named Gardhabha. He sat in the Gardhabhay~'s courtyard under a tree for the rest of the day. The
people ofMathllJ'll visited him and complained that the Gardhabhay~was hostile to them and took away
their newborn children and asked the Buddha to subdue the Gardhabhay~. Nalinaksha Dutt,
Vidyaridhi Pt Shivnath Sharma, Gilgit Manuscripts, Vol. III, pt 1,53.

58 A similar story is found in the Vi.pu.V.8.1-13; Br.pu. II. 78.1-14; Bh.pu. X.15.1-46.
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Balarama caught hold of his legs and threw him on to the top of the tala
trees. The demon fell down with broken head and back, along with few
more tala fruits.

With the death of the ass demon, the beautiful tala forest became
even more beautiful. The cowherds wandered there without fear and their
cows grazed there. Thus having made it habitable and good for grazing,
they left with gait resembling the king of elephants.

The following chart illustrates the changes to this story in the texts considered.

CHART III

BALARAMA KILLS DHENUKA

Going to the tala
forest

Request for tala
fruits

HARIVAMSA
(HV.57.1-26)

After Kiiliya
damana, only
Balatlima and
KrnJa, without
cowherds enter the
tala forest.

K.twa praises the
fruits for their
appearance,
fragrance and taste
and requests
Balarama to fell
some.

VISW
P~A

(Vi.pu. V.8.1
13)
Along with
cowherds both
Balarama and
K.twa enter the
forest for the fruits
after Kaliya
episode.

Cowherds praise
the fruits in the
grove belonging to
the great Dhenuka
and request
Balarama and
~Qa to fell the
fruits.
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BRAHMA.
P~A
(Br.pu.II.78.1
14)
Same as Vi.pu

On seeing the palm
fruits, the
cowherds became
desirous of eating
them. They
informed BaIarama·.
and K.twa that the
palm tree was
always guarded by
Dhenuka and
hence the palm
grove had been
avoided bv them.

BHA.GAVATA
P~A

(Bh.pu. X.15.1
46)
Balarama and
K.twa enter the
forest with
cowherds. An
elaborate
description of the
divinity of K.twa
appears in the
beginning of this
episode. Kaliya
episode follows
this eoisode.
Sudama addresses
K.twa and
Balarama
describing the
forest and fruits.
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Who Killed Balarama
Dhenuka

Although Kf~Qa

Balarama killed
Dhenuka, all other
demons kin of
Dhenuka that came
rushing there were
killed by ~
and other
cowherds.

Balarama

Who felled the Balarama Balarama and Balarama and
fruits ~. Krsna.

Forest made Hence forward Same as the Vi.pu.
accessible to the cattle grazed

Result people and cows of unobstructed
Vraj. where they never

ventured before.

Balarama and
KrSQa.
Balarama as a
form of Se~ killed
the demons. He
was praised. Gods
showered flowers
from heaven.

Return

Sat there on Proceeded to They proceeded to
comfortable seats BhandIra to play BhandIra to play
of grass for a while and graze cows. and graze.
and then proceeded
to the BhandIra
tree to play and
graze cows.

Return to Govraj.
People heard of the
exploit and
worried. Gopis
received Kr~

with great
reverence.
Descriptions of
~'s divine
nature.

The Vi.pu story resembles the HV story, but shows numerous differences, which

might point to another source or its own innovations. I discuss the changes between the

HV and Vi.pu stories in the following pages. The Br.pu story is similar to the Vi.pu story

and differs from the HV in ways that make it similar to the Vi.pu. Although the

similarities in the Br.pu point to the Vi.pu story as its source, the differences between

these two texts clearly indicate that the Vi.pu is not the only source for the Br.pu,

although it is difficult to point to all the exact sources in this limited study. The Br.pu is

more explicit about the demon Dhenuka and has Kr§Q.a kill the demons, which. differs

from all the other texts considered in this study. The Bh.pu shows numerous changes
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from the above three versions. Inclusion of motifs of bhakti theology, for example the

description of Kr~lJ.a's divine nature and a full-fledged Vai~lJ.ava cosmogony points to

different sources and religious environment. The Bh.pu assigns major role to the cowherd

Sudama. The differences between the above versions do not point to one unique source

that had been adopted with modifications by all the other texts, but show that there might

have been more than one source for these stories.

Tracing changes to this story reveal that the centrality of Balarama in this episode

is .lost in the later texts. Attribution of this story to Kr~lJ.a indicates the trend in

Vai~lJ.avism where the central figure is presented as all powerful and all embracing at the

expense ofother deities, in this case, Balarama. I attempt an analysis of the above story in

the following pages, to illustrate how a typical Balarama story is ultimately retold as a

story emphasizing the significance ofKr~IJ.a, the central deity ofVai~lJ.avism.

I have divided the Dhenuka story into four parts for the convenience of study.

PART 1: GOING TO THE FOREST

While the brothers proceed to the tala forest by themselves in the HV, in the other

three texts numerous cowherd boys accompany them. Some cowherds are even

mentioned by name in the Bh.pu story. Part 1 of the myth becomes very elaborate in the
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Bh.pu. It includes a detailed description of the forest and an elaborate account of the

divinity of Kr~l)a as the supreme deity. Thus by having Part 1 describe Kr~l)a rather than

Balarama, the story highlights the significance of Kr~l)a. The simple story of Balarama in

the HV has been modified as a Kr~l)a story in the later texts by inserting the elements

associated with him: the cowherd boys, Kr~l)a's friends such as Sudama, and a praise

portion of the divinity of Kr~l)a. If the HV represents the initial phase of this

development, the Bh.pu represents the mature phase.

PART 2: REQUEST FOR THE TALA FRUITS

In the HV, Kr~l)a does not directly request Balarama to fetch the tala fruits

although he praises them for their color, flavor, and taste. His remarks higWight the

quality of food as well as its inaccessibility. In the Vi.pu and the Br.pu, the cowherds

make a direct request for the tala fruits, while Balarama and Kr~l)a fell the tala fruits. In

the Bh.pu, Sudama, a cowherd, addresses everyone about the tala fruits, praising their

taste, color, and smell. Here, Sudama performs the role performed by Kr~l)a in the HV.

Thus Kr~l)a is relieved of his passive role in the HV and this role is attributed to the

cowherd boys in the Vi.pu and the Br.pu and to Sudama in the Bh.pu. In the Br.pu,

cowherd boys also tell them that the demon Dhenuka guards the forest. Thus the brothers

were fully aware of the dangers of entering the forest, unlike the HV, where they enter

the forest innocently. By including the cowherds and relieving Kr~l)a of a passive role,
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this modified story (Vi.pu, Br.pu, Bh.pu) paves the way for a stronger presentation of

Kr~J;la over Balarama.

PART 3: KNOCKING DOWN THE FRUITS AND KILLING THE DEMON

In the HV, Balarama fells the tala fruits while in all the other three texts,

Balarama and Kr~J;la fell the tala fruits together. Thus Kr~J,1a becomes an active

participant in the events of the story, similar to Balarama. When the demon, Dhenuka,

rushes to the spot to kill them, Balarama kills the demon in all the versions under

considered except the Br.pu. In all the texts (except the HV) as soon as Dhenuka is killed,

other ass demons, the relatives of Dhenuka, rush to the spot and are killed by Kr~J,1a and

other cowherds. Thus even in this part of the story there is an active role assigned to

Kr~J,1a and the cowherds, though the main act of killing the demon is attributed to

Balarama. Thus Kr~J,1a becomes an active participant in felling the fruits and killing the

demons similar to Balarama, rather than being a mere spectator as in the HV. By

introducing the group's participation in addition to Balarama, the killing of the demon

and freeing the forest is turned into a joint effort of every one present and is no longer the

single-handed achievement ofBalarama, "without weapons" (HV.57.18). The alterations

that have taken place in the course of the development of the myth clearly indicate that

the story of Balarama underwent numerous changes to accommodate the growing

centrality of Kr~J,1a.
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PART 4: THE RESULT AND AFTERMATH OF THE KILLING

The result of this act is described in simple words in all the puraQas. In the HV,

the Vi.pu, the Br.pu, it is stated that the beautiful tala forest became even more beautiful

on account of the death of the demons and cows and cowherds moved there freely. The

HV further adds that with their cows scattered everywhere, Balarama and Kr~Qa had

prepared seats of grass and sat there for a little while. In the Vi.pu, the Br.pu and the

Bh.pu, cowherd boys praise Balarama and the gods shower flowers. In each case, the

result is that the forest is domesticated and made safe for the herders.

3.2.1. NATURE OF THE EARLY CULT OF BALARAMA FROM DHENUKA

STORY

The Hila tree is not known in Vedic literature, although it is referred to in the

purav.as. However archaeological evidence provides considerable amount of information

about the tala tree. It is depicted on numerous ancient sculptures (datable between 200

B.C.E- 200 C.E) which indicates the popularity of tala tree among some groups of people

of ancient India before it found a place in literature as already noted in the section 3.1.1

above. The descriptions of the tala forest in the HV and other texts indicate its special

importance for Dhenuka and his kin.
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In the HV, the forest is full of food for people and cows, but is jealously guarded

by Dhenuka for his own people, who inhabit it. The defeat of Dhenuka and his group

associated with Hila forest by Balarama marks the subordination of this group to

Balarama, rather than simply a fight without consequence. The fact that tala became the

emblem ofBalarama may indicate the submission of this group to Balarama's authority.

The description at the end of the story in the HV states that Balarama and Kr~Q.a made

seats of grass for themselves and sat there, symbolic of the transfer of power to them

from the defeated group. I would suggest that the Balarama story is an account of the

displacement of an earlier cult by him. Here, he appears as the protector of people and

provider of resources. I will consider below how this early association of Balarama

underwent changes to accommodate the growing cosmogony ofVai~Q.avism.

3.2.2. IDENTITY OF BALARAMA IN THE DHENUKA STORY

Two significant modifications affect the identity of Balarama in this story. In the

HV, he is the sole wrestler, protector, and provider of resources. More importantly his

significance is noticed in the supplantation of a group, who proclaimed monopoly over

the tala forest. This is seen in the relaxation ofBalarama and Kr~Q.a on seats ofgrass after

killing the demon Dhenuka in the HV. The identity of Balarama is altered in two ways.

Firstly, Balarama is dissociated from the original characteristics associated with him in

the HV, and his significance is decreased by eliminating events that point to his

superiority. Secondly, he is depicted as acting according to Vai~J,lava cosmology as an
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incarnation of Se~a, the divine snake, but no longer as a deity with his own

characteristics. I will discuss these processes as they are noticed in the Vi.pu, the Br.pu

and the Bh.pu below.

The Vai~Qava identity is imposed on Balarama gradually in this story. The HV

simply states that Balarama and Kr~Qa are sons of Vasudeva (HV.57. 2) and almost all

the story is composed in dvandva compounds, giving them equal status except for the

part that describes the killing of Dhenuka. In the HV (57.18), Balarama is described as

strong and "without weapons" which is notable because this stresses the superior

wrestling skills and perhaps divine nature ofBalarama. It is also often said of the goddess

Durga, who kills the buffalo with her bare hands to stress the divine nature59
.

Furthermore, the HV story also indicates the displacement of a local cult associated with

a tala grove (57.26). The killing ofDhenuka is described as play (lllii)6o in the later texts.

In the Vi.pu the killing of Dhenuka is described as play (V.8.11), in the Br.pu Balarama

and Kr~Qa playfully seized all the demons that followed the demons Dhenuka and killed

them (Br.pu 11.78.11) and in the Bh.pu Balarama and Kr~Qa killed the demons as if in

sport (Bh. X.IS.37). This draws Balarama into the Vai~Qava theology, for lllii is a key

59 In the HV when the baby girl (a daughter ofYaSoda brought by Vasudeva in exchange for
Kmm) is killed by K.atpsa by hitting her on the rocks, she assumed the fonn of the goddess raised up into
the sky. She proclaimed to K.aq1sa that when he is killed by his enemies she would split open his body with
her hands and drink the blood (as we have seen on p.77-78). HV 48.35. Mitterwallner notes that the
goddess is depicted as killing the demon with bare hands, and that she is not accompanied by the lion in the
early sculptures. Gritli von Mitterwallner, "TheK~Type of the Goddess Mahi~dinIas
Compared to the Gupta Medieval Types," German &holars on India, Vol.ll (Bombay: Nachiketa
Publications, 1976), 196-212.

60 A.K Coomaraswamy, "Lna," Journal ofAmerican Oriental Society 61 (19'41), 98-101.
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concept of developed Vai~J)ava theology. The Br.pu presents it entirely as a story of

K.r~J)a and does not comment on the identity of Balarama (Br.pu. 78.8-9). Only the Bh.pu

(X. 15.35) includes a praise of Balarama as an incarnation of the divine snake, Se~a. It

says, "It is not miraculous in the case of the glorious Lord Se~a, the ruler of the universe,

in whom the universe is woven warp and woof, like a piece of cloth into the thread." As

Balarama achieved this feat as a form of Se~a here, the story of Balarama is turned into a

Vai~J)ava story where Balarama is a minor Vai~J)ava deity. His initial qualities such as

his superior wrestling skill, protection and provider of resources are no longer

emphasized. These accounts illustrate the process of assimilation of Balarama into

Vai~J)avism: initially, the simple stories of Balarama were only slightly modified by

adding Vai~J)avism themes to the stories; later K.r~J)a displaces Balarama as the hero of

the story.

In the HV, the killing of Dhenuka is a simple story of Balarama, in which Kr~J)a

participated as a spectator. In the Vi.pu, it is a /l/ii, which takes the story a step closer to

K.r~J)a, since /l/ii is increasingly associated with Kr~J)a and Kr~J)a's divine will. In the

Br.pu, it is a story of Kr~J)a. In the Bh.pu it is an exploit of Se~a, in the form ofBalarama.

The tradition thus used different strategies to minimize the importance ofBalarama. He is

eliminated as the principal actor, with Kr~J)a doing the act, or he is made an incarnation

of a minor deity in the Vai~J)avapantheon.
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We thus see that the story of Dhenuka is modified in two ways. Firstly, the

supplantation of a local cult by Balariima is remodeled in distinctive Vai~Q.ava language

and Balariima's role is taken over by Kr~Q.a. Secondly, his personality as a singlehanded

warrior in connection with food and abundance is modified to present him as a warrior

participating in battle where numerous others participate along with him.

3.3.PRALAMBASTORYINTHEP~AS

The killing of the demon Pralamba61 is an important incident in the childhood of

Balariima. It also provides evidence of the concepts associated with Balariima and his

early origin, and helps us to further understand the process of his assimilation into early

Vai~Q.avism. While the passage concerning the killing of Pralamba establishes his early

identity as a protector god in conflict with tree cults, the praise passage in the middle of

the episode makes clear the way in which he is being assimilated into Vai~Q.avism.

Although this story provides important information about the early cult of

Balariima it has not been studied in detail. Utz Podzeit62 has attempted a study of the

61 While thep~ describe Pralamba as a dreadful demon living on the Bhandira tree, the Jain
texts describe ay~ associated with this tree. BhandIra lakka was a popular deity of Mathura whose
abode was in the BhandIra tree, to which people ofMathuca went on an annual pil~ge. IC. Jain, Life in
Ancient India as Depicted in the Jain Canon (Bombay: New Book Co., 1947), 222, 255.

62 Podzeit assigns the killing ofPralamba to Krnta based on the evidence of one of the epithets of
~J,la as Pralambahan in the MBh. 7.10.5 Vulgate. This did not a find place in the critical edition. This
makes suspect the attribution of this episode to~ in the earlier works. This epithet is attributed to
Balarama twice in the firthayatra parva of the MBh.(9.46.12 and 9.59.15). Although the MBh vulgate
reference has led Podzeit to assign this story to ~J,la, it is not tenable in the light of the other sources that
attribute this story to Balarama. It is not unusual for the attributes of Balarama and~ to be
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Pralamba episode in order to understand the date of the composition of the earliest Kr~J;la

story in the puraJ;las. He assumed that Pralamba story was a Kr~J;la story and attempted to

see in it the earliest Kr~J;la story in the puraJ;las, although in the texts he cited the defeat of

Pralamba was attributed to Balarama. This assumption is tyPical of current scholarship to

view the HV as a collection of Kr~J;la stories63
. The HV actually represents a collection of

a number of story cycles rather than a unitary story cycle of Kr~J;la. It is my contention

that the Balarama stories underwent a different evolution from the Kr~J;la stories.

Not much is known about the background of this demon Pralamba, other than the

fact that he approached Balarama and Kr~J;la in disguise. The story of his death appears in

a detailed form in all the Vai~J;lava puraJ;las as a story ofBalarama.

HERE IS A SUMMARY OF THE STORY (HV. 58.1-60t4

Balarama and Kr~J;la went to the Bhanarra forest from the talavana
and joined the cowherds playing there. Seeing the brothers playing with
the cowherds there, the demon Pralamba joined them, assuming the form
of a cowherd. He chose to attack Balarama rather than Kr~J;la, knowing
Kr~J;la to be very strong. All of them divided themselves into groups of

interchanged (for example. Bh.pu.X.43.25, 30). Utz Podzeit, «A Philological Reconstruction of the Oldest
Kf~ Epic: Some Remarlcs in the Light of the Pralamba Myth," Wiener Zeitschrijtfir:. die Kunde Sudasiens
36 (1992) 55-56.

63 Balarama stories form a significant part of the HV and especially the Dhenuka and Pralamba
stories indicate his early significance. Matchett undermines his significance when she says that the
narration of the Dhenuka and the Pralamba stories immediately following the Kaliya episode indicates a
diversion rather than the continuity in the story. Matchett, Kr~a, 50.

64 Vi.pu.V. 9.1-38; Br.pu.II. 78.17-44; Bh.pu.X. 18. 1-32.
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two and started playing a game, Harif}akrldana65
. Balarama played against

Pralamba and defeated him. As per the rules of the game the loser had to
carry the winner up to the BhandIra tree and return to the playing area.
Pralamba went up to the BhandIra tree carrying Balarama, but instead of
returning from there he went further, and when Balarama noticed it,
Pralamba started rising up in the sky. Unable to sustain Balarama's
weight, the demon increased his size. Balarama was bewildered and asked
Kr~J;la for advice.

"I am being carried away by the demon who is high like a
mountain. He assumed human form by the power of magic. Tell me what
to do to Pralamba, this unseen enemy who has doubled his weight and
takes this strange formT To this Kr~J;la replied at length, describing the
attributes ofBalarama followed by a lengthy praise passage. Thus
reassured by Kr~J;la, Balarama killed Pralamba by hitting him on the head
with his fists.

The following chart illustrates the Pralamba episode from the texts under consideration. 1

will base my analysis of the Pralamba episode on this chart.

65 HariIJakrTdana, 'deer play', is a children's game ofchildren in which a pair of boys compete in
a nmning race, jumping or hopping like deer. The losing contestant carries the winner on his back to the
assigned spot V. Raghavan, Festivals, Sports and Pastimes ofIndia (Ahmedabad: B.1. Institute of
Learning and Research, 1979), 231.
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CHART IV

BALARAMA KILLS PRALAMBA

McMaster- Religious Studies

Game
Teams

HARIVAMSA.
(HV.58)

Harif}akridana
All cowherds

divide themselves
into pairs and play.

VISW
P~A
(Vi.pu.Y.9.1
38)
Harif}akridana
The boys played in
pairs.

BRAHMA.
P~A
(Vi.pu.II.78.17
44)
HariIJakrida
The boys jumped
in pairs.

BHAGAVATA
P~A
(Bh.pu. X.18.l
32)
Viihya-viihaka

K:mta swnmons all
the cowherds and
taught them how to
play the game.
Two teams under
the leadership of
Kr~ and
Balarama play the
game. ~~ also
noticed the demon
Pralamba joining
them under the
disguise of a
cowherd, but
remained silent

Pralamba

Balarama

Appears as a Appears as a Planned to kill
cowherd Plans to cowherd Plans to both Baladima and
kill BaIarama kill first Kmm and Kffila.
knowing~ to then Balarama.
be stron~.

Bewildered Seeks advice of Was dismayed and
(sandigdha) and Kmm. addressed Kffi1a.
askedKmmwhat
to do.

Appeared as a
cowherd Carried
Balarama away
knowing Kmm to
be invincible.
Balarama was
disturbed but
regained his
confidence in a
moment

Praise of
BalaramabyKw;1a

Soul of the world
etc. I study this
praise passage in
detail in section
3.3.2.

Similar to the HV,
but shorter. It
contains all the
five parts of the
praise passage as
noticed in the HV,
but only short.
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Does not state the
identity of
Balarama as the
supreme god.
Kmta said "0 Soul
of all, you are the
most worthy of ..
being concealed
among all
concealable
persons. For the
sake of the

Not mentioned
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universe we are
stationed as
separate even
though one. Let
the Atman be
remembered and
kill the demon. In
fact, the praise
passage indicates
the Atman as
different from
Balarama.

Although the Vi.pu story shares similarities with the HV, the individual events are

fundamentally different. The Br.pu differs from the HV in similar ways as the Vi.pu,

although its praise portion does not indicate the unity ofBalarama and Atman as noted in

the Vi.pu and the HV. The Bh.pu differs considerably from all the above texts. It does not

include any praise of Balarama, and it increases the role of Kr§Qa by altering his role in

devising games and assuming leadership. Therefore, I submit that although the HV

constitutes the basic story, it may not have been the source for these later texts other than

the VLpu. Hence, the narrative differences indicate the possibility of multiple sources for

the Br.pu and Bh.pu. I will discuss the differences between the individual story elements

across the above texts below.

3.3.1. THE GAME AND THE KILLING OF PRALAMBA

From this chart we see that as the story developed Balarama's role in the story

declined while that of Kr§Qa acquired more importance. In the HV, Balarama and Kr§Qa
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are equal and like other cowherds and participated together in the games and sports (see

II. 2.3.3 for details). In the subsequent texts, Kr~\1a assumed a leadership role in

organizing the games. The Bh.pu (X.18.19-21) states that he devised games to amuse the

cowherds. According to this text, Kr~\1a summoned the cowherds and told them to divide

into two groups to play. The democratic character of the play in the HV is thus replaced

by a lead role attributed to Kr~Q.a in the Bh.pu. In the HV, the Vi.pu, and the Bepu, Kr~l)a

was not aware of the presence of Pralamba. However, in the Bh.pu (X.I8.I8) he had

noticed Pralamba joining the group dressed as a cowherd but remained silent. In this way

as well, the superiority and omniscience ofKr~l)a are stressed in the Bh.pu.

Although Pralamba is said to have chosen to attack Balarama assuming Kr~l)a to

be stronger, it is an expression of the demon's personal thoughts while the praise passage

following this is a concrete expression of the superiority and strength of Balarama.

Moreover, this is announced to everybody present there, by none other than Kr~\1a, whose

strength Pralamba had assumed to be greater initially. Therefore, I think that this episode

is a clear expression ofBalarama's early significance and superior strength.

In the HV, Balarama was bewildered when the demon started carrying him off;

similarly in the Bepu Balarama is dismayed and asks Kr~\1a for advice. Balarama does

not seek the advice of Kr~Q.a in the Bh.pu. In the HV, as an answer to the question of

Balarama, Kr~Q.a praises him at length to encourage him. The praise passage is small in

the Vi.pu, very small in the Br.pu, and eliminated altogether in the Bh.pu. The
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elimination of this praise passage from the Bh.pu makes it clear that the composers of this

text felt that it was not appropriate for the central god of the Bh.pu to praise another, now

minor deity. Through these alterations the significance of Balarama is decreased while

that of Kr~Qa is increased in the Pralamba episode. So over a period of time, a Balarama

story became a story of Kr~Qa. Our understanding of these changes is facilitated by

considering a related story: The story ofKr~Qa' s defeat ofKaliya, the snake.

CHART V

KALIYA AND PRALAMBA STORIES (HV. 56, 58)

Kaliya Pralamba

Kmm was dragged down into water. Balarama was raised up in the sky.

Whole village is worried about Kmta Balarama is bewildered, but no one else is worried.

Balarama counsels I<mm briefly, and does not I<mm reminds Balarama in a lengthy passage. His

state I<mm's divinity exclusively. divinity and similarity with Viwu are explicitly

stated in the presence of all the cowherds.

As we see from this chart, the whole village is worried about tpe safety of Kr~Qa

and laments his fate in the Kaliya episode. However, in the Pralamba episode, even

though a number of cowherds are present, no one expresses worry or concern about the

safety of Balarama. It might be an indication that the others are already aware of his
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superiority and need not worry about his safety. The superiority of Balarama is also

stressed in the Kaliya episode, as I now discuss.

Sheth66 considered the Kaliya and Pralamba episodes as complimentary and

indicating the significance of Kr~I,1a. He used the model of the "two- brother tale" in the

case of these two episodes, a model suggested by Ruben for the Kaliya episode. In the

"two- brother tale" the greatness of one is known to the other. However, I think the "two-

brother tale" model is not applicable to the Pralamba episode since the praise of Kr~I,1a is

long and explicit and stated in the presence of a group. Sheth explains this saying the

latter (praise of Balarama) might be later interpolation. He finds it contradictory that the

divinity of Kr~I,1a is not expressed in the Kaliya episode, while that of Balarama is

expressed most explicitly in the following episode. However, the fact that Kr~I,1a is not

praised explicitly and that Balarama is praised explicitly similar to Vi~I,1u in the following

episode, makes it clear that at this stage of the textual composition Balarama commanded

more significant position. In her recent study, Matchett67 sees the Kaliya and Pralamba

episodes as an acknowledgement of Kr~I,1a's divinity. However, another interpretation is

possible. These episodes may actually preserve an earlier tradition which emphasizes the

66 The conclusion of Sheth is typical of the scholarly views on BaIarama. I think he came to this
conclusion partly because he assumed Kmta's superiority in all the texts. Noel Sheth, The Divinity, 11-13.

67 While comparing the KaIi.ya and PraIamba episodes she says that the description and praise
passages indicate the superiority of~Qa over Balarama. She did not study the Kaliya and PraIamba
episodes from the HV closely. When comparing these episodes she relies on later texts. In the HV Kr~'s

divinity is not stated explicitly in Kaliya episode. On the contrary Balarama's divinity is stated in the most
explicit way in the PraIamba episode. Further she states that BaIarama cried for help when he was being
carried away by Pralamba. But this feature is added in the later texts, in our base text the HV, he is simply
bewildered. Matchett, Kr~1Ja, 50-5 I, 188-89.
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superiority of Balarama over Kr~J;la initially. Although Balarama asked Kr~J;la for advice,

his confusion was only momentary and regained immediately and overcame the demon

by himself. In this regard I agree with Ruben68 who has compared the Pralamba episode

to much larger cosmogonic incidents such as the battle of the gods with Kalanemi, and

the battle of Rama and Lak~maJ;la against RavaJ;la, where the participation of not only the

brothers, but also the presence of a large group is indicated. Therefore, the killing of

Pralamba is similar to such cosmogonic events, which is indicated by the lengthy praise

passage and presence of large group.

In my reading, the Kaliya episode actually stresses the significance of Balarama,

where Balarama says, "Only I know your true nature" (HV. 56.26). In this way the text

indicates Balarama's superior knowledge as opposed to the others and even Kr~J;la

himself. Balarama, however, avoids speaking explicitly ofKr~J;la's divinity. In contrast to

the Kaliya epidoe in the Pralamba episode, Kr~Q.a explains Balarama's superior nature

and divine identity at length almost like a follower or devotee (HV.58. 31-50). This may

suggest that at an early stage of evolution Balarama commanded the more significant

position. As the stories of Kr~Q.a developed by assimilating more and more stories, this

changed. Kr~Q.a acquired his central position and the praise of Balarama became smaller

and was ultimately excluded from the Vai~Q.ava texts in which Kr~Q.a is the supreme

68 Ruben, Kr§1)a Konkardenz, 89, 95-97.
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deity, such as the Bh.pu (praise passages are excluded from both Kaliya and Pralamba

episodes in this text). I turn now to study the praise passages.

3.3.2. THE PRAISE PASSAGE

I have divided the praise passage into five parts for the purpose of analysis. I give

the gist of the praise passage from HV (58.31-50) here:

To the question of Balarama on how to overcome the demon, Kr~Qa

responded with a smile. and answered with a lengthy praise containing the
true strength and nature ofBalarama.

Part I (HV. 58.35-37)

"You surely have taken your role as a human being oh elder! You are the
one composed ofthe entire universe. You must remember your true self, at
the time of the destruction of the worlds, and how all the ancient gods,
Brahma and the waters came from you."

Part II (HV. 58. 38-39)

"The sky is your head, the water is your body, the earth is your base and
the fire is your mouth and wind is your breath and life of beings. Your
mind is Manu, the creator. You have thousand faces, thousand limbs,
thousand eyes, and a thousand petal lotus navel. You have thousand rays
and are the slaughterer of enemies."

Part III (HV. 58. 40-42)

"What you have declared the gods know. Whatever knowledge there is to
know has been told by you. Your true self is not seen. Gods worship your
manifested form."
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Part IV (RY. 58.43-45)

McMaster- Religious Studies

"Your limits are invisible even to the gods. Thus you are called, Ananta,
"endless". You are a unique being, small and big. On you rests the Earth,
the source of all creatures. You are the enjoyer of the four seas, you are
the divider of the four castes, the lord of four yugiis, the receiver of the
fruit of four sacrifices."

Part V As one with Kr~Q.a (HV. 58. 46-49)

" We are one body divided into two for the sake of the world. You are the
permanent eternal reminder of the worlds. You and I are the eternal gods,
divided into two in our bodies alone, we support the universe. Whatever I
am you are. What you are I am, eternal".

"You previously destroyed the demons by hitting them on the head with
blows from your fists that are like vajriiyudha (thunderbolt), during the
fight between gods and demons".

This praise passage may represent an initial attempt to incorporate Balarama in

the developing cult of Vi~Q.u by identifying him directly with Vi~Qu. Many ofthe epithets

in the praise passage also reappear in the Vi~Qusahasranama69 in the M.Bh. In the HV,

this lengthy praise passage is actually a praise ofBalarama as Vi~Qu. I will examine some

of the similar epithets in the praise passage above and the epithets of Vi~Q.u in the

Vi~Q.usahasranama. For convenience, I have divided the verses in the praise passage

according to theme.

69 M.Bh. 13. 135. 1-142. I thank Dr. Phyllis Granoff for helping with the reading of these passages.
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Part I Balarama as the source of creation

McMaster- Religious Studies

Balarama is praised here as the cause of the universe, the one from whom Brahma

and the first gods appear. This praise passage actually reminds one of the creation myth

described in the puraJ,las. It is described that only Vi~J,lu remains after the dissolution of

creation, as a child floating on the water, from whom arises Brahma and creation begins

again. The M.Bh also contains a brief description of this creation myth70
. To the request

ofMarkandeya, Vi~J,lu permits him to enter into Vi~J,lu's body and observe the creation of

all beings inside him there. These features are also included in the descriptions of Vi~J,lu

in the Vi~Q.usahasranama. The epithets in the Vi~Q.usahasranama describe Vi~Q.u as the

source of the world (viSvayoni. M.Bh. 13. 135.29), with a lotus in the navel (padmanabha

M.Bh.13.135.34), the indestructible father (avyayafl pitaJ.1. M.Bh. 13. 135. 10), source of

the first father (prapitamaha. M.Bh. 13. 135.117), self-born (atmayoniJ;z svayamjato

M.Bh.13.135.1l9), eternal and unchangeable (saSvata!l sthiraIJ M.Bh.13.135.80). Vi~Q.u

as the source and destiny ofall beings is again described in the following verse:

From whom all beings arise at the beginning ofa yuga

into whom they go again at the end of the yuga

ofthat first of the world, lord of the world, lord of earth,

hear the thousand names that destroy sin and fear. (M.Bh.13.l35.ll-l2)71

70 M.Bh. III. 186-188.

71 yataJ] sarvarji bhutani bhavantyiidiyugagame I
yasminsca pralaya'l' yanti punareva yugalqayo,!, 1113 .135.11
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Part II Balarama as the universe and cosmic being

McMaster-Religious Studies

The praise passage contains two verses (HV.58.38, 39) that describe the physical

attributes of Balarama. The verse HV.58.38 describes him as composed of natural

elements such as wind, water and fire. Vi~Q.usahasranama includes similar epithets that

describe Vi~Q.u as physical forces such as wind, fire (ani/a, vahni M.Bh.13.135.38,

pavanalz, anita M.Bh.13.135.45) and great water reservoir (mahahrada M.Bh. 13. 135.99),

ocean or source ofwater (ambhonidhi M.Bh.13.135.68).

The next verse (HV.58.39) describes Balarama as possessing multiple organs such

as thousand heads, thousand feet and thousand eyes. This verse reminds one of the

puru~asiikta72 in the ~gveda. The primeval puru~a is said to have possessed 1000 heads,

1000 eyes and 1000 feet and thousand rayed. These epithets are also used to describe

Vi~Q.u in the Vi~Q.usahasranama, as the one with thousand heads, thousand eyes and

thousand feet (sahasramiirdha sahasriilqa{l sahasrapiit, M.Bh.13.135.37) thousand rayed

(sahasriimSu M.Bh. 13. 135.64).

tasya IOkapradhiinasyajaganniithasya bhupate~1

vi~orniimasahasram me sru1JU piipabhayapaha'l'II13.135.12

72 ~gveda, X.90. 1.
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Part III Possessor of All Knowledge
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In part III the praIse passage describes Balarama as the possessor of all

knowledge who declared it to the world and who is at the same time unknowable to

anyone. He is also described as the slaughterer of enemies. The Vi§Q.usahasranama also

describes Vi§Q.u as possessor of all knowledge and at the same time unknowable to the

others and slaughterer of enemies. It is reflected in terms such as all knower, possesser of

great knowledge (sarvadarSz vimuktiitma sarvanjno jiliinamuttama1Jl M.Bh.13.135.61),

knower of Brahma (brahmajna M.Bh. 13. 135.84), knower of the four Vedas

(caturvedavivekapiit, M.Bh.13.135.95), lord of all speech (sarvaviigiSvara M.

Bh.13.135.99), all knower (sarvajfia, M.Bh. 13. 135.100). He is expressed as unmanifest,

sinless, incomprehensible (amiirtiranaghal;z acintya~ M.Bh.13.135.102), unknowable

(ameyiitma M.Bh.13.135.32 ). He is also described as slaughterer of enemies of gods

(suriirihan M.Bh.13.135.35).

Part IV All Pervader

This part of the praise passage describes Balarama as small and big at the same

time. He is also described as infinite (ananta) and as enjoyer of four seas, receiver of

sacrifices and base of the earth. These same concepts are expressed in the

Vi§Q.usahasranama in connection with Vi§Q.u. Small and big at the same time

(a1}urbr;hatk1;sa/;l sthiilo, M.Bh.13.135.103), infinite form (ananta' riipa
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M.Bh.13.135.113), infinite and receiver of sacrifices (ananto hutabhukbhokta

M.Bh.13.135.108), receiver of sacrifice (yajiiabhuk M.Bh.13.135.118), holder of earth

(dharal/idharah M.Bh.13.135.38, mahfdhara M.Bh.13.135.53, dharadhara

M.Bh.13.135.93), holder of three worlds (trilokadhrkM.Bh.13.135.93).

Part V Balarama as Kr~Q.a

Here the praise passage identifies of Balarama and Kr~Q.a as one. This reminds

one of the first version of the birth story discussed earlier in this chapter (section 2.2.2),

according to which both Balarama and Kr~Q.a are said to have been born from two hairs

of Vi~Q.u. The same idea is also expressed at various other places in the HV. During their

childhood in Vraj (HV.5 1. 1-7) they are described as one body made into two. This motif

is repeated here in the Pralamba episode (58.47).

This careful analysis of the praIse passage, highlights the effort to portray

Balarama as similar and equal to Vi~Q.u in the early version of the Pralamba story. The

praise ofBalarama here is actually praise ofVi~Q.u.

As the tradition evolved, the importance of Balarama decreased and his identity

with Vi~Q.u also became occluded. This praise passage became smaller gradually until it

was totally eliminated, and Balarama is eventually seen not as Vi~Q.u but as Se~a, the
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divine snake. A careful study of the fate of the praise portion of this episode across

different texts reveals the decline ofBalarama's position (see chart. IV above).

The superior identity of Balarama declines in the other texts considered. In the

Vi.pu although the praise portion is similar to the HV and contains all five parts of the

praise as discussed above, it is very brief. However, the Vi.pu is unique in preserving the

identity ofBalarama with Vi~Qu, the supreme god ofVai~Qavism.At the end of the praise

passage the Vi.pu states, "Calling to mind who you are, destroy the demon." This

changes in the Br.pu, which includes only a small praise of Balarama and does not

indicate his identity with the supreme god. Here, Kr~Qa only tells Balarama to remember

the Self and kill the demon. The Br.pu differs from the HV and the Vi.pu in not stating

the identity ofBalarama as one with the Atman (the self).

I would like to return now to the question of Balarama's conflict with the tree

cults, something seen in both the Dhenuka and Pralamba episodes.

3.3.3. INTERACTION OF BALARAMA WITH TREE CULTS IN THE PRALAMBA

EPISODE

I would like to suggest that the Pralamba and Dhenuka episodes can be

understood as evidence of Balarama's conflict with other early cults, in this case the

demons/deities or yak~as associated with trees. As I noted earlier tree worship/cult forms
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an important part of the ancient religion of India, which found expression in Hindu,

Buddhist and Jain religions73
. Although not much is known about the origin of tree

worship in ancient India, its popularity can be understood from the numerous sculptural

panels and extant early literature (see section 3.1.1). Terracotta plaques datable between

200 B.C.E - 200 C.E depict the worship of trees. The banyan tree is especially associated

with many beneficial and auspicious qualities74
.

The connection of Pralamba to the banyan tree cannot be insignificant, especially

in light of the early art and archaeological evidence that points to the connection between

early cults and tree worship. The expulsion of well known tree cults75 is already noted

earlier in the uprooting of two asoka trees by Kr~Q.a. Pralamba resided in the banyan tree

and harmed any children who might have wandered there. Pralamba's affinity to

yak~as/tree spirits can be understood from his description in the HV. Similar to the tree

spirits he is protean and can change his shape. He can acquire any form through magic,

similar to tree spirits (HV.31-33). Tree spirits are said to have magical powers. One of the

principle characteristics ofyak~as is their capacity to assume any form at will though they

are said to reside in trees and are worshipped as such. Similar to the tree spirits that live

on trees Pralamba seems to live in the Bhandira tree where the cowherds are playing.

73 Coomaraswamy explained that the ancient devotional practices surrounding the tree andy~
cults led to similar practices in later devotional religions in India. Coomaraswamy, Yalqas, 24-27.

74 S.A. Dange, Encyclopeadia ofPuriiIJic Beliefs and Practice Vol. V (Delhi: Narang, 1990) 1477
78, 1528, 1546.

75 See footnote 49.
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Balarama's victory over Pralamba, the tree dwelling demon, may (actually) reflect the

historical shift from a cult associated with the banyan tree to the worship of Balarama.

By killing a demon associated with the banyan tree, Pralamba in this case,

Balarama is depicted in the HV as a deity to be praised for his heroic efforts to make the

resources, the banyan tree and the grazing grounds available to the people ofVraj. In fact,

both the Pralamba and Dhenuka episodes celebrate Balarama's role as a liberator who

provides for his people.

Thus it can be understood that Dhenuka of the talavana and Pralamba of the

Nyagrodha tree are similar to the tree spirits (or yak~as as seen in the Buddhist and the

Jain sources) thought to have constrained the resources of the Vrndavan forest. Balarama,

by killing these two demons, made these resources available to the people, thus obtaining

their reverence. Our study of the Balarama stories in Vrndavan shows us an independent

figure, Balarama, whose status is equal to that ofVi~\lu, the cosmic god, and also equal to

Kr~\la, whose cult is expanding.

As already indicated in the second section of this chapter (2.2.5-9), Balarama's

transfer to and birth in Vraj were necessitated by reasons other than his personal safety. A

study of the Dhenuka and Pralamba stories helps us identify the reasons more clearly: for

the protection of Kr~\la and others as well as the procurement of resources. I have already

shown above that these stories suggest the early features associated with Balarama as
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wrestler, protector and provider of resources. As these concepts underwent gradual

modification across different versions, Balarama lost his significance and came to be

identified with divine snake Se~a.

This early superior position of Balarama found in our earlier source, the HV, is

also apparent in the portrayal of Balarama in the Akriira episode, which I will focus on

next.

3.4.1. REVELATION OF BALARAMA TO AKRORA

The mission of Akriira76 to bring Balarama and Kr~J;la to Mathura is spread over

two chapters in the HV. The first chapter describes Akriira's travel to Vrndavan and the

second chapter, his return to Mathura along with Balarama and Kr~J;la. In this section I

will consider the return of Akriira77
, as it is here that the worship of Balarama by Akrtira

is described, which preserves important information for our study. The preeminent

position ofBalarama in early Vai~J;lavism is revealed in these prayers and the descriptions

ofBalarama that follow.

76 I thank Dr. Phyllis Granoff for drawing my attention to the central themes ~f this story and also
for helping me with the translation of the difficult verses in this story.

77 Andre Couture, "AkIiira et la Bhiigavata selon Ie Harivmpsa," Studies in Religion 15.2 (1986),
221-32. He studied the Akrfira episode with a view to understanding the Bhiigavatism presented in the HV.
On the basis of a study of the revelation to Aktiira, he concluded that the Bhiigavata religion at this. stage
was a composite religion of local traditions along with the beliefs of traditional brahmanic religion.
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HERE IS A SUMMARY OF THE STORY (HV. 70.10-39f8

Kamsa sent Akriira to bring Balarama and Kr~Q.a to Mathura. He
reached Vraj in the evening and spent the night there. He began his
journey towards Mathura along with Balarama and Kr~Q.a the next day.
They reached the Yamuna lake by noon time, when Akriira stopped to
offer his prayers. He told them to wait there for a few minutes as he
wished to honor the lord of snakes with the Bhiigavata mantras.

In the middle of the lake, he saw the world of snakes. There in
their midst he saw the thousand headed snake, with palm flag, with plow
and pestle, wearing blue garments, ofwhite complexion, with a single ear
ring, drunk, with lotus eyes, supporting the earth on his head. He was
sitting on a throne and was attended by other distinguished snakes, naga
Kambala, Asvatara, Vasuki, Karkotaka and others. On his lap is seen
Vi~Q.u, like a cloud, wearing yellow garments. He wanted to ask Kr~Q.a but
his speech was controlled by the power ofKr~Q.a. He regained
consciousness, dipped into the lake, and repeated his prayers once again.
He saw Kr~Q.a in the lap of Se~a. He left the lake to join the cowherds,
Balarama, and Kr~Q.a on the journey to Mathura. Kr~Q.a asked him what
wonders he had seen at the lake; he had replied, there is nothing more
wonderful than Kr~Q.a.

The following chart illustrates the above episode from the four texts under consideration

for the present study.

78 Vi.pu. V.18.33-55; Br.pu. 84.34~2; Bh.pu. X. 39.38-57.
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CHART VI

REVELATION OF BALARAMA TO AKRURA

McMaster- Religious Studies

HARIVA¥SA VI~W BRAHMA. BHA.GAVATA

(HV.69-70) P~A(Vi.pu P~A P~A

. V.17-18) (Br.pu.II. 83-84) (Bh.pu. X.38-39)

KaIp.sa's K.amsa asked Aktiira to Kamsaasked Kamsa told Aktiira that Kamsa informed Aktiira
request bring Balarama and Akriira to bring Balarama and Kr~J;la of his plan of trying to kill

Kr~J;la to Mathura. Balaliima and Kr~J;la should be brought to Balaliima and Kr~J;la

to Mathura to mathura to participate under the pretext of bow
participate in the in the wrestling. festival.
wrestlin~.

Akriira's As he travelled to Vraj, As he travelled he Same as the Vi.pu. He congratulates himself
travel he saw the beauty of congratulated on being able to seeKr~

natural forest on the himself on his and Balarama. He sees
way in the evening. fortune, for the auspicious omens on the

opportunity to see way.
the incarnate
portion of Vi~I)U.

Akriira in Rests the night there in Same. Same. Same.
Vraj Vraj among the

cowherds.
Akriira Akrfira meditates on Meditates on Not mentioned. Meditates with mantras
meditates in Ananta (S~),with S~. (agha mar§af}a).
the Yamuna Bhiigavata mantras to
lake please the great god of

BhiiJ(avatas.
Vision I: He enters Yamuna and Not mentioned. He Not mentioned. Same Not mentioned. Sees the
Balarama sees the world of sees the second as Vi.pu. second vision in the first
and Vi~u snakes. In the middle he vision described vision also. Both visions

sees the 1000 headed below in the first are same. Instead of
snake, with palm flag, vision also. Vi~J;lu,~ is seen in
with weapons plow and the first vision also.
pestle, with single ear
ring, with eyes like
lotus, inebriated
supporting earth on one
ofhisheads.flisbody
is white and smeared
with sandal paste. He is
sitting on his throne
attended by other
snakes. And on his lap
was Vi~J;lu in yellow
garments adorned with
his emblems.

Vision II: Saw the divine He saw Balarama with He saw Balarama and
Balarama Sitting on the lap of this snake as Balarama thousand hoods, white ~ in the river when
andKmm divine snake, Sesa he as having 1000 as kunda flower, with he performed the
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HARlVA¥SA VISW BRAHMA. BHAGAVATA
(HV.69-70) P~A(Vi.pu P~A P~A

. V.17-18) (Br.pu.II. 83-84) (Bh.pu. X.38-39)
saw Krwa dark as a heads, garland of eyes lUke lotus, blue meditation and jumped
cloud, wearing yellow jasmine flowers, garments, attended by into the water. He came
gannents, marked by large red eyes, Vasuki and other up and saw Balarama and
swastika. attended by other snakes. He was Kr~1)a as usual. Then he

snakes, inebriated, inebriated and was went under water again
standing at the sitting on the bottom of and saw their divine
bottom of the river. the river. On his lap he forms again Se~ with
He saw Kr~J;la as saw Kr~J;la in yellow thousand heads and
Vi~J;lu sitting on the robes, marked with crowns, with blue
lap of this divine snvatsa and adorned garment, lotus flowers,
snake. Realized with his usual white as KaiIasa and then
them as forms of weapons. Vi~J;lu on his lap.
Vi~J;lu.

Realization Regained consciousness Akrtira offers a Same as the Vi.pu. Supremacy of~I)a is
and repeated the prophetic praise of stressed. Another chapter
mantras once again. thevyUhas, following this vision

Vasudeva, (X.40) indicates the
S~aI)a, prayers AkrUra said
Pradyurnna and especially for~
Aniruddha although following the above
he only saw vision.
Balarama and
Kmta.

The vision of Alaiira is remarkable in that it can be read to recapitulate the history

of the development of the early Vai~Qavism and the role ofBalarama in that syncretistic

movement. Alaiira leaves Balarama and Kr~Qa on the shore ofthe lake and proceeds to

enter the lake. He sees the thousand-headed serpent, who bears the attributes of

Balarama79
. There is no doubt here that the serpent Se~a is identified with Balarama: he

79 Vogel considers this vision not as representing Se~ identified with Balarama, but as that of the
serpent Baladeva referred in the M.Bh (XIII. 132). He said that in this vision shows how "the superhuman
and supersnake are curiously blended." In the M.Bh (XIll. 132) a certain naga, ReJ;lUka, is sent by the gods
to the diggajas (world elephants) to find out the secrets of dharma. The world elephants teach him the
mantras for the worship of nagas and direct him to worship naga Baladeva. Vogel considers the Baladeva
of this reference to be the same as the one seen by Akrtira in the lake as opposed to Balarama. However, he
has his own reasons to consider this representation as the naga Baladeva, although no further information
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has the plow and pestle, the palm banner and is inebriated- all of which are characteristics

of the god Balarama as they are known from the HV and other sources
80

. At the same

time, this serpent shares some of the attributes ofBalarama the cosmic god as he was

identified with Vi~Q.u in the praise passage at the end of the Pralamba story, which we

have just analyzed. Like the cosmic Vi~Qu, he is thousand-headed (HV. 70.17 sahasrasya;

HV. 58.39 sahasrasya), and has a lotus coming from his navelpadmanabha (HV. 58.21).

He is the lord ofall the oceans (ekiinJaveivara HV.70.22), which recalls HV.58. 37,

where Balarama is said to be the primordial god, who remains at the destruction of the

universe when all the oceans come together.

At the same time, Balarama seems to be superior to Vi~Q.u and not entirely

identified with him, for Akriira sees Balarama / Se~a holding Vi~Q.u in his lap. It seems

possible to read the vision as representing a stage in the evolution ofVai~Q.avism in

which Balarama is the superior god, whose identification with Vi~Q.u is only beginning.

But the vision does not end here. Akriira comes out of the lake. He looks at

Balarama and Kr~Q.a, who are waiting for him back in the chariot (HV. 70.30) and sees

about the attributes of this snake are known. This actually supports his theory of the origin of the worship
ofBalarama from naga cult rather then independently. However, I think the differences between these two
events do not allow for such identification. Firstly, that the worship in the M.Bh refe~nce is directed to
nagas while the HV reference is directed to the Bhagavata deities and indicate the use 'of different mantras.
Secondly, the attributes of the naga Baladeva are unknown and his worship is never described again in the
M.Bh. On the other hand the attributes of Balarama are well known and are clearly stated in the above
episode in the HV. Therefore, I think in it earliest version this episode is intended to depict BaIarama rather
than the naga Baladeva. This story also reflects the superior position of Balarama at this stage, in early
Vai~vism. 1.P.H. Vogel, The Indian Serpent Lore (New Delhi: AES reprint, 1995), 197.

80 Brhatsamhita, 57.36; see also M.Bh. 13.135.77.
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their wondrous forms. Now he dives back into the lake and this time it is Kr~J,la whom he

sees in the lap of the great snake, but not Vi~J,lu who was seen in the first vision. This

marks the identification ofKr~J,la with Vi~J,l.u and establishes the greatness ofKr~J,la over

Vi~J,l.u, whom he has here supplanted. When he returns and Kr~J,l.a asks him what

wondrous thing he has seen, he tells Kr~J,l.a that there is nothing so wondrous as Kr~J,l.a

himself Vi~J,lu and Balarama have been forgotten.

In my discussion ofthe stories ofPraiamba and Dhenuka I suggested that

Balarama's absorption into Vai~J,l.avism came first through his identification with Vi~J,l.u, a

process in which Balarama is seen as a supreme deity. His eventual place in the fully

developed Vai~J,l.avism associates him with the minor deity, the snake Se~a. AkrUra's

vision is at the border of this change. The language describes Balarama as Vi~J,l.u, but he

is also the snake. This corresponds in fact to the first vision that AkrUra has. The logic of

the narrative (Akriira gets out of the water and starts back to the chariot where he has left

Balarama and Kr~J,l.a) would suggest that the vision might well have ended here. That he

repeats the vision, this time seeing Kr~J,l.a instead of Vi~J,l.u, seems to me to be evidence

that the HV, having inherited this story which glorified Balarama, has reworked it to

make it into a Kr~J,l.a story. Now it is Kr~J,la who is seen, and in AkrUra's gloss on the

significance ofhis vision, it is Kr~J,l.a alone who is singled out. Again, the vision in an

uncanny way mirrors the process I have been trying to reconstruct. It was Kr~J,la's

growing prominence that ultimately settled the position ofBalarama as Se~a, the divine
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snake, support ofKr~J)a. While the first vision supports the identity ofBalarama with that

of Vi~J)u, the second vision indicates the shift in attribution of this identity to Kr~J)a.

The vision ofAkri:ira story appears in the other texts under consideration. But

none of the subsequent texts records the first vision where Balarama held Vi~J)u in his

lap. Only the second vision is mentioned where Aktiira sees Balarama and Kr~J)a under

the water as Se~a and Vi~J)u. By omitting the first vision found in the HV account, the

later texts reflect the tendency to diminish the superior status ofBalarama. In fact, the

HV account itself hints at the historical process by which Balarama was supplanted by

Kr~J)a in the vision that is doubled. It is also noteworthy that the Bh.pu includes an

additional chapter of prayer and praise for Kr~J)a as Vi~J)u. While the Vi.pu and the

Br.pu connect the vision to Paiicaratra doctrine by having Akriira meditate upon the

vyiihas, the Bh.pu includes a separate chapter where Akriira praises Kr~J)a as Vi~J)u. Thus

this section which initially included the portrayal ofBalarama as a superior god, is later

altered to present the superiority of Kr~J)a.

CONCLUSION

In this section, we see Balarama playing a distinctive role in the life and welfare

of the cowherds. By defeating the demons Dhenuka and Pralamba, Balarama gives them

access to the resources that they need: food and grazing land. The above stories also

present Balarama as a protector of children, especially in the Pralamba story. In addition,
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in the praise section of the Pralamba episode he is depicted as a supreme deity, in

language that is used for Vi~Qu in the Vi~Qusahasranama. Finally, we have seen that

Akriira's complex vision can be taken as encapsulating the history of the cult of

Balarama: his vision is really two visions. In the first one Balarama is again described

with language usually reserved for the supreme god and reminiscent of the praise passage

in the Pralamba story. Vi~Qu appears on his lap; he remains superior even to Vi~Qu, and is

the object of worship by the Bhiigavata mantras. He seems here to be the central deity of

the Bhagavata cult. In Akriira's second vision, Vi~Qu is displaced by Kr~Qa, and

Balarama, although still present, is omitted from the vision by AkrUra in his retelling to

Kr~Qa. According to Akriira, the awe and wonder of the vision was only Kr~Qa.

SECTION IV

YAUVANA: ADULT LIFE OF BALARAMA

4.1. BALARAMA IN MATHURA

The stories of the adult life ofBalarama constitute the most important stage ofthe

life ofBalarama for understanding two of the main features that predominate his

character and underwent drastic changes contributing to the decline of his status in

Vai~Qavism. In the corpus ofhis adult life stories Balarama resides in Dyaraka, although

the scene of action does shift more than once to other places, including Mathura and Vraj,

which are connected to his childhood. The events in these two places help us understand

two major aspects ofBalarama's personality; first, his association with fertility, as a
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provider of sustenance, food and abundance (in the return to Vraj story); second, as the

protector of the people (in the defeat ofJarasandha story). Analysis of these stories

underscores these two early concepts associated with Balarama and the later

modifications to these themes during the process of his assimilation into Vai~~avism.

Stories about Balarama's ability to manipulate the forces ofwater and his defeat

ofthe powerful enemies ofYadavas provide significant evidence to help us understand

the nature ofBalarama's early cult. In this section, I will study two selected stories that

show these major aspects in connection with Balarama, Balarama's return to Vraj, and

his defeat ofJarasandha.

4.1.1. BALARAMARETURNS TO VRAJ81

I will study the story ofBalarama's return to Vraj to understand Balarama's

association with fertility, a notion expressed in the narrative by reference to water. In this

aspect, such as his connection to water, I will argue, he resembles the yak~as whose cults

are known from literary and archaeological evidence. As already noted in section TIl of

this chapter, Balarama's connection to food and abundance continues to be one of the

main characteristics associated with him during his adult life. When he returned to Vraj

"

as an adult, which he had to leave as a child due to its barrenness, he refertilized it by

81The story ofBalarnma's return to Vraj occurs in a different narrative sequence in the texts under
study. In the HV it is inserted after the defeat of Jatasandha (HV. 83). In the Vi.pu Y.24. 8-21-Y.25, 1-28
and the Br.pu. II. 89.8-21- II. 90. 1-18, it follows the defeat of Jarnsandha and foundation ofDvarakA. It is
inserted after the foundation ofDvaraka, marriages ofKrnta and Aniruddha in the Bh.pu. X.65. 1·32.
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pulling the river Yamuna through it, thereby providing abundant resources, food, and

drink for the people ofVraj.

In the HV, the main purpose ofBalarama's return to Vraj is to pull the river

Yamuna through Vraj. The story indicates that this action restores the livelihood of the

people ofVraj. However, this is not the central concern in the other puraQ.as, which

emphasize instead his association with drink and other Hindu deities.

I will highlight how his connection to water, and fertility was changed to cement

his status within Vai~Q.avism. I will argue that this major shift in the personality of

Balarama was necessary to postulate his identity with Se~a. Balarama's association with

water provided the basis by which he is linked to VaruQ.a, which in turn paved the way

for Balarama's inclusion in Vai~Q.avism as the divine snake, Se~a.

Despite its importance, the story ofBalarama's return to Vraj has received scant

scholarly attention. Most scholars have used this story to find his local origin as a deity of

Vraj. Charlotte Vaudeville, through a study of the childhood stories ofBalarama and

Kr~Q.a and festivals ofMathuraregion, has noted the connection of these two deities with

the pre-Buddhist worship of nagas and yak~as82. I will argue in the present thesis that the

features associated with Balarama may also be found in part of other early popular

82Vaudeville sees Balarama as a local naga deity while she sees I<lwa as evolved from a local
y~ deity of Vraj. Charlotte Vaudeville, Myths, Saints and Legends in Medieval India (Delhi: Oxford
University Press, 1996),21-27.
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deities, although sufficient evidence is lacking to derive his origin from any of these early

gods. By contrast, section III ofthis chapter establishes that the cults ofBalarama and

Kr~Qa evolved in conflict with local cults such as yak~as and nagas while sharing some of

the common features associated with these deities. Balarama's association with nagas or

his identity as naga Se~a is a later development in Vai~Qavism. Accepting Balarama' s

origin as a naga deity is accepting the agenda of the later Vai~Qava texts that present him

as a form of naga. I will show in the present section that the naga identity ofBalarama is

promoted through changes introduced in this story.

Previous studies of this story link Balarama as a local deity to Vraj83. Although I

do not wish to belittle the contribution of these studies to the understanding ofBalarama,

my focus is different. I will try to show that it is his personality (as a god ofwater and

fertility) as revealed in this story that has led to the particular role he would assume in the

developed Vai~Qavism, but not his association with the place Vraj or his evolution from a

local cult ofVraj. Vraj actually means only a confinement or settlement ofcows which

could have been established in any geographical region surrounding Mathura 84. It is also

noteworthy that in this story Vraj is referred to interchangeably with Vrndavan, and

although Balarama is mentioned as visiting Vraj, the incident of pulling the Yamuna is

described as having been taken place in Vrndavan. Projecting modern knowledge of

83 Whitney A. Sanford, "Festival ofBalamma in Vraj," a paper presented at theAAR annual
conference, Toronto, December, 2002. TItrough a study offestivals ofBalarama she connects Balarama to
Vraj.

84 Couture proposes that Vraj is a temporary encampment for cows and cowherds in Mathura
rather than a pennanent geographical entity. Andre Couture, "Campement de bouviers et focets dans
Versions duanciennes du mythe d'enfance de K1wa." JoumalAsiatique 270.3-4 (1982), 385-400.
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geography and festivals on ancient texts is always problematic. Furthermore, these stories

are more helpful in analyzing the theological evolution rather than localizing the worship

ofBalarama. As Charlotte Vaudeville85 had shown, Braj (Vraj) roughly corresponds to

the western part ofMathura district of Uttar Pradesh rather than the village proper. The

modern pilgrimage and sacred circuit in and around Mathura were developed during the

1500 C.E by the followers of Chaitanya and Vallabha. Therefore I propose that

Balarama's connection to Vraj indicates the localization of his developed cult rather than

the place of his origin as a local deity.

As I study the story of his return to Vraj, I will highlight the main features of

Balarama's early character, later changes and its implications for the evolution of his cult

below.

4.1.2. BALARAMA RETURNS TO VRAJ STORY IN THEP~AS

HERE IS A SUMMARY OF THE STORY (HV 83.1-52)

Balarama remembered the Gopas and visited Vraj with the
permission of Kr~J)a. The Gopas welcomed him and he gave greetings to
everyone as was appropriate according to their age. The Gopis spoke to
him very sweetly and some younger Gopas joked with him..,The elder
Gopas spoke with affection to Balarama, who had returned after a long
absence. They welcomed the son of the Yadu lineage back to his
homeland. They were happy at the return of Balarama who was famous in

85 Charlotte Vaudeville, "Braj: Lost and Found," Myths, 41-71.
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the world as terrifying to the enemies. They praised him, saying that he
killed the Mallas of Karpsa, crowned Ugrasena as the king of Mathura,
fought the demon of the ocean, and was praised by gods when he entered
Mathura. To them Balarama replied that all the Yadavas were his own
relatives, among whom he had spent his childhood, played in the forest;
and he had eaten together in their houses, and herded the cows. He
remarked that all his relatives were kind hearted. Then, Balarama, the
strong one, along with the Gopas, enjoyed himself wandering in the forest.

After a little while the Gopas brought VaruQ.i (alcoholic drink) to
Balarama, the all knowing one. Having taken the drink Balarama became
inebriated and roamed in the forest. Balarama, with his white body,
appeared like the moon inside a dark cloud. He was bright with beautiful
hair, with a knot on the top, with a single earring, smeared with cool
sandal and other scents, adorned with a forest garland, wearing blue
clothes, brilliant with a plow on his shoulder, surrounded by snake hoods
(HV.83.22-27).

Balarama wished to have a bath and ordered the beautiful Yamuna,
the wife of the Ocean, to flow towards him. Yamuna disregarded him,
noting his inebriated state, and continued to flow in her usual path. The
inebriated Balarama then took his plow and plunged it in the river and
pulled Yamuna, which was filled with pure water adorned with lotuses. He
pulled her through the forest. Yamuna, whose waters were thus disturbed,
followed the path of the plow, out of fear.

She used to flow in one course only through the middle of
Vrndavan86, but now pulled by the plow she flowed in different ways in
Vrndavan. Thus she flowed in Vrndavan surrounded by birds and other
creatures on her banks.

Then taking the form of a woman, Yamuna approached Balarama
and made a request. She said: "I am afraid ofthis strange form of mine
with the water flowing in an abnormal manner. Please leave me now, Oh
Halayudha! 1 want to go in my own path" (HV.83.46). Then
Langalayudha, the one with plow as his weapon, having seen Yamuna,
said, "Flow in the path of the plow forever, providing water to the people
of this country." (HV.83.48)

Then Balarama returned to Vraj. Having seen the pulling of
Yamuna, all the residents of Vraj praised Balarama and saluted him. The

86 Although this story is described as happening in Vraj, the texts mention Vrndavan as the place
where Balarama dragged the river Yamuna.
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son ofRohiQI then returned to Mathura again. He went to see Kr~Qa there,
himself adorned as a forest dweller, adorned with garland of wild flowers,
etc. Kr~Qa asked him about the welfare ofthe people ofVraj, to which
Balarama replied at great length.

The following chart illustrates the changes to the above story in the different texts

under study. I have divided the story into four parts in order to facilitate a clear

understanding of the story. I will base my analysis in the subsequent section on the

following chart.

CHART VII

BALARAMA's RETURN TO VRAJ

HARIVA¥SA VI~:W BRAHMA BHAGAVATA
(HV.83) P~A P~A P~A

(Vi.pu. V24- (Br.pu. ll.89- (Bh.pu. X.65.1-
25) 90) 32)

Part 1: Balarama's All the Gopas, All the Gopas Same as Vi.pu, but The reception of
return to Vraj and elder as well as received him adds that BaIarama Gopas is similar to
reception in Vraj younger received affectionately, spent two months the Vi.pu and the

him with affection. while some Gopis in Vraj. Br.pu accounts.
He answered them spoke to him with However the
in proper order anger as they descriptions of
according to their enquired about Gopis and their
age. They received KmJa. The Gopis questions were
him happily and whose minds were more elaborate.
praised him to fixed on Kmm Balarama, skilled
which Balarama addressed him as in various ways of
replied Damodara, consoling,
appropriately. Govinda etc. comforted them by

Balarama consoled conveying to them
them by conveying

"
the messages of

sweet messages K..mm which were
from K.rnJ.a most soothing to

them. He spent
two months
Caitra, Vaisiikha
there.
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Part 2: Balamma's Gopas brought VanIQa in order to Same as in Vi.pu, The heavenly
play in the forest drink for Balarama provide recreation but adds that beverage Vlinqli

knowing that he to Balarama, told Balarama saw a sentbyV~

enjoyed drink. his wife VAru.Qi to stream of liquor began to flow from
Balarama go and promote the suddenly falling a tree and filled the
consumed that and enjoyment of from the Kadamba whole forest with
became inebriated. Balarama tree. He drank it its aroma, which

Therefore VAru.Qi joyously. was inhaled by
went and Balarama. He
established herself drank it and
in the hollow of became inebriated.
the Kadamba tree
in the forest of
Vrndavan.
Balaramainhaling
the fragrance of
liquor and
observing the
drops of alcoholic
beverage on the
Kadamba tree
approached the
tree and obtained
the drink and had
it

Part 3: Balarama Balarama wishing Inebriated and with Same as in Vi.pu. He let go of the
pulls Yamuna to have a bath drops of river Yamuna after

asked Yamuna to perspiration on his he sported to his
flow towards him , limbs like pearls, hearts content The
which she refused. he ordered river Yamuna
Balarama then Yamuna to flow to flows even now in
pulled her through him in order to the diverted path in
the forest of Vraj have a bath. The Vraj.
with the tip of his river disregarded
plow. She obtained the words of
a human fonn and Balarama, the
said that by pulling drunken man and
her this way he in anger he took
made her his plow and
unfaithful to her pulled the river
main course and through VfIldavan
requested him to forest and let her
let go of her. He go when she had
then instructed her watered all the
to flow in this new country.
path forever. The '.
pulling of Yamuna
is described as
akin to violating a
woman. This
aspect is not
mentioned in any
other version.
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Part 4: Balarama's Not mentioned When he bathed When he finished When he had his
bath and the goddess his bath in the bath in the
conclusion Lak~mI came and Yamuna,~mI Yamuna, Kanti (a

gave him a presented him with form of Lak~IIll)
beautiful lotus to a blue lotus, ear- presented him with
place in one ear, an ring, garland of two dark cloths,
ear ring to place in never fading lotus precious
the other, forest flowers sent by ornaments and an
garland of lotus Varut;la and two auspicious garland.
flowers sent by blue cloths.
Va.rtJ.\Ul and
garments of blue
color as expensive
as the wealth of the
ocean.

Although the Vi.pu story is similar to the HV story in the general outlines, the

story differs greatly from the HV story in details, which makes it difficult to assess the

exact sources of this version. This may indicate more than one source for this version.

Although the Br.pu story is similar to the story of the Vi.pu, it also shows similarities

with the Bh.pu in stating Balarama's stay as two months. Like the Br.pu, the story of the

Bh.pu is closer to the Vi.pu than the HV. However, the Bh.pu adds more details that

indicate the erotic sentiment. Other details in this text alter the personality ofBalarama in

such a way to portray him as the messenger of Kr~Q.a.

This story in its earliest version in the HV is a story of Balarama alone, without

any connection to VaruQa or Lak~m1. It is also the one story ofBalarama where Kr~Q.a is

not even present. In the following pages, I will analyze the story of Balarama's return to

Vraj from the four texts under study. I will outline the alterations that might have taken

place in this story in the four texts under study and then analyze the evidence in order to
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understand the stages through which the Balarama story evolved as he was assimilated

into Vai~navism.

4.1.3. BALARAMA'S ASSOCITION WITH FERTILITY AND WATER

PART 1: BALARAMA'S VISIT TO VRAJ AND HIS RECEPTION

As the story begins in the HV, the most notable characteristic is the mutual

affection between Balarama and the people ofVraj. Ten verses of the text (HV.83.7-17)

narrate the excitement and delight ofthe Gopas and Gopis at Balarama's return. Ifwe

examine the chart we see that this depiction ofBalarama changes gradually as the

subsequent texts introduce the Gopis lament for the absent Kr~Q.a. This lament occupies

several verses of the story in the other puraQ,as under study (Vi.pu. V.24.12-19, Br.pu.

II.89.12-18, Bh.pu. 65. X.9-15), With this addition to the base text, Balarama is

transformed into a messenger ofKr~Qa or a poor substitute ofKr~Q.a, who is tIie object of

the Gopi's love. He even loses his own identity as the Gopis, whose minds were fixed on

Kr~Q.a, even call Balarama by the names ofKr~Q.a, such as Damodara, Govinda etc.

(Vi.pu. V. 24. 18), Kr~Q.a and Damodara (Br.pu. 89.19); in the Bh.pu an erotic element is

added to this diminishing role ofBalarama who has been described as a messenger

(Bh.pu. X. 65.9-16). The Bh.pu states that he stayed two months in Vraj (Caitra and

Vaisiikha) and entertained the Gopis at night (Bh.pu. X. 65.17) adding, "Balarama's mind

was fascinated with the sweet qualities ofthe young women ofVraj, so he felt all the
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nights passed in sports at Vraj as one continuous night" (Bh.pu. X.65. 32). This reminds

one of the rasa ofKr~Q.a during the autumn nights in Vrndavan87
. Thus, in addition to

assigning a new role to Balarama, as a counselor and messenger ofKr~Q.a, the Bh.pu

further blends the identity ofBalarama with that ofKr~Q.a. With these modifications in

the later puraQ.as, a story originally told ofBalarama has been converted into a Kr~Q.a

story, thereby minimizing the role ofBalarama. The original identity ofBalarama as

restorer of fertility is pushed into background. Kr~Q.a, although absent from the actual

scene of action, is kept in a dominant position by introducing these alterations into the

story. These puraQ.ic versions give clear evidence ofBalarama's decline in status. It

seems as though Balarama has visited Vraj to convey the messages ofKr~Q.a, much like

Uddhava88
, rather than to restore his birthplace to prosperity by diverting the course of

Yamuna.

PART 2: BALARAMA'S PLAY IN THE FOREST

There are significant modifications to this part of the story which merit close

attention for their religious implications. The most significant difference is the agency

through which Balarama receives the drink. In the base text, the HV, the Gopas bring

87 Bh.pu X29. Kr~J;la'S rasa with Gopis.

88 Bh.pu. X.46.3-6. Uddhava is a preceptor of the Yadavas. Kr~ has asked Uddhava to go to Vraj
to convey his message to his parents and the Gopis to comfort them. Hardy expresses another view on the
episode of Uddhava. Hardy considers this episode as modeled on the return ofBalarama story, adding that
Uddhava is conceived in this episode as similar to Atjuna. However, Hardy notes that the two episodes of
Uddhava's return and Balarama's return are presented together as messages of ~\lll, although the
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Baladima a drink to please him (HV.83.19). The subsequent puraQas insert the Vedic

deity VaruQa, who sends the drink for Balarama through VaruQi (Vi.pu. V. 25. 1-4;

Br.pu. II. 90.1-3; Bh.pu. X.65.19), which connects VaruQa to the alcoholic drink and

water rather than having Balarama procure the drink directly. These stories therefore also

connect Balarama to a Vedic deity, whose position was on the decline. In this connection

it is also notable that the intervention of VaruQa is preceded by an identification of

Balarama with Se~a (Vi.pu. Y.25.1; Br.pu. 1-2; Bh.pu. X.65.26.). This leads us to the

conjecture that the connection ofBalarama to Se~a, so often made in the Vai~Qava

sources, was brought about by the intermediacy ofVaruQa. Balarama is connected to

VaruQa due to his connection to water and drink, and Se~a is connected to VaruQa as a

subject ofVaruQa's watery kingdom89
. Thus this story of the interference ofVaruQa

inserted into the episode ofBalarama's return to Vraj acts in two ways: it subordinates

him to VaruQa, thereby depriving him ofa primary connection with water and

intoxicating drink as indicative offertilit/o, and also helps cement his identification as

Se~a. Therefore in the end his connection to drink and water is not indicative of fertility,

messages that are said to have been conveyed by Balarama are not repeated, as they were already stated in
the Uddhava episode. Hardy, Viraha- Bhakti, 507-511.

89 Nagas are described as subjects of VaIl.qla in the M.Bh (V. 108). S~ replaces the regents
(dikpiilas) of the world as the carrier of the world. He obtained this privilege from Brahma after a long and
severe penance and by forsaking his serpent family. l.P.H. Vogel, The Nagas in the Hindu Lore, 192-198.

'.

90 Coomaraswamy notes the intimate connection ofy~ to waters. He considers they~ as
representing the life cult, which is connected to water and plants. He sums up the nature cosmology of
water as "from primeval waters arose plants, from plants all other beings. Rasa, as an essence of waters, or
sap in trees is variously identified with soma, amrita, semen, milk, min, honey and liquor. There is a cycle
in which the vital energy passes from heaven through the waters, plants, cattle and other typically virile or
productive animals, and man, thence ultimately returning to the waters. Coomaraswamy, Yak§as, 13-14.
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but of his relation to VaruQa. The connection of alcoholic drink (sura) to farmers and

food is noted in the Vedas, although the drink is associated with warriors in the epics91
.

Another narrative detail of significance is the source of alcoholic drink. The Vi.pu

(Y.25.4) and the Br.pu (90.4) mention the flow ofthe drink from the Kadamba treen . The

Bh.pu avoids naming the tree. This added detail is significant for two reasons. First, the

Kadamba tree is associated with Vedic sacrifices and later regarded as a seat of Vi~Qu in

classical Hinduism. Second, this may be an intentional reminder ofKr~Qa who jumped

from a Kadamba tree on the banks ofYamuna to suppress Kaliya, who resided in the

lake (HV. 56.1-2, Vi.pu.Y.7.1O, Br.pu. II.77.10, Bh.pu X.16.6). Thus the Vi.pu and the

Br.pu by inserting this information about the Kadamba tree, may be reminding the reader

ofKr~Qa and this exploit ofhis.

The implication of these modifications to the base text is clear. By changing the

agency and introducing the source ofthe alcoholic drink, the later texts establish an

9100rt notes that during the early period, the alcoholic drink sura is connected to farmers and
agriculture as indicative of food, although it is connected to princes and waniors in the epics. She quotes
the SautramalJi ritual from Satapatha Bra~ma1}a in its descriptions of the use ofsura rather than soma as is
common with the other Vedic rituals (Oort., 226). Marianne Oort, " Surii and Other Spirits in Ritual and
Non-Ritual Contexts," N.V. Gurov, Y. Vasilkoved. Sthapakas,.iiddham. Prof G. A. Zograph
Commemorative Volume (St Petersburg: Petersbugskoe Vostokovedenie, 1995),221-231. Bigger notes
another aspect of drink as that of indicating the martial aspect of waniors. He explains that mada in
elephants and in waniors is a martial aspect that denotes terrible waniors, rather than indicative of
inebriation. I think, this differs from its original association to fertility and agriculture associated with
Balarama although it may playa role in later stories. Bigger, Balariima, 143-144.

92 The Kadamba tree is also connected with fertility rites and associated with a number of religious
themes such as the Dohadii motifofy~iQi's. lP.H. Vogel, "The Woman and the Tree or Salabhafijikii in
Indian Literature," Acta Orientalia Vol.7 (1929), 201-231; see also Renate Syed, Die FloraAltindie.ns in
Literature und Kunst (MUnchen: Unvemnderter Nachdruck, 1992), 149-157. Parts of Kadamba tree are
offered into Agni to control Y~iQis. SA Dange, Encyclopaedia Vol. IV, 1073.
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association with the Vedic tradition whose declining importance signals a parallel demise

(or decline in status) for Balarama. These narrative changes reflect the process by which

Balarama became a minor deity in Vai~Q.avism.

PART 3: BALAR.AMAPULLS YAMUNA

In this part Balarama restores the fertility ofVraj similar to the other stories

studied in Section III earlier where Balarama functions as a restorer of resources. This

part of the story remained the same in all the texts under study, although the descriptions

ofYamuna and the significance attached to the act underwent modifications. The

inebriated Balarama asks Yamuna to flow towards him, but she disregards his orders

because he was inebriated. Then the angry Balarama pulls Yamuna with his plow all

through Vraj (mentioned as Vrndavan here), and tells her to flow in this new path

forever. This establishes without doubt that the core of the story common to all the texts

under consideration was the affectionate visit ofBalarama as an adult to Vraj to

refertilize it. These two details: affection ofBalarama for Vraj and the pulling of

Yamuna, remain unchanged in all the texts under study. In the HV, the mention of Gopis

is minor while the descriptions of Yamuna are elaborate. In the other texts the

descriptions of Gopis and their lament are long, while the descriptions of Yamuna and

her dialogues are considerably reduced.
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The connection ofBalarama to fertility is clearly depicted in the HV. When

Balarama pulled Yamuna through Vraj animals and humans are said to rejoice on the

banks of the river (HV. 83. 39-40). This is a clear indication of the connection of

Balarama already noted above as provider of resources. This identity is not discernable in

the later pUdiQas.

PART 4: BALARAMA'S BATH AND CONCLUSION

This part of the story is not mentioned in the HV, although it is described in great

detail in the other three texts. This addition to the base text features the appearance of the

Vai~Qava goddess Lak~mI, common to all three puraQas, who comes to Balarama after he

finished his bath (Vi.pu. 25.15-16; Br.pu. 90.15-16; Bh.pu X.65.29). She presents him

with clothes and ornaments. VaruQa also sends the never fading lotus flowers through

her. One form ofLak~mI is said to be Sakti (energy) and wife of Samkar~aQa(Lalqmf

Tantra 22.31-36) according to the Pancaratra religion. Thus the addition ofthe deity

Lak~mT to this part of the story successfully places Balarama in the Vai~Qava pantheon.

4.1.4. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF BALARAMA' S BRINGING YAMUNA. TO VRAJ

The importance of Balarama as the restorer of fertility to Vraj is highlighted by comparison with

another episode in which the Yarnuna figures. This is the episode of Kr~J;1adefeating the snake Kaliya, to

which I have referred several times before. The following chart makes our comparison clear.
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YAMUNA IN KALIYA AND BALARAMA'S RETURN TO VRAJ EPISODES

Balarama's Return to Yamuna in the Kaliya
Vraj (HV. 83) episode (HV.55)

Yamuna Balarama asked her to Kaliya made the Yamuna
come near him, as he lake a residence for himself
wished to have a bath, but and his family. Thus with
she refused. (HV. 83. 28- serpent holes on its banks,
29). poison in the water, the

water was no longer useful
for the people of Vraj and
became deserted by people
and beings (HV. 55.41-
46).

Balaramal Kaliya He obtained his plow and Because of the residence of
with the tip of the plow he Kaliya the wife of Sagara
pulled Yamuna, who is scorned and abandoned
followed him like an (HV. 55.50-55) by the
agitated woman. She people of Vraj.
flowed in Vpldavan along
the path of the plow
followed by screaming
birds etc., (HV.83. 30-32).
Thus she left her main
path and flowed wherever
the plow took her. Thus
the wife of the Ocean
became available to
everyone.

Balaramal Kr~Qa Appearing in the form of KmJa desires to punish
a woman she spoke to Kaliya to protect people
Balarama to let her go and beings. Kf~ defeated
(HV. 83.41). However Kaliya and his kin and
Balarama told her to flow banished them from Vrnj
in the path of the plow and the yamuna (HV. 56).
providing water to people.
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As seen from the above chart, although Kr~J;la defeated and banished the naga

Kaliya from the Yamuna lake, he did little to improve the resources in the village. It was

Balarama, who accomplished this task when he returned there as an adult.

According to the HV, Vraj was fertile and beautiful when Balarama lived there as

a child. By the time he left it as a young adult it was barren and bereft of resources. This

earlier abundance and later barrenness are clear from the following summaries of

descriptions ofVraj in the HV.

1. VRAJ DURING THE CHILDHOOD OF BALARAMA

HERE IS A SUMMARY OF THE STORY (HV. 49.16-30)

Vasudeva traveled along the banks of Yamuna along with his wife
Yasoda and the two infants Balarama and Kr~J;la. As he approached the
village, Vraj, at the foot of the mountain Govardhana, on the banks of
Yamuna, he saw a beautiful forest with talI trees, abundant grass, beautiful
flowers and edible fruits.

The village Govraj, is a good habitation with happy people and
satisfied beings (cows, calves etc.) and was filled with different noises - of
cows, gargling of calves everywhere, and sighs ofcowherd women.
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2. VRAJ WHEN BALARAMA LEFT
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Later, when Balarama left Vraj the forest was devoid ofgrass and large trees,

while the villagers faced numerous hardships in obtaining food and other necessary

resources. Kr~Qa describes to Balarama that Vraj is devoid ofresources and not able to

sustain the population. He sought the advice ofBalarama to leave this place and move to

Vrndavan.

HERE IS A SUMMARY OF THE STORY (HV.52.8-20)

"Oh noble one! It is not possible to play with cowherds in this
forest anymore. This forest has been mined by us. Everything in it had
been eaten. The Gopas have destroyed its trees. It seems almost empty. All
the wood of the trees has been consumed as fire wood. The little wood and
grass that are left are very far. Let us therefore move to Vrndavan which is
beautiful and abundant in resources." (HV. 52. 8-20)

Balarama along with Kr~Qa spent his childhood in Vraj and later moved to

Vrndavan along with the cowherds at the insistence ofKr~Qa. This story appears in the

other purRQas with similar descriptions. That Vraj was a land of plenty during the

childhood ofBalarama but lost its vitality was an important factor in the stories of

Balarama. Balarama functions to restore fertility to Vraj.
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4.1.5. EARLY CULT OF BALARAMA AND LATER VAIS~AVA IDENTITY

Control over the forces of water is one of the important aspects of the early cult of

Balarama indicated in this story. He is also described as fond of drink. In the HV, it is

clear that the intention ofBalarama in pulling the Yamuna was to refertilize Vrndavan.

However this characteristic is changed in the other texts under study. In the later texts

Balarama visited Vraj as a messenger ofKr~Qa, and he is described as ravisher of women

and drink. I consider his connection to drink in this story to be one of the qualities he

shares with the other fertility cults popular in Mathura region such as nagas and yak~as.

Given the milieu of his worship in the Mathura region, it is logical that Balarama shares

some ofthe qualities with them. I consider his association with drink to be one such

feature that he shares with the other early fertility cults popular in Mathura.

I tum now to the last story I consider from the puraQa texts, the defeat of

Jarasandha.
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4.2.1. DEFEAT OF JARASANDHA
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The story of the battle between Jarasandha and Balarama is described in great

detail in the HV93
. The M.Bh preserves a sequel to it, the story of the death ofJarasandha

in a duel with Bhlma94
. While the Vi.pu95 and the Br.pu include the story of the battle of

Jarasandha similar to that of the HV, the Bh.pu includes not only the battle but also the

death of Jarasandha. Since only the story of the battle with Jarasandha includes Balarama,

but not the story of the death of Jarasandha, I will study the story of the battles with

Jarasandha in the present section. An examination of this story lends credibility to the

theory that Balarama was more significant and played an important role in the numerous

stories in the early phase of the evolution ofVai~J)avism. It is the only battle in which

Balarama participated as an adult, as a protector his people, the Yadavas.

Although the second part of Jarasandha story which is described in the M.Bh has

formed the subject of numerous studies, these studies do not analyze the role ofBalarama

in this battle, which reflects the attitude of previous scholarship to Balarama. Bigger said

that the M.Bh narrates very few incidents where Balarama, Kr~J)a and the Yadavas have

participated together6
. Balarama participated only in one of the two major battles of the

93 HV.80-82.

94 M.Bh.II. 13.29-59. Kmm describes the battle ofYadavas and Jarasandha to Yudhisthira and
also acknowledges the significant role ofBalarama in defeating Jarasandha.

95 Vi.pu, V. 22, Br.pu. 11.87; Bh.pu. X. 52, 70, 72.

96 Bigger, Balariima, 41-44.
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Yadavas described in the M.Bh viz., the battles against Jarasandha and the city of

Saubha. Bigger concludes by saying that Balarama's participation in the battles with

Jarasandha are of minor importance even though Kr~Qa himself described the role of

Balarama in a significant way. Therefore a further study of the role ofBalarama in this

battle is necessary to evaluate the early depiction of the character ofBalarama. Balarama

is never described as a terrible warrior but he is a powerful protector of the people. It is

due to his superior skill in wrestling and mace duel that Jarasandha was defeated in the

battle in the HV.

Another aspect of the Jarasandha story is that numerous themes including history,

religion and rituals got intertwined with the story ofJarasandha97
. The Jarasandha story is

not part of the central story cycle of the M.Bh, and it has been subjected to numerous

additions. Many scholars focus on the M.Bh presentation of the Jarasandha stories98
,

97 Ruben finds additional evidence in support of his composite origin of the Kmta stories in this
story. He postulates three layers in the growth of Jarasandha story from independent story cycles. Firstly,
the Mathura cycle, in which various folk elements are linked with KaIpsa and Jarasandha. Secondly,
Dvaraka stories, based on Kmta's flight, and finally the fusion of these two in the Hastinapura stories,
where BhIma kills Jarnsandha Walter Ruben, KrflJa Konkardanz, 17.

98 Sadashiva L. Katre through a study of the story of Jarasandha, tried to establish the historicity of
Kmta and the gradual evolution of his divinity. He postulated that Kmta's stature in the Jarasandha episode
was human as opposed to his divine imagery in the other episodes of M.Bh. Sadashiva L. Katre, "Kmta
and Jarasandha," Indian Historical Quarterly 8 (1932),500-508 & Indian Historical Quarterly 9
(1933),854-865. Prahlad Chandrashekhar Divanji attempted a study of the lives ofKmta and Jarasandha
with a similar premise from the ptrraQas and from Jain texts. He advocates the use of the puranic literature
as an independent source for the reconstruction of ancient Indian history. He used the text historical method
of comparing different versions of the story from puranic and Jain sources and concluded that the Jain

sources were more reliable for historical information. Prahlad Chandrashekhar Divanji, "Historical Value
ofPuranic Works," Journal ofthe Gujarat Research Society 4 (1932 Indraji Commemmoration Volume),
102-125. Ulrich Schneider interpreted the Jadisandha episode as the last attempt of western tribal
communities (Andhakas, Vmus, Bhojakas and others) to resist the domination ofeastern empire
(Magadha- the kingdom of Jarasandha). Through this study he attempted an analysis of the rise of~Qa
from a historical figure to a divine one. He studied the transformation ofKmta from a human hero to the
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considering it as an historical story. However to gain a fuller appreciation of he role and

status ofBalarama, I begin with the HV version, a simple story, which indicates

Jarasandha's hatred of the Yadavas for the death ofKalJ1sa and highlights the significant

role ofBalarama in the battles. As I study the battle with Jarasandha and Balarama in the

following pages, I will undertake the study of the events that depict the character of

Balarama which will in turn lead to an understanding of early features associated with

him. I will not be attempting an analysis of the historicity of the kings who accompany

Jarasandha in the battle or his religious affiliation.

HERE IS A SUMMARY OF THE STORY

Arrival of Jarasandha (HV. 80. 1-27)

Jarasandha has arrived along with the six categories of his armed
forces to attack the Yadavas. He was angered by the fact that Balarama
and Kr~Q.a killed his son-in-law KalJ1sa and crowned Ugrasena the king of
Mathura. He surrounded Mathura with a huge army of his friends and
allies.

god of the bhakti movement utilizing the above episode. Ulrich Schneider, "Klwas Po"stumer Aufstieg: Zur
Fruhgeschichte der Bhakti Bewegung," Saeculum 33.1(1982), 3849. Asko Parpola explains the Jarasandha
episode as reflecting the last wave ofAryan immigration into India. He suggested that the Panqavas might
represent the new wave ofAryan immigrants pushed to the south by the expansion of Magadha around 500
B.C.E in a southwesterly direction. Asko Parpola, "On the Jaiminiya and Vadhula Traditions of South India
and Pan9u1 Pan<Java Problem," Studia Orientalia 55 (1984) 342.
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Preparation of the Yadava forces (HV. 81. 1-104)

Watching the army of Jarasandha that surrounded the city of
Mathura Kr~Q.a asked Balarama to prepare for battle quickly to face the
king Jarasandha. He contemplated as he saw Jarasandha and his army of
kings, "Here stands the martial kings of earth. With them gone to heaven,
the burden of the earth will decline. Within a short time the earth will be
relieved of its burden with the hundreds of kings being dead". Balarama
remarked, "as our first battle this will be the 'touch stone' of our skill in
warfare".

Jarasandha laid siege to the four sides ofMathura. A great battle
ensued between the Yadava forces and that of the army of Jarasandha,
which was similar to the battle ofgods and demons previously.

Their ancient weapons descended in the battlefield. Balarama
obtained the plow named Samvartaka, which was swirling like a snake
and agitated. He took the pestle, named Saunanda, in his right hand, which
is the destroyer of the enemies and appeared angry. The bow, 'Saranga',
conch, 'Sankha', mace, 'Kaumodaki', were taken by Kr~Q.a. They both
appeared like Vishnu in the battlefield.

Balarama appeared like an angry serpent in the battlefield.
Balarama attacked Jarasandha and destroyed his chariot with a desire to
defeat him.

The battle of Jarasandha and Yadavas: (HV. 82. 1-26)

Balarama hit Jarasandha with his pestle and cut up his weapons.
Then Jarasandha devoid of his weapons, and chariot, obtained his mace.
They both waged a mace duel in the battlefield, while others remained
mere spectators. Those two skilled in the mace fought like elephants
fighting with their tusks, and the clash of their weapons (tusks) resounded
in all the ten directions. Hit by the mace of Balarama, Jaras.andha fell
down. Then Balarama attacked him with his mace with great speed to
punish him. Then a divine voice from heaven said, "Jarasandha is not to
be killed by you. Leave him. He will die in a short time" (83.20). Having
heard that, Jarasandha became depressed. Balarama did not kill him, but
the humiliated Jarasandha left the battlefield himself. He attacked Vr~Q.is

thereafter eighteen times and they were never able to defeat him.
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CHART IX
THE BATTLE WITH JAR.ASANDHA IN THE PURfiJ~AS

HARIVAMSA VISW BRAHMA BHAGAVATAPlJRA1:olA
(HV.80-83) P~A P~A (Bh.pu. X.SO)

(Vi.pu. V.22) (BLpU. IT.87.)
Mentions a list of Jarasandha came Same as in the Same as in the Vi.pu.

Part 1. Preparation numerous kings with 23 divisions VLpu.
for the battle that come as allies of the anny but

of Jarasandha. does not mention
Seeing the anuy of any names of other
Jarasandha ~J;la kings.
and Balartima
remark about their
ability to defeat
him. Balartima said
this is the first
battle and a 'touch
stone' for his skill
in warfare.

Part 2. Divine Plow, pestle, bow, Mace, two quivers Discus, bow, two Two chariots equipped with
weapons conch, mace. filled with arrows quivers with anus descended.

and plow and inexhaustible
pestle. arrows, iron mace,

plow and pestle.
Part 3. The battle A terrible battle Vel)' brief account Same as in the Describes the battle ofBalarama
of Jamsandha and ensued between of the battle that Vi.pu. and Jarasandha briefly and how
the Yadavas the armies of does not mention Jarasandha was left without

Jarasandha and the the fight between being killed at the suggestion of
Yadavas. Detailed Balarama and 14wa. Jarasandha intends to
descriptions in Jarasandha leave the kingdom and
HV.81-82 undertake a penance, but is
describe the defeat dissuaded by other kings.
of Jarasandha by
Balarama.

Part 4. Killing of Not mentioned. Not mentioned. Not mentioned. I4wa along with BhIma and
Jamsandha Atjuna visited Girivraj, the

capital city of Jarasandha
disguised as briihmins. They
challenged Jarasandha to a duel
with anyone of them After 27
days of battle BhIma confessed
to I4wa that he was not able to

".
defeat Jarasandba I4wa taught
him how to kill Jarasandha by
splitting a twig. ~J;la was
telling Bhrma to split
Jarasandha which Bhrma
followed and successfully killed
Jarasandha, by splitting him.
(Bh.pu. X.72.4 1-47)
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The HV story preserves the most detailed description of the battles with

Jadisandha. A shortened version exists in the Vi.pu, which was then adopted by the

Br.pu. Bh.pu expands upon the Vi.pu story by including the second part ofthe story, the

death of Jarasandha as described in the M.Bh. Thus for the Bh.pu, the stories of the Vi.pu

are not the only source.

Based on the story in the four texts under study, and the above chart, I will

analyze the battle with Jarasandha in order to understand the nature and evolution of

Balarama.

4.2.2. PERSONALITY AND SIGNIFICANCE OF BALARAMA IN THE DEFEAT OF

JARA.SANDHA

A study ofthe Jarasandha episode indicates that the army ofYadavas was led by

Balarama and he is described as playing a significant role in this episode. Balarama's

fight with Jarasandha is exhaustively and elaborately described in the HV (HV. 81.82-88,

82.5-20), while the fight ofKr~\la is described in only a few verses (HV. 81.79-81). I

have divided this story into four parts for the convenience of study, which I study below

before attempting an analysis ofthe significance ofBalarama here.
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PART 1. PREPARATION FOR THE BATTLE
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All the texts mention that Jarasandha carne prepared with a huge army to Mathura

to avenge the death of his son-in-law Kamsa. But the details of the composition of the

army vary between the texts. In the HV story he carne with a huge army accompanied by

his numerous allies99
. In the Vi.pu, the Br.pu, the Bh.pu, he is accompanied by 23

divisions, but these stories do not mention any of his allies, instead, in these texts, the

whole chapter is devoted to the description of Kr~Qawhile only two verses describe

Jarasandha. I would suggest that the detailed description of Jarasandha's army was

omitted in these texts in order to promote and elevate Kr~Qa. Kr~Qa, the divine player, is

described as leading the events of the battle and the foe has almost been eclipsed. This is

true for the descriptions ofBalarama as well. The result of this shift in narrative emphasis

is the decreased importance ofBalarama and his defeated foe. Similarly, other pur~as do

not attribute any significance to Balarama. Instead, he is portrayed Kr~Qa's assistant.

Thus the single-handed achievement ofBalarama in the HV gradually came to be

99 H.H. Wilson, in his study of the Riijatarangi1)i, considers Jarlisandha as a historical person and
contemporary and related to one of the kings of Kashmir, Gonarda (reigned in 1260 B.C.E). King Gonarda
is said to have participated in the battle between Jarasandha and the Yiidavas (HV81.38), as an ally of
Jarasandha and Balariima killed him in the battle. He estimated the historical date of Jarasandha, Kmm and
Pan9livas based on the evidence ofRiijatarangi1)i. H.H. Wilson, «Histoire de Kashmir, Traduite de Original
Sanskrit du Rajatarangi\li" Journal Asiatique, 7 (1825) 3-31 and 65-90. Reprint H.H. Wilson, The Hindu
History a/Kashmir (Calcutta: Susil Gupta (India) Pvt. Ltd., 1960),14-16, Appendix IV-V. Appendix IX
(pp. 135) This book contains an excerpt from Biihler's translation of the Riijatarangi1)l, which mentions the
death of Gonarda in battle with BaIarama. This is significant because this indicates the major role of
Balarama in the battle. MBh adds that the ministers of Jarasandha, Hamsa and Dimbhaka were killed by
Balarama in the battle known from KaSmIrian tradition. Balarama defeated Jarasandha. In addition
Riijatarangi1}i states that BaIarama killed Gonarda. Even though it does not describe it as an historical
event, this event actually indicates the remembrance and acceptance of the important role of Balarama in
this battle.
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described as the joint effort ofKr~Q.a and Balarama in later texts. Descriptions of

Balarama are discarded or altered to preserve the importance ofKr~Q.a. In the HV (81.5),

Kr~Q.a asks Balarama to prepare quickly for the battle. In the HV, the role ofBalarama

and Kr~Q.a is described separately. In the HV (81.6), Balarama, seeing the army of

Jarasandha, remarks that this battle would be the 'touch stone' of their battle skills. All

the descriptions ofBalarama and his remarks are also eliminated from the story in the

other puraQ.as. In the Bh.pu, Kr~Q.a contemplates his divine purpose of killing the demons

when he heard about the arrival of Jarasandha with his army (Bh.pu. 10.7-9) and two

chariots equipped with weapons.

This is not the case in the other texts. In the Vi.pu (Vi.pu.V. 22. 4) and the Br.pu

(Br.pu. 87.4), Balarama and Kr~Q.a came out of the city with their army together. The

battle is described in dvandva compounds so as to present the joint efforts ofKr~Q.a and

Balarama, but description ofthe individual personality ofBalarama is eliminated.

Balarama's role in preparing and leading the army is no longer evident in the Vi.pu and

the Br.pu where the battle is described as a joint action ofKr~Q.a and Balarama. In the

Bh.pu the preparation for the battle is achieved by the contemplation ofKr~Q.a. This

narrative modification eliminates the role ofBalarama in the preparations for the battle

with Jarasandha.
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In the HV, the four weapons ofBalarama received the plow and the pestle, and

Kr~Qa received the bow, and the mace and a mace that appeared from the sky (HV. 81.

60-64). In addition, the plow and pestle are described as having their own personality and

appeared agitated and angry. The plow was decorated and swirling like a snake, and the

pestle appeared agitated (HV. 81.60-62)100. In the HV, Balarama and Kr~Qa's weapons

appear from the sky. As noted above Balarama's weapons are described with personality

while Kr~Qa'sweapons are not animated, although they are described with distinctive

adjectives. It is also interesting to note that Sudarsana cakra (the wheel) which is later

described as the most important weapon ofKr~Qa is not mentioned here. According to the

Jain texts, the cakra (the wheel) is the weapon ofJarasandha, which Kr~Qa obtained in his

battles with Jarasandha (see chapter III. section. 3.5.6). Although the weapons of

Balarama are mentioned in the other puraQas under study, the descriptions oftheir

personalities are eliminated. In the Vi.pu (Vi.pu.V.22.4-7), the Br.pu (Br.pu. 87.6-8), the

order of the appearance of the weapons ofBalarama and Kr~Qa is reversed. While in the

HV, the weapons ofBalarama appear first, in the Vi.pu and the Br.pu Kr~Qa'sweapons

appear first, thereby transferring primacy to Kr~Qa. The Bh.pu (Bh.pu. 10.50.11)

describes how two chariots equipped with weapons descended as Kr~Qa contemplated the

'.
battle, without the knowledge ofBalarama. In fact, in the Bh.pu, Kr~Qa informs Balarama

100 Br.pu. II. 87.7. The plough ofBalarama is described as resembling the Samvarta fire. Br.pu. II.
87.6. mentions the wheel in the list of the weapons ofK.mta
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about the appearance of his weapons (Bh.pu. 10. 50.13). As seen from the above changes

in the story, the significance ofKf~l)a is gradually increased while that ofBalarama is

decreased.

PART 3. THE BATTLE

This is the one section where modifications are introduced on a large scale. The

direction of these modifications is not difficult to understand. Balarama is presented here

as participating in a big battle as a great warrior rather than a great wrestler and protector

of people. All the descriptions ofBalarama's direct combat are avoided in the later texts,

thereby minimizing his role in the battle and also modifying his identity.

Balarama's battle with Jarasandha (HV.81.82-88) and the subsequent defeat of

Jarasandha (HV. 82.14-20) are described in great detail in the HV. Emphasis is placed on

Balarama's ability as wrestler in 'one on one' combat rather than on his military skills.

Here, when Balarama's wages the mace duel with Jarasandha all others are said to stand

aside and watch as mere spectators.

When Balarama defeated Jarasandha and was about to tie him a divine voice

interfered saying, "Oh Balarama! He is not to be killed by you. He will die soon"

(HV.82.20). Thus Balarama left him alive. In the other puraQas under study, the battle

descriptions are very brief In fact, this detail is confined to a single verse in the Vi,pu
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(Vi.pu. V. 22.8), and the Br.pu (Br.pu. 87.8). These texts include neither the wrestling of

Balarama and Jarasandha nor the subsequent defeat of Jarasandha. Although the Bh.pu

includes a detailed description of the battle, modifications are introduced in order to

establish the superiority ofKr~J)a (Bh.pu. X.S0.28). It was at Kr~J)a's insistence that

Balarama let Jarasandha go (Bh.pu. X.SO.31-32). Thus the Bh.pu story replaced the

anonymous divine voice of the HV with Kr~J)a's, the only divine being present The

reason Kr~J)a gave for letting go of Jarasandha was that while left alone he would gather

more army and it would be easier for them to accomplish their purpose ofdecreasing the

burden ofthe earth (Bh.pu. X 50.32). This is contrary to the HV (81.9-13) story, where

Kr~J)a initially thinks to himself that the battle would be an opportunity to decrease the

burden ofthe earth by killing the numerous kings that accompanied Jarasandha.

It is interesting to note that despite its modifications, the Bh.pu still gives hints of

the primacy ofBalarama. When Kr~J)a and Balarama challenged him in the battle,

Jarasandha told Kr~J)a that he would not fight with him. Jarasandha says, "I won't fight

with a young boy like you (XSO.18)". But then he challenged Balarama, "Oh Balarama!

If you have faith and confidence in yourself, muster some courage and fight with

me"(XSO. 19). This statement is certainly contrary to the presentation ofBalarama and

Kr~J)a virtually as twins in the texts describing their childhood (section II.2.3.3 ofthis

chapter).
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Thus the stories ofBalarama's battles with Jarasandha once again describe him as

protector of the people. In not killing him and letting Jarasandha go, we see Balarama as

not participating in empire building activities; It is notable that Jarasandha was killed

later on in a combat by Bh'ima as part of their preparation of Rajasiiya- an empire

building ritual. Balarama avoided in participating in such activities.

CONCLUSION

The defeat of Jarasandha once again presents Balarama as a powerful wrestler and

protector of people in the HV, similar to his personality in the earlier sections. This

depiction ofBalarama changes in the other texts under study. In these texts the

descriptions ofBalarama's combat are avoided and the battles with Jarasandha are

described as cosmogonic events according to the later Vai~Qava theology, where the

major role of incarnations is to reduce the burden ofearth, by killing the evil doers. In

this process ofavoiding the description of personal participation and including the

descriptions of formal battle Balarama's identity is modified from protector of people to

that of an ordinary warrior. Earlier I have noted in his battles with Dhenuka that his

single- handed defeat ofDhenuka in the battle in the HV is later described as a battle

utilizing weapons. Thus in all these stories, the trend is to depict Balarama as a normal

figure representing ~atriya ideals. This is more clearly seen in Jarasandha story than any

where else in the stories representing the life ofBalarama. It is another strategy that

eliminates his distinctiveness.
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I now tum to the Jain stories ofBalarama in order to examine whether alterations

similar to the Hindu puraQa stories are incorporated or they reflect an independent story

tradition ofBalarama. This will in tum provides an opportunity to study the early

significance ofBalarama from an alternative source.
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CHAPTER III: BALARAMA IN THE JAIN SOURCES

SECTION I: INTRODUCTION

3.1.1. BALARAMA IN THE JAINP~AS

Unlike the Hindu pur~a texts, which preserve only a brief story ofthe first Jain

Tirthafzkarat, ~abha, the Jain texts preserve a considerable amount of story literature

about Balarama and Kr~Q.a. The Jain accounts ofBalarama and Kr~Q.a are as vivid and

may even be as early as the first Hindu puraQ.a stories ofBalarama and Kr~Q.a. In fact, the

earliest Jain story ofBalarama may well be contemporary to our earliest Hindu puraQ.a

stories ofBalarama (see chapter I. 1.4.1-1.4.2 for a descriptive study of the primary

sources). For example, the Jain text VH and the Hindu puriiQa text HV are datable to

200-300 C.E.

1 P.S. Jaini, "Jaina~ha as an Avatara of ViWu." Bulletin ofthe School ofOriental andAfrican
Studies 40.2 (1977),321-327.
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It is uncertain whether Jain stories of Balarama and Kr~Qa are derived from older

sources independent of the Hindu puraQa stories or whether they are reworked from the

Hindu puraQa stories2
. A close study ofthe Balarama stories reveals a different pattern of

evolution for the Balarama and Kr~Qa stories in the Jain texts which may indicate an

independent origin for the Jain stories. For the convenience of study, I divide the

Balarama stories in the Jain texts into two categories based on the differences or

similarities with the Hindu puriiQa stories ofBalarama. The stories in the first category

are distinctive and are found only in Jain texts, while the second category ofBalarama

2 Alsdotf suggested that the original Jain stories might not have been received from the
brahminical sources, but from some independent sources. L. Alsdotf, Hariva1!'sapurii!Ja (Hamburg:
Frederichsen, De Gruyter and Co M.RH, 1936), 119-122. Jacobi concluded from his study that the Jains
canonizedKr~when they spread and settled in the original area ofKr~ legend H. Jacobi, "Die Jaina
Legende von den Untergange DvaravatI und von dem Tode~," ZDMG 42 (1888), 494. Divanji
upheld the authenticity of Jain versions and considered them as old as any Hindu putiqlas. P. C. Divanji,
"Origin of Bhagavata and Jaina Religions," Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Silver Jubilee Volume
(1917-42),107-25. Based on the evidence of the Draupadi story, Geen argues that the Jain stories are
derived from an older independent story tradition different from the MBh tradition. Jonathan Geen, The
Marriage ofDraupadi in the Hindu andJaina Mahiibhiirata, unpublished Ph. D Thesis, Department of
Religious Studies (Hamilton: McMaster University, 2001). Ratan Parimoo, through a study of the Kaliya
episode from the Jain and the Hindup~ and art sources proposed that the Jain stories preserve an
independent account of the Kaliya episode not known to the Hindu~. He showed that pulling of
Kaliya by a nose cord to be an adaptation from north Indian local tradition adopted in the Jain stories. On
the other hand the dancing of~ on the hoods of Kaliya is said be a reminiscent of south Indian
tradition. Ratan Parimoo, "Kiiliyadamana Ceilings from Gujarat Temples," Ratan Parimoo ed., Vaisnavism,
6-7. H.C. Bhayani thinks that the tradition of Radha and the rasa dance of~Qa evolved within the Jain
sources which was derived from Prakrit sources before they were finally adopted by the Hindu putiqlas and
other literary texts such as Gitagovinda. Thus he attributes primacy to the Jain sources for preserving
independent local traditions. H.C. Bhayani, "Some Pre-eleventh Century Prakrit and ApabhramSa Texts
Relating to the Childhood Exploits ofKmta," Ratan Parimoo ed., Vairoavism, 58-64. However, recent
studies such as those listed below attempt to show the influence of Hindup~ stories on the Jain stories
of~J,la. P.S. Jaini, "Jaina~: A Pura.\tic Counter Tradition," Wendy Doniger ed., Purii1Ja Perennis
(New York: State University of New York Press, 1993),207-25. RN. Sumitra Bai, Robert J. Zydenbos,
"The Jaina Mahabharam." Arvind Sharma ed., Essays on the Mahiibhiirata (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1991),251
274. Tadpatrikar considers it doubtful that HarivarpSaP~ofPunnata Jinasena, the first detailed Jain
story ofl<llQa written in 800 C.E could have been derived from independent oral sources, while numerous
written accounts of~ stories were current in the pur3.Qa tradition by that period. Tadpatrikar, "The
~J,laProblem," ABORI, 269-344.
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stories are common to both Jain and Hindu pural).a texts, although differences exist in

details.

The Jain stories ofBalarama in the first category include: the marriage of

Balarama's parents, birth story, past life stories ofBalarama, Balarama's role in the life

of child Kr~l).a, and Balarama's escort of Devakl to Vraj. These stories are not only

different in content, but also present Balarama with a personality and position that differs

considerably from the Hindu pural).as. An analysis of the Balarama stories of the first

category therefore lends support for the theory that Balarama stories might have existed

in multiple versions and found expression in different ways in each religious tradition.

The second category of Jain Balarama stories follows the pattern and broad

outline of the Hindu pur~a stories ofBalarama, but differs mainly in the supplementary

details that bring about some alterations to the content ofthe story. Jain stories of this

category narrate the incidents ofthe adult life ofBaiarama3 and Kr~l).a. Included in this

category are: transfer ofKr~I).a, transfer ofBalarama to Vraj, Balarama's participation in

the life ofKr~l).a in Vraj, wrestling match in Mathura, and battles with Jarasandha.

However, I will argue in this chapter that the stories in the second category are

assimilated from different sources from the Hindu puraQas as can be indicated by the

numerous differences among these stories. The second category of stories resembles the

3 The story of the death ofBalarama is an independent story and needs special examination and
hence I do not attempt a study of this in the present thesis. .
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stories of the childhood and adult life ofBalarama from the Hindu puraQas (the Jain texts

however omit the young adult life stories ofBalarama seen in the Hindu puraJ;las)4. A

comparative analysis of these two traditions may help us understand the evolution of

Balarama stories.

Scholars have debated whether the Hindu puraJ;la or Jain stories are the older, and

who borrowed from whom. This question has engaged scholarly attention over the last

few years, but has not led to any satisfactory answer. In the absence of any earlier

supporting evidence to validate the arguments in support of the early origin of either one

or the other tradition the scholarly attempts were incondusive5
. The study of the Jain

stories ofBalarama may give us new evidence to answer this question. Through a study

ofBalarama stories from Jain stories, I will try to show that the Jain stories are derived

from independent and perhaps older sources other than the Hindu sources. I argue that the

4 The Jain texts do not mention any events connected to the heroic exploits ofBalarama. These
texts avoid any incidents connected to the life ofBalarama in V{lldavan such as the killing ofDhenuka and
Pralamba, the pulling of Yamwm etc. This may be a deliberate omission to remodel the story ofBalarama
in accordance with his depiction as an ideal follower of Jain dharma. Jain literature however, mentions a
Baladev~ leader of the PaficavIras. I consider Baladeva and Balarama are two different persons in the
Antagada, although it does not differentiate between the two in other texts. In the other texts BaIarama is
referred as this Baladeva or Balarnma simultaneously. I believe thatAntagada is referring to a different
Baladeva in its reference to him as leader ofPaficaviraS, (Antagada, 14) and as a king in Dvaraka
(Antagada, 78). However the most intriguing reference comes from the well known episode of the death of
Kmm in this text which leads to the view that the Baladeva referred in the above instances might not be the
same as Balarama. Here, Kmta questions Neminatha about the future ofDvaraka and himself (Antagada,
81). Neminatha said that Dvaraka would be destroyed in a fire and added, "together with Rama and
Baladeva though shalt set forth toward the southern ocean onto the P3J,ldu-Mahura." I"1hink this is the only
reference to Rama (Balarama?) in this text while Baladeva mentioned here along with him might be the one
referred in the above references. This Baladeva might be a warrior and different from Balariima. L.D.
Barnett, Antadagada dasiio, 14,78,81.

5 See footnote 2 above for contradictory arguments of scholars regarding the sources of the Jain
texts.
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Jain stories know an independent tradition in which Balarama played a major role; their

reliance on Hindu puralJa sources increases with time suggesting that the "borrowing" is

a relatively late phenomenon.

Another notable feature in the Jain sources is the depiction ofBalarama as the

Ninth Baladeva (an associate deity ofNeminatha) and an ideal follower of the Jain

dharma. This tendency is sometimes seen as the counter tradition to the Hindu puralJas

since Jain texts include a series ofBaladevas who are born on earth from time to time

similar to the avataras. As indicated by the differences between the two traditions, it can

be said that each tradition derived its sources independently and remodeled them

according to their own conventions. As the Jain stories try to present Balarama as a

follower ofdharma, the stories show a clear shift in presenting the personality of

Balarama. The Jain texts therefore show an opposite tendency to that noticed in the

Hindu puralJas with regard to the personality ofBalarama. While the Hindu texts

progressively add details to his stories to depict him as an ordinary warrior, the Jain texts

depict him as non-violent, by minimizing his participation in the battles.

Among the texts selected for the present study, the VH represents the earliest

Balarama story in the Jain tradition, which was not influenced by the Hindu puriiQa

'.
stories ofBalarama. The HVP and the TSP show differing degrees of awareness of the

Hindu puriiQa stories. Being a late text in comparison to the HVP, the TSP stories are the

most influenced by the growing cult ofKr~lJa and portray similar trends ofmodifications
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that were noted in chapter II of this thesis. These modifications diminish Balarama's

significance in comparison to Kr~Qa, a phenomenon observed in the Hindu puraQa stories.

As before, I will consider the life ofBalarama by dividing it into life stages

similar to a human life. I will explore his relationships to the other important persons

involved in these stories such as Kr~Qa, Vasudeva, RohiQI and Devald. I divide the

present chapter into three sections for the convenience of study.

SECTION II JANMA: THE BIRTH OF BALARAMA

In this section I will study the stories ofthe marriage ofBalarama's parents

RohiQl and Vasudeva and his birth. This section is unique in that these stories are the

same in all the Jain texts under examination with only minor variations. Thus the Jain

stories ofthe marriage ofBalarama's parents and his birth are different from Hindu

purRQas and consistent in all the Jain texts. Therefore it can be assumed that this part of

the Balarama story, unlike the Hindu puraQa stories, was fixed at a very early stage of its

evolution. Birth stories identify him as the ninth Baladeva, last of the series ofBaladevas

known in Jainism. This identity places Balarama firmly in the Jain pantheon and at the

same time assigns him a superior position at least equal to that ofKr~Qa.
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SECTION III JANMANTARAl'f/: PAST LIFE STORIES OF BALARAMA

In this section, I consider the stories ofthe past lives ofBalarama and Kr~Q.a. The

past life stories ofBalarama are confined only to the HVP of Jinasena and these are not to

be found in any other Jain text under study. The VH and the CMC do not mention the

past life stories while the TSP mentions only the past life stories ofKr~Q.a. As I study the

past life stories ofBalarama from the HVP in comparison with the TSP, I will explain the

significant status ofBalarama as depicted in these stories, arguing that they indicate his

early superior status compared to Kr~Q.a.

SECTION III YAUVANA: ADULT LIFE OF BALARAMA

In this section I will consider the stories of the adult life ofBalarama in

connection with Kr~Q.a and Vasudeva. On the other hand, the adult life stories of

Balarama differ in the Jain texts under study and provide a much more varied account of

the life ofBalarama. The personality ofBalarama differs considerably from the Hindu

texts. Any mention of his participation in battles and violence is omitted in the Jain texts,

with the exception ofthe battles with Jarasandha in which his role is depicted as minimal,

unlike the Hindu texts considered in chapter II of this thesis.
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3.2.1. MARRIAGE OF BALARAMA' S PARENTS ROlID;U AND VASUDEVA

In this section I first consider the story of the marriage ofBalarama's parents,

Rohil)l and Vasudeva followed by a study of his birth story. This story provides ample

information about the background ofRohil)l about whom the Hindu pural)as are silent

(chapter II. 2.3.1). A study of this story is important to understand the derivation ofJain

sources from an independent story tradition.

The earliest Jain story of the marriage ofRohil)l and Vasudeva is narrated in

detail for the first time in the VH. It contains the stories ofBalarama and Kr~l)a within the

frame ofthe other stories from the Brhatkatha attributed to Gul)a4hya6
. As shown in the

chart below, the VH story is not influenced by the Hindu pur8Qas and it forms the basis

for the later versions ofthe Balarama stories in the HYP, the CMC and the TSP, which I

discuss in detail below. Preservation ofa separate story of the marriage ofBalarama's

6J.C. Jain, Vasudevahifuji, 1976. Alsdorfproposed through a study of the VH·iliat the VII
possessed an earlier version of the Krnta story in the Jain mythology independent of the Hindu pllli$lS.
The VH is dated to 300 C.E on the basis of language, which makes it chronologically contemporary to the
Hindu pUIiiJ;1a, the HV which is dated between 100-300 C.E. Therefore, we may conclude that the VH
represents a collection of an alternate version of the stories of the Krnta cycle of stories known during the
early centuries of the current era. L. Alsdorf, "The Vasudevahifu/i, a Specimen of Archaic Jaina
~," Albrecht Wezler ed., Ludwig AlsdorfKleine Schriften (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag
GMBH, 1974),56-71.
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parents in the Jain texts unlike the Hindu puraQas may well indicate the important status

ofBalarama in Jainism.

HERE IS A SUMMARY OF THE STORY (HVP 31.9-137) 7

Vasudeva escaped from the palace where his brother,
Samudravijaya, confined him due to the contention of the citizens that
women ofthe town were not attending to their tasks, intent upon catching
a glimpse of Vasudeva as he roamed the city because of his extreme
beauty and charm. Therefore Samudravijaya had forbidden Vasudeva
from roaming in the town during the day. (HYP. 19.24-41)

After having roamed around the world for a hundred years and
having married twenty-eight women already, Vasudeva arrived in
Ari~tapura. Here he heard an announcement about the svayalllvara
(bridegroom choice) ofRohiQ!, princess of Kosala. He disguised himself
as a drummer and took his place among the musicians in the hall of the
Bridegroom choice. RohiQI was brought to the arena full ofkings and
princes and was introduced to everyone by her nursemaid. Finally, the
nursemaid asked RohiQ! to choose whomever she liked. RohiQ! replied
that she could not choose anyone and fate alone would help her decide her
choice. At that minute she heard the beat ofa drum that pierced her heart.
She followed that sound and chose Vasudeva. This resulted in an
unpleasant situation among the kings and princes who attended the
bridegroom choice. The kings condemned the choice of a drummer as
inappropriate for a princess in the presence ofall the distinguished princes
and kings. King Rudhira explained that a girl was free to choose anyone to
marry in the svayaTflvara. Vasudeva also challenged the questioning kings
to try to resolve this by the test of their strength. This enraged the princes
and kings assembled there and Jarasandha shouted to the kings to imprison
Vasudeva along with Rudhira and his son HiraQyanabha.

7 Although the VH contains the earliest version of this story, I provide summary of the HVP story
above in order to avoid using one text for the first section and another text for the rest of the chapter. The
VH text is incomplete, and includes only three stories ofBalarama viz., marriage ofBaIarama's parents, his
birth and transfer to Veaj. Therefore I selected the HVP as the base text for study in this thesis for
unifonnity.
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In the battle that ensued, Rudhira, HiraQ,yanabha and Vasudeva
fought the kings led by Jarasandha. As the battle began a Vidyiidhara,
DadhikarQ,a, came with a chariot full ofarms and wished to act as the
charioteer of Vasudeva in the battle. As the battle progressed Vasudeva
fought valiantly with the numerous kings who surrounded him. But to
many kings assembled there this was not an acceptable practice, as the
battle of numerous kings against one person was not fair. So they
approached Jarasandha and expressed their views about the
inappropriateness ofthe battle, Jarasandha agreed. He then directed that
one person at a time fight with Vasudeva. After Vasudeva had defeated a
number of kings who were sent to fight against him, Jarasandha sent
Samudravijaya to fight Vasudeva. Although Vasudeva was aware of his
relationship with him, Samudravijaya could not recognize his younger
brother as he was in the disguise of a drummer. As the battle continued
Vasudeva revealed himself by inscribing his name on one of the arrows
shot towards his brother. This resulted in his recognition and an end to the
battle. All the kings assembled there, attended the wedding ofVasudeva
and RohiQ,l. Invited by his brother, Vasudeva went to live in Sauryapura
along with RohiQ,1.

CHART X

MARRIAGE OF BALARAMA'S PARENTS

VASUDEV~ HARIVAMSAPU CAUPPANNAMA TRISASTISALAK
pI (VII 364.1- ~A HAPURISACARI APURUSACARIT
366.25) (HYP. 31. 9-137) YA¥ RA

(CMC.45.40-42) (fSP XII. PP.149-
152)

RohiQI Daughter of Daughter of king Narrates a very Same as in the
Ruhira, king of Rudhira of brief story of HVP though the
Kosala. Ari~pura RohiQI's marriage name of the

to Vasudeva and kingdom is
birth of Balarama Rittapura.
in two verses
45.40-42.

Arrival of He left Laliyasin His enemy Not mentioned Same as in the VH.
Vasudeva at the without informing Siirpaka dropped In addition the text
svayamvara her and he reached him in the mentions that

the kingdom of Mahanadi river. Vasudeva played
Kosala. A god Thereafter roaming the dnun with the
infonned him to in the forest he words inviting her
attend the married four to marry him.
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svaya,!",ara of women, lara,
Roh4U and said Siirasena,
that he himself had AvantislUldaIi and
bestowed her on JrvadyaSa and
Vasudeva. arrived in

Ari$pura. He
heard of the
announcement of
the svaya'llvara of
Roh4Uand
attended it
disguised as a
dnun olaver.

Vidyiidhara as As the battle was The Vidyiidhara Not mentioned. Same as the VH.
charioteer of about to begin a DadhikarQa arrived In addition it is
Vasudeva Vidyiidhara lord with a chariot full said that Vasudeva

Dadhimuha arrived of weapons and took the bow and
with a chariot full wished to act as a quivers given to
of arms and acted charioteer of him by Angaravati,
as the charioteer of Vasudeva in the mother of Vegavati
Vasudeva. battle. whom he had

married earlier.
Battle of Kings Kings at the Same as in VH. Not mentioned. Same as in the VH.

svaya,!",ara fought
a battle with him
not knowing his
identity. In the
process of the
battle he met his
brother Samudra
and his identity
was revealed to
everyone.

Intervention of RohiQI used to Not mentioned. Not mentioned. Same as in VH.
Goddess worship goddess

Vijjudevaya who
has instructed her
to choose
Vasudeva who
could be
recognized by the
beat of the dnun.
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3.2.2. ANALYSIS OF THE MARRIAGE OF BALARAMA'S PARENTS IN THE JAIN

TRADITION

The Jain story of the marriage ofRohiQl and Vasudeva is significant for two

reasons. Firstly, it is uniform in all the Jain texts under study as I showed in the above

chart, with the exception perhaps of the CMC, where the story is so brief Secondly, it is

completely different from the Hindu puraQa story.

I will first consider the unique features of the Jain story to analyze what it

contributes to our understanding of the evolution ofBalarama. Existence of a completely

different Jain story as old as the earliest known Hindu puraQa story indicates that the

sources of the Jain story might not be the same as the Hindu puraQas in the case of this

particular story. This supports the view that the Balarama stories may have existed

differently in various traditions. Differences among the stories from the four Jain texts are

minor as seen from the above chart. The central points of the story such as the

svaya1Jlvara, battle and the final outcome remain the same. Differences in the narration

occur in the external events not connected with the main plot of the story, such as the

previous marriages of Vasudeva and divine intervention. The VH narrates the marriages

of Vasudeva to twenty-six other women before he arrived in the svayarrzvara of RohiQI.

The list is different in the HVP and the TSP, as they utilize the list of marriages of

Vasudeva from the VH as well as the VHM (Vasudevahifufi Majjimakhando, see chapter

I, 1.4.2. 1. Vasudevahin9I), while the CMC avoids the narration of these previous
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marriages altogether. In the VH immediately before his marriage to RohiQ.I he married

LaliyasirI and he left her without informing her. He came to Kosala and then attended the

svayamvara ofRohiQi. This differs in other texts. In the HVP he married a series offour

women after having been thrown into the Mahanadi river by his enemy SOrpaka. In the

TSP also he married four women after he was thrown in the Ganga river by his enemy

SOrpaka, but the stories and names differ. The details regarding the women in these

stories of marriages to Vasudeva differ in the HVP and the TSP. This suggests that the

uniformity in the stories does not extend to all characters within the story, and is confined

only to the main characters ofRohiQ.I and Vasudeva. This leads to the conclusion that the

story ofRohiQ.I and Vasudeva was well known in the tradition and attained its final

format at a very early stage, before 300 C.E to be precise, when the VH is dated. It was

not subjected to any further changes, while other stories may have gathered around it.

Other differences in the Jain stories occur in the case ofdivine intervention in the

marriage ofRohi¢ and Vasudeva. The divine intervention is not mentioned in the HVP

and the CMC. The VH and the TSP mention that a deity instructed Vasudeva to attend

the svaya1Jlvara ofRohiQ.i, whom the god himself had bestowed upon Vasudeva. The VH

also mentions the advice ofgoddess, Vijjudevaya, to RohiQ.I to recognize her groom by

the beat of a drum. In the TSP the magic art, Prajfiapti8
, informs her about Vasudeva and

8 This is a magical art and also a personified messenger in the Jain texts. 1. C. Jain, "Magical spells
in Prakrit Jain Literature," 68-78, "Vidyadharas in the Vasudevahifujf," 34-38, J.C. Jain, Studies in Early
Jainism (Delhi: Navrang, 1992).
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adds that he is to be recognized by the sound ofa drum. Mention of the gods and magical

arts are typical devices in Jain stories and can be considered as literary embellishments.

I will now consider the differences between Jain and Hindu puraQa stories of

RohiQI to understand the evolution ofBalarama stories.

CHART XI

RO~ IN JAIN AND IllNDU PURA1~ATEXTS

JAIN IllNDU PURAJ':~AS

(CHAPTER 11.2.3.1)

Place ofRohiQI and family Kosala (VH), Rittapura (HVP), She is from the Bahlika region.
Ari$Pura (TSP) Family unknown. Mentioned as

daughter of Bahlika in some texts
simultaneously.

Divine themes Presence of magical arts in the Not mentioned. Incarnation of
process of the marriage is Surabhi, the divine cow and wife
indicated. ofKaSyapa. She is compared to

the ninth star constellation,
Rohi¢, wife of the moon.

Marriage Detailed descriptions of Details ofmarriage unknown,
svayamvara and marriage. She is however she is said to be living in
said to be living with Vasudeva in Vraj. Her connection to Vraj is
SauryaDUta after their marria~e. unknown.

The differences between the Hindu and the Jain stories ofRohiQI imply two points

about the Jain literary tradition. Firstly, the origin ofJain stories is derived from sources

independent of the Hindu texts. In these stories RohiQI is not mentioned as divine and her

marriage takes place with the help ofmagical arts. These themes connect the story to the

distinctive Jain tradition. This makes it clear that this story evolved in the Jain religious
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tradition without being influenced by the Hindu stories even though the Jain texts (except

the VH) are dated later than the Hindu texts such as the HV, the Vi.pu. This suggests that

this might have been derived from local prakrit narratives. RohiQT's connection to Kosala

suggest the possibility that our story traditions have different local origins, although it is

impossible to go beyond such a suggestion.

The Jain texts show clear evidence of efforts to assimilate Balarama into Jain

religion similar to the tendency noted in the later Hindu texts in an effort to place

Balarama in the Vai~Qava tradition. This trend ofJain assimilation ofBalarama is notable

in the other stories that I discuss below. It is even more evident in the birth story of

Balarama to which I now tum.

3.3.1. THE BIRTH OF BALARAMA

Among the texts considered only the HVP and the TSP provide a detailed story of the

birth ofBalarama; whereas VH and CMC preserve only a brief story. Birth stories are

important to understand the origin and evolution ofa deity in a particular religious

tradition. Birth stories contain evidence of prior origins and the later significance as well

as the particular role a deity is to assume in a given religion. When the birth story of

Balarama is carefully analyzed it will provide evidence to understand the origin of this

deity as well as his significant status in Jainism. Finally, a comparison of these stories

with the Hindu puraQa stories ofBalarama indicate that the Jain stories were derived from

sources different from the Hindu puraQas.
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HERE IS A SUMMARY OF THE STORY (HVP 32.1-43)

One day while sleeping on the terrace with her husband, Vasudeva,
Rohi~I dreamed four visions. She saw a lion, the ocean, a white elephant
and the full moon. She narrated these visions to her husband in the
morning when she awoke from her sleep. Vasudeva then explained to her
that she would give birth to a handsome son who would rule the world. A
mahiisamanika god from MahiiSukra heaven entered the womb ofRohi~T.

After the completion of the full term of pregnancy Rohi~l gave birth to a
beautiful son who was named Rama on account of his pleasant face.

One day when Vasudeva was in the assembly with his brother
Samudravijaya and other elders, a Vidyiidhara woman arrived there and
requested Vasudeva to follow her, as his wife Vegavan, and her daughter,
Balacandra wished to see him as soon as possible. Then obtaining the
permission of his elders he went with her. After staying for some time
with his wife Vegavan he also married her friend Balacandra, daughter of
the Vidyiidhara woman. Then along with Vegavan and Balacandra he
visited all the other women he had married earlier during his hundred
years of travel. He returned to Sauryapura accompanied to by all his wives
and children, who were received by his elder brother Samudravijaya and
his wife, Siva with proper honors. Thereupon he settled in Sauryapura and
taught the science of arms to young men.

I do not include here a chart to analyze the birth story ofBalarama from the

various texts under study in this chapter, since the birth story is similar in all the Jain

texts under study and does not show alterations. However, the following is a chart to

show the differences between the Jain and Hindu birth stories ofBalarama, based on

which I analyze this story in the following pages.
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CHART XII

McMaster - Religious Studies

BIRTH OF BALARAMA IN JAIN AND lllNDU TEXTS

JAIN TEXTS lllNDUP~AS

Born to RohiQl RohiQ:i is his birth mother. The white hair of Vi$J;lu is said to
enter RohiJ;lI to be born as
Balamma in the first version of
the birth story. (chapter I. 2.2.2)
RohiJ;lI received the embryo of
Balarama from Devakl,
transferred by Nidrii.

Dream sequence RohiQ:i sees four dreams which Not mentioned.
indicate the birth of a Baladeva, a
series of associate gods of
Tirthaflkaras.

Identity Ninth Baladeva. Form ofVi$J;lu in the first
version.
Form ofSe$a in the second
version (although indicated as
Vi$J;lu indirectly in the HV).

3.3.2. ANALYSIS OF THE BIRTH STORY OF BALARAMA

I will consider here the unique features ofthe Jain birth story ofBalarama in order

to understand the personality and status ofBalarama in Jainism. These unique features

also support an independent source ofJain Balarama stories.

The most important feature of the Jain stories is the superior status accorded to

Balarama over Kr~Q.a. The VH mentions that Balarama was born with a Srfvats« mark

on his chest. The Srlvatsa is a characteristic mark of Vi~Q.u, it is an auspicious mark

connected with the Tirthankaras. The attribution of this mark to Balarama in the VH may

9 Srrvatsa is one of the eight auspicious signs of the Jinas. L.D. Barnett, Antagada, 48.
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indicate a connection of Balarama to the Tirthaflkaras in the Jain texts at an early phase

of development and his superior position. This is paralleled by the first version of the

birth story ofBalarama in the Hindu puraQ,as (chapter. II. 2.2.2) where Balarama

originates directly from Vi~Q,u, though his position continued to decline in later Hindu

texts. It is also significant that Balarama's identity and status are maintained uniformly in

all Jain texts studied in this thesis, in direct contrast to his declining identity and status in

Hindu puraQ,a stories as discussed in chapter II. The Jain sources continue to depict him

in a significant status by including him in the series ofBaladevas that are born from time

to time in equal status if not more significant status than Kr~Q,a.

The most important narrative difference in this story is the inclusion ofRohiQ,l' s

dream sequence. Inclusion ofdreams in his birth stories is an indication that the Jains

have put Balarama into a particular category of important individuals. The mothers ofall

the Salakiipuru§as (distinguished men) are said to see a certain number ofdreams lO
. The

birth story ofBalarama is therefore set to the pattern of the birth stories ofsalakiipuru§as

in Jainismll
. The VH, the HVP and the TSP mention the same list ofdreams, while the

CMC story is too brief to mention the dreams.

IOAntagada dasiio mentions a list of fourteen dreams thaI are seen by the mother of a Cakravartin,
from among the total number of thirty-two dreams. From among this list the mother of Viisudevas sees
seven dreams while the mother ofBaladevas sees four of them. L.D. Barnett, Antagada, 44.

II Dreams acquired a special place in the art offoretelling the future. Chapter 42 ofAngavijja
deals with the dreams and their symbolism.
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Another distinctive feature of the Jain birth story ofBalarama that marks it as

different from the Hindu puraQa stories is the absence of his embryonic transfer from

DevakI to RohiQI. This suggests that the Jain story of the birth ofBalarama is

independent ofthe Hindu puraQa story and perhaps of the Kr~Qa story itself, given that

one function of the transfer in the Hindu stories was to bring the Balarama and Kr~J,1a

stories together, as I have argued earlier.

The absence of the embryonic transfer also removes the involvement ofthe

goddess in Balarama's story, which might reflect a lesser role of the goddesses in

Jainism, but this is difficult to support given the variety ofyak~is in the medieval Jain

pantheon12. Another possibility is that the presence ofgoddesses in the Hindu pur~a

stories ofBalarama and Kr~Qa might be derived from an independent goddess tradition

brought in with the inclusion ofnew influences from multiple sources. The source of the

Jain story may be an earlier story not yet subjected to such influences13 . I support the

second reason as evidence of an earlier origin of this birth story, which can be deduced

from the special attributes mentioned in this birth story in the VH discussed above. As

noted in the previous section regional differences in the cults may have played an

important role in the inclusion or non-inclusion ofgoddess stories in the birth story of

'.
12 U.P Shah, Iconography ofJain Goddess Saraswati, reprint from Journal ofUniversity of

Bombay Vol. X, Part. II (1941); See also, "Introduction of Sasanadevatas in Jaina Worship," Proceedings
and Transactions ofthe AI/India Oriental Conference, Vol. II, Part. I (25 Session, 1959), 141-152. This
article notes the worship of goddesses and y~is in early Jainism.

13 Charlotte Vaudeville, "Kmta GopaJa and the Great Goddess", John Stratton Hawley and Donna
Marie Wulff, ed., The Divine Consort, 1-13. She concludes that the stories of the goddess and ~\Ul
coalesced sometime during the evolution ofBhiigavatism.
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Balarama, though I cannot go beyond such suggestion, as the story does not describe any

geographical region in particular.

CONCLUSION

Analysis of the Jain birth story ofBalarama indicates his identity as one of the

Baladevas and his significant position. The Jain birth story is clearly distinct from the

Hindu puraQ.a accounts. It may connect Balarama with a Tirthankara or Vi~Q.u in its

earliest version, but not with goddesses. At the same time it represents a distinctive story

tradition in which Balarama was sufficiently important to merit an account of his parent's

marriage and birth that was set in a fixed form relatively early. I consider the stories of

the past lives ofBalarama in the following section, which provide further evidence in

support ofthe early significance ofBalarama.

SECTION III

JANMANT~: PAST LIVES OF BALARAMA

The past life stories ofBalarama not only indicate his superior status in early

Jainism but also the derogatory status ofKr~Q.a in contrast to the Hindu puraQ.a texts.

Another significant feature in these stories is the presentation ofBalarama as a follower

of the Jain dharma of non-violence, which becomes a dominating feature ofBalarama

stories in Jainism. In the HVP, the story of the past lives of six other brothers is part of
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Balarama story in his two past lives and occurs with Kr~J;la in his third past life, which

indicates the significance attached to the six other children in the Jain texts by the virtue

of their connection to Balarama. They are depicted with a different personality from

Kr~J;la and worthy ofenlightenment, with the highest Jain merit possible. Alterations to

these stories in the Jain texts such as omitting the stories of past lives ofBalarama and six

other brothers bear witness to the predominant tendency of diminishing the status of

Balarama, a trend we have already observed in our study of the Hindu puraJ;la stories in

chapter II of this thesis earlier. I include brief summaries of these stories and my analysis.

3.4.1. PAST LIVES OF BALARAMA AND ~S~A FROM THE HVP

HVP includes three past life stories each for Balarama and Kr~J;la. I cite my

summaries of the past life stories in the following pages.

1. HERE IS A SUMMARY OF THE PAST LIVES OF BALARAMA FROM THE HVP

First past life ofBalarama (HVP.33.96-126)

Bhanu was a rich merchant in Mathura living with his wife,
Yamuna. He had seven sons, Subhanu, BhanukIrti, Bhanusena, Sura,
Suradeva, Suradatta and Surasena. All of them were addicted to gambling
and squandered all their money after their parents renounced the world.
Then all the seven brothers leaving their wives behind, proceeded to
Ujjain with the intention to steal. Six brothers went for stealing, leaving
the youngest brother, Surasena in the Mahakala cremation ground.
There Surasena observed the misconduct ofa certain woman called
Mangi.
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Dhrghamu~ti and Kamala, parents of Vajramu~ti,married Mangi to
their son Vajramu~ti. This woman was loved very much by her husband,
Vajramu~ti, guardian of the king Vr~abhadhvaja. She always stayed with
her husband neglecting her mother-in-law, which caused discontent to her
mother-in-law. One day Vajramu~ti had gone to see the spring festival
along with the king. The mother ofVajramu~ti stopped her daughter-in
law, using the pretext that she must make garlands. When the daughter-in
law went to fetch the flowers from the pot a poisonous snake hidden in it
bit her and she became unconscious immediately. Then Kamala left her in
the Mahakala cremation grounds with the help of servants. Vajramu~ti,

when he returned home that night, learned about the death of his wife from
snakebite and went to the burning grounds in search of her. He found her
lying unconscious there. He then saw a sage there standing like a statue in
meditation. Vajramu~ti circled the sage thrice, saluted him and prayed that
ifMangi was restored to life he would worship the sage with a thousand
lotuses. Mangi then opened her eyes. He then left Mangi at the feet of the
sage and went in search of the lotuses to fulfil his prayer to the sage.
Siirasena, seeing the affection ofMangi's husband towards her wanted to
test her fidelity towards her husband. He then appeared to her from behind
the tree. As soon as she saw him she became afflicted with desire and
spoke to him. Siirasena also talked to her playfully. She told Siirasena that
she wished to go with him. When Siirasena questioned her about her
husband she said that she would kill him. Vajramu~ti returned and bent
down to pay homage to the sage with flowers. Mangi attacked him with a
sword, but Siirasena caught hold of the sword and stopped her. Mangi
pretended innocence and fainted. Vajramu~ti held her and thought that she
was scared of the cremation grounds and took her home. His six brothers
returned with stolen money and divided it among themselves, offering
Siirasena his share. But Siirasena relinquished his share and became a Jain
monk. All the brothers also became monks, having practiced the Jain
penances and with the merits thus obtained they were born as Saudharma
gods in Trayatrimsa heaven.

Second past life ofBalarama (HYP. 33.130-140)

When all the seven brothers fell from the Trayatrimsa heaven, they
were born as sons ofCitraciila in Nityapura in the Ghataki continent. They
attended the bridegroom choice ofthe daughter ofKing Dhananjaya of
Meghapuri. The bridegoom- choice was attended by Vidytidharas and
numerous kings. However the princess chose her own cousin to marry.
Thus all the attendees of the bridegroom choice were enraged and
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questioned the king Dhananjaya about the propriety ofconducting the
bridegroom choice when she was to marry her own cousin14

. All the seven
brothers detested the shameful killing of warriors that followed and
understood the dangers of senses. They became Jain monks, and having
performed the rituals for dying, the seven brothers became SamafJika gods
in the Mahendra heaven and stayed for a long time in the heaven.

Third past life ofBalarama (HV.33.141-149)

The eldest of the seven brothers was born as Sankha, the son of a
rich merchant and Bandhumati in Hastina in Bharata. The other six
children are born as sons of the king Gangadeva and Nandayasa in three
twin pregnancies. Nandayasa had unbearable burning when she was
pregnant the fourth time with her seventh child. She left him with her maid
Revatika who named him Nirnama, "Noname". One day Sankha went
with Noname to the pleasure garden in the city. There, seeing the king's
six sons were eating together, Sankha approached them, and asked them to
let Noname join them since he was also their brother. The queen- mother
who came there at that time, got very angry seeing Noname there, and hit
him with her foot. Sankha then thinking that he was responsible for this
humiliation ofNoname, decided to renounce the world and went to the
forest while the king and others followed him. There they met the sage,
Drmasena and learned from him the past lives ofNoname (who was to be
born as KnJJa). Noname performed the difficult penance simhani~krfdita

to be born as a Vasudeva in his next life.

2. HERE IS A SUMMARY OF THE PAST LIVES OF Kij..~1:'IA FROM THE
HVP

First past life ofKnlJa (HYP. 33.150-157)

In this past life Kr~IJa was a cook named Amrtarasayana, who
specialized in cooking meat dishes. He used to cook delicious meat dishes
for the king Citraratha and his wife Kanakamala. The king was pleased
with the cooking of Amrtarasayana and made him the lord often villages.

14 Reminiscent of the svayalflvara ofRohi\tiwhere the invitees battle over the choice of the bride.
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The king once attended the sermon of sage Sudharma and learned about
the sins ofeating meat dishes. He gave up his wealth and pleasures for
liberation and adopted a simple way oflife. He bequeathed his kingdom to
his son, Megharatha, and became a monk along with 300 other kings. This
new king was a Sriivaka and did not prefer meat dishes and thus made
Amrtarasayana lord of only five villages. Amrtarasayana then became
angry with the sage Sudharma for spreading awareness about the meat
dishes. He prepared a curry ofpoisonous gourd and offered it to the sage
Sudharma, who ate it and died. The sage then became an Ahamindra god
in Apariijita heaven. The cook, after he died, was born in the hell
Viilukaprabha, then falling from there he roamed as an animal in the
forest.

Second past life ofKr~Q.a (HVP.33.158-160)

He was eventually born as the son of Yak~adattaand Yak~ila and
his elder brother was Yak~asva. Once the two brothers were going in a cart
and Yak~ilaka drove the cart on a blind snake thus killing it ignoring the
warnings of his brother Yak~asva. The female snake whose hood was
broken died with great pain and by the yoga ofakiimanirati obtained
human life in her next birth.

Third past life ofKr~Q.a (HVP.33.141-149)

In the third past life Yak~ilaka was born as Nirnama, the hated son
ofNandayasa, who in the previous life was the female snake killed by
Yaksilaka in his last life. Thus she carried enmity towards Yak~ilaka in
herself from the past life and gave away the child to the nursemaid
Revatika as soon as he was born. She humiliated Nrrnama when he was
invited to eat with his six other brothers which led them all to renounce
life and proceed to the forest where they learned about their past lives. In
their next life Sankha was born as Balarama, son ofRohiQ.T, while
Nirnama was born as Kr~Q.a, the seventh son ofDevakl The nursemaid
Revatika was born as Alaka in Bhadrilapura as the wife of merchant
Sudri~ti. The six sons are born as three sets of twins to DevakT and are
transferred immediately to Alaka by Harinaigame~i.
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3.4.2. THE PAST LIVES OF BALARA.MA AND ~~~A FROM THE TSP (TSP. V.

153-154)

The TSP, which is almost 400 years later than the HVP, alters the narration of the

past lives and narrates only one set of past lives (that ofKr~Qa) rather than the two sets of

past lives as seen above. It includes only two past lives ofKr~Q.a in which he and future

Balarama are brothers. These are similar to the last two past lives of Kr~Q.a narrated in the

HYP. In this way the TSP avoids the narration of the first past life story ofKr~Q.a and

eliminates the stories of the past lives ofBalarama altogether. TSP reverses the order of

the stories here. It narrates the second past life story followed by the first, which order I

follow below.

1. BALARAMA AND~~~A IN THE SECOND PAST LIFE (TSP. V. pp.153)

According to this story Lalita, who was to be reborn as Balarama,
was the elder brother ofGangadatta who was to be reborn as Kr~Q.a. They
are born of the same parents, NandaYaSii and Gangadeva. Gangadatta was
abandoned by his mother Nandayasa. His elder brother, Lalita, along with
his father Gangadeva, took care ofhim secretly without the knowledge of
the mother. One day they invited Gangadatta to have lunch with them.
They made him sit behind a curtain and eat together with them, so that the
mother would not notice him. A wind blew the curtain off and the queen
mother noticed Gangadatta. As soon as she saw him, she hit him with her
feet and then dumped him in a drain. Lalita and Gangadeva cleaned him
and they all renounced the world.
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2. BALARAMA AND ~~~A IN THE FIRST PAST LIFE (TSP. V. pp.153-154)

After that pitiable fate related above, the father and sons approached the sages
who came there for alms and asked them for the reason behind Gangadatta's bad
fate. The sages narrated a past life whereby a younger brother killed a snake
(Chakkulunda=two headed snake) while driving a cart despite the warnings of his
elder brother. That younger brother was born as Gangadatta and the female snake
as his mother with enmity from previous life.

3.4.3. SIGNIFICANCE OF BALAR.AMA IN THE PAST LIVES

I will plot the details of the past life stories in the following chart to be analyzed

below.

CHART XIII

PAST LIVES OF BALARAMA AND ~~~A FROM THE HVP

BALARAMA ~~~A

PAST NAME PARENTS STATUS NAME PARENTS STATUS

LIFE

First Subhanu Rich Son of a Anqtarasaya Unknown Cook
with six merchant rich na making
other Bhanu,Yamu merchant delicious
brothers. na although meat

addicted to dishes.
gambling.

Second Citrangada King Prince Yak~ilaka Y~datta, Villager
with six Citraciila & with elder Y~ila with an
other ManoharI brother undevelope
brothers. Yaksasva. d mind.

Third Sankha Rich Rich Nirnama King Although
merchant & merchant with six Gangadatta, born as a
Bandhumati other NandayaSa prince, he

brothers. was
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disowned
by his own
mother, and
brought up
by
nursemaid
Revatika.

CHART XIV

PAST LIVES OF BALARAMA AND KB.~~A IN THE TSP

PAST LIFE NAME PARENTAGE STATUS

Balarama Second Lalita Gangadeva and Same

Nandayasa
~Qa Gangadatta

Balarama First Elder brother Rich merchant Same

~ Younger brother Naga

An examination of the above charts makes it clear that the HVP is the source of

the TSP, although the author of the TSP chose to utilize only the second set of past lives

belonging to Kr~Qa for both Balarama and Kr~Qa.

An examination of the past lives ofBalarama and Kr~Qa leads to the conclusion

that the Jains originally placed greater emphasis on the stories ofBalarama, although this

is changed in the later texts. Balarama was always born in rich high families and once as

prince in the HVP, in far more significant in status than Kr~Qa. But in the TSP Balarama
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was born in a similar status to Kr~Q.a. In these two past lives from the TSP, they are

brothers, whereas in the past lives in the HVP they are not brothers. Their past lives are

narrated separately. In all the past lives as narrated in the HVP, Balarama always

practiced dharma and attained heaven. In contrast to Balarama, Kr~Q.a was born in a low

status in the HVP and always went to hell. His life improved only in the last life just

before his birth as Kr~Q.a where he was born as prince Nirnamaka, although with a bad

fate. This may not be insignificant. Jagadish P. Sharma15 in his study of the past lives of

Jinas proposed that the Jinas seem to be born as gods in the life just previous to the last

past life in which they attain kaivalya. He also noted that the most dominant Jain bias in

the social origins of their heroes is to favor their rebirth in heaven. The fact that Balarama

is always born in rich and high caste families and reborn in heaven proves the importance

ofBalarama in the Jain tradition. On the other hand, Kr~Q.a is always born in low

families and went to hell in the HVP, although the TSP alters the narration and mentions

that he was born in the heaven mahiiSukra just before his birth as Kr~Q.a.

As seen from these stories of past lives, the TSP makes an effort to homogenize

the mythology of Balarama and Kr~Q.a by including only the last two past lives of Kr~Q.a

commonly for both of them. TSP also avoids the three past life stories of Balarama and

the first past life story of Kr~Q.a. Thus it eliminates the significance of Balarama and also

avoids the mention of the bad life ofKr~Q.a in which he killed a sage and went to hell. By

15 Jagadish P. Shanna, "The Jinasattvas: Class and Gender in the Social origins of Jaina heroes,"
N.K. Wagle, Olle Quarnstrom ed., Approaches to Jaina Studies: Philosophy, Logic, Rituals and Symbols
(Toronto: University of Toronto, 1999),72-85.
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avoiding the mention of the story with a bad fate of Kr~Q.a, the TSP removed any taint in

Kr~Q.a's life. In the two past life stories that are mentioned in the TSP, sympathy is still

with Kr~Q.a. He was denounced and humiliated by his own mother, which actually led

him to perform a nidana to be born as Kr~Q.a Vasudeva, a more distinguished role than

any of his past lives. The TSP goes one step further to bring Balarama and Kr~Q.a together

by narrating their past lives together with common parentage.

This illustrates how the stories of Kr~Q.a in the Jain texts underwent changes over

time which elevates his significance at the expense ofBalarama. As seen from the above

chart in the three past life stories in the HVP Balarama was always born in families of

high social status. The absence of these stories in the TSP indicates that the position of

Balarama underwent a decline, making these stories inappropriate. I study the stories of

six other brothers in the following pages in order to understand the significance of the

modification of their stories in connection with Balarama.
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CHART XV

SIX BROTHERS IN THE PAST LIVES OF BALARAMA AND ~S~A

Balarama and six other children Kr~J;la and six other children

First past life Balarama is born as the eldest son of Born as a cook, .Amftarasayana, but
Bhanu and Yamuna. Six other brothers are family relations are not known.
his voun~erbrothers.

Second past Born as eldest son of king CitracUla with Born as younger brother, Y~ilaka with
six other brothers who are younger to him. an underdeveloped mind. His elder

life brother is Y~a, who tries to take care
of him.

Third past life Born as S~ as the only son of a rich Born as Noname, youngest son of King
merchant Sankha is the friend of Gangadeva and NandayaSa. given away
Noname. soon after birth. Though disowned by the

mother, other six brothers invited him to
eat lunch with them on the insistence of
Sankha (Balarama in his third past life),
their friend.

As I presented in the above chart the six other children, known as Sadgarbhas16 in

the Hindu purfiQ,a tradition undergo a different fate in Jain tradition. The HVP presents

the six other children sometimes in the past lives of Balarama and sometimes in the past

lives of Kr~J;la while the TSP eliminates their accounts altogether from the past life

stories17. They are included as brothers of Balarama in his first two past lives; they are

16 See footnote 15, section 2.2.3 of chapter II of this thesis.

17 These six children are killed by Kamsa in the VH. They are transferred by Harinaigarne~i in the
other texts under study. L.D. Barnett, Antagada daslio, chapter.3, HYP. 35.4-10, TSP. 8. 5.89-97. They
are killed by Kamsa in all the Hindu texts under study. However, they are brought back from the under
world, Sutala, by Kmm and BaIarama at the request of DevakI. Bh.pu. X. 50-56.
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included as brothers of Kr~J)a in his third past life, while Balarama was separated from

them in this past life and was born into a different family. It is by connecting the six

other children to Balarama that their fate is portrayed as different from that of Kr~J)a.

Through their connection to Balarama, in their first two past lives, the six brothers

obtained sufficient merit to be born in a royal family. In the fourth life when the six

brothers were born along with Kr~J)a to Devakl and Vasudeva, they were transferred to

Sulasa and Naga by Harinaigame~i, and became Jain monks, thus obtaining the highest

merit in Jainism. While in the Hindu tradition they are transferred by the goddess Nidra

and killed by Kamsa, the Jain tradition differs in its account. Although in VH, they are

born to DevakI and killed by Kamsa similar to the Hindu stories, they are transferred by

Harinaigame~i in all the other texts under study and are protected. The VH story is

modified in the later texts, therefore, to avoid the violence of the death of these children.

It is also worth noting that the TSP stories have no place for the six other brothers or the

three sets of twins that were connected to Kr~J)a mythology. This may indicate that the

Jain tradition regarded these stories as inessential, which would be consistent with the

account of the development of the Jain stories that I have given above.

A study of the past life stories therefore reveals the early significance ofBalarama

and the six other brothers in comparison to Kr~J)a. The narrative differences between the

accounts of the HVP and the TSP indicate the declining status of Balarama, a trend

already noted in the Hindu puraJ)as. Thus it leads to the conclusion that as the stories of

Balarama as evolved in Jainism they lost their unique character and became more like the

Hindu puraJ)a accounts ofBalarama and Kr~J)a.
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SECTION IV

YAUVANA: ADULT LIFE OF BALARAMA

As already noted many of the Jain stories of the adult life of Balarama are similar

to the Hindu puraQa stories of Balarama, but differ in context and details. Two features

are noticed in the Jain stories in this section. Firstly, the significance of Balarama is

indicated by his major role in the life of Kr~Qa. Secondly, the stories are remodeled to

demonstrate the Jain dharma of non-violence. While the Hindu puraQa stories alter his

stories to present him as a warrior, the Jain stories show an opposite trend of showing

him as the follower of non-violence, one of the main principles ofJain dharma.

In the following pages as I study the events ofBalarama's adult life from the Jain

stories I will analyze the significant features that distinguish the Jain Balarama and then

compare these features with the Hindu puraQa stories ofBalarama.

3.5. TRANSFEROFBALARAMAAND~$~ATOVRAJ:

In the Jain texts transfer of Balarama always occurs following that of Kr~Qa to

protect him. I will follow the order of the Jain texts here, beginning my analysis with

Kr~Qa's transfer.
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3.5.1. TRANSFEROF~S~A
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The transfer ofKr~Qa is described in different ways in the four Jain texts under study.

HERE IS A SUMMARY OF THE STORY (HVP 35. 22-32)

As soon as Kr~Qa was born to DevakT, Balarama took him in his
hands and proceeded towards Vraj. As it had been raining very heavily for
a week in Mathura, Vasudeva held an umbrella for them. Balarama
proceeded to the doors that lead out of the city. The doors were opened by
the touch of the feet of the child Kr~Qa. At that instance a raindrop entered
the nose ofKr~Qa and he sneezed. Ugrasena, imprisoned in the gopura
right above the door, heard that sound and responded with the blessing,
"Live long without obstacles". Balarama and Vasudeva became glad after
hearing his blessings and Vasudeva said, "Please guard the secret and wait
for your release. May this son of the daughter of your brother grow up
unknown to his enemy." Then they left Mathura and walked towards Vraj
in the middle of the night in that heavy rain. A bull with luminous horns
led the way and Yamuna split up making a path for them. When they
reached Vrndavan they were approached by Sunandagopa and his wife
YaSoda. Having given his son to Nanda, Vasudeva took their new born
daughter from Yasoda and returned to Mathura. After giving the infant girl
to DevakT, Balarama and Vasudeva remained in hiding. The guards of
Kamsa as soon as they woke up told Kamsa that a daughter had been born
to DevakT. He came to see the child and seeing that it was a girl he did not
kill her. However, thinking that her husband might cause danger to his
life, he destroyed her nose and went away.
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TRANSFER OF ~S~ATO VRAJ
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DevakI

Divine
intervention

Vasudeva

VASUDEVAH
~I (367.1
370.12) pp.554
555

DevakI, on the
completion of the
tenn of her
pregnancy,
requested
Vasudeva to save
the child saying
that otherwise they
would be
committing a sin.

At the birth of
Ktwa the elders
appointed by
Katpsa remained
sleeping due to
some divine
power. The
heavenly gods held
an invisible
umbrella over the
child. They held
illuminating lamps
on both sides and a
white bull stood in
front. River JaUQA
(river Yamuna as
spelled in Prakrit)
provided the way.
He handed the
prince, Ktwa over
to YaSoda and took
the infant girl and
returned quickly.

HARIVA¥SA
P~A
(35.11-32)

Not mentioned.

A white bull with
luminous horns led
the way and the
Yamuna split up
making a path for
them.

Vasudeva held an
umbrella for
Balarama as
Balarama held the
child Ktwa in his
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CAUPPANNAMA
HAPURISACARI
YA¥:

(pp.183.v.48)

Not mentioned.
Only a single verse
mentions his birth
and reaching Vraj.

Not mentioned.

Not mentioned.

TRISASTISAL
AI<.APURUSA
CARITRA
(viii.98-144)
pp.160-161
As soon as Kf~
was born DevakI
summoned her
husband and said,
"save this child
even by deceit.
There is no sin
towards a criminal
in protecting a
child. Please take
him and leave him
in Nanda's cattle
station. He will
grow up there as in
his maternal grand
father's house.
Gods rained
flowers, held an
umbrella and held
eight torches in the
road as the gods
assumed the fonn
of white bulls to
lead the way. The
gods made the
guards of Ka.Ipsa
slept as if they had
eaten poison.

Vasudeva
transferred ~\la

to Nanda as soon
as he was born and
brouJ!;ht back his
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He placed the child
by the side of
DevakI and went
away.

hands.
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daughter to
Mathunl.

Balarama

Ugrasena

Not mentioned.

Ugrasena was
struck with wonder
and asked
Vasudeva "where
are you taking this
most wonderful
thing?"
Vasudeva replied
that, indeed it is
wonderful. Since
you are our king
do not give away
the secret.

As soon as ~Qa
was born Balarama
took him in his
hands and
proceeded towards
Vraj.
A raindrop entered
the child's nostril
and made him
sneeze when they
were about to cross
the gateway of the
fort where
Ugrasena was
imprisoned by
Katpsa. Ugrasena
blessed the child.

Not mentioned.

Not mentioned.

Not mentioned.

Ugrasena asked
who the child was
and Vasudeva
replied that he was
the enemy of
KaIpsa and said,
"He will bring
about the
destruction of your
enemy and your
rise to power will
take place from
hi "m.

3.5.2. ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSFER OF~S~A

This story is important for the portrayal of the roles of DevakI, Vasudeva,

Balarama and divine intervention in the transfer of Kr~Q.a to Vraj. Alterations in their

roles in the four texts under study will reveal the trends in the evolution of the story.

Comparison of these features with the Hindu pur~a stories can then help us understand

the differences in the portrayal of Balarama. These differences in tum will help us

understand the various story traditions concerning Balarama.

DevakI played a major role in the transfer ofKr~Q.a in the Jain stories. In the VH,

she insists on the transfer ofKr~Q.a to Vraj, saying that not protecting him will be a sin. In
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the TSP she plays a decisive role and advocates the protection of Kr~o.a even through

deceit. She also decides the place and house of the person where Kr~o.a should be

transferred. In the Hindu purao.as, only the Bh.pu includes a description of the request of

DevakI for the transfer ofKr~o.a. In the Bh.pu (X.3.29-30), Kr~o.a showed his divine form

as soon as he was born. Seeing the divine form of Vi~nu. DevakI was happy and praised

him, but asked him to withdraw his divine form and requested him to remain unknown to

Kamsa.

Vasudeva transferred the child Kr~o.a to Vraj both in the Hindu purao.as and Jain

texts except the HVP (see chapter II.2.2.3-2.2.4) for the birth story and transfer of

Balarama and Kr~J,la in the Hindu purao.as). In the HVP Balarama transfers the child,

although Vasudeva accompanied him to Vraj. In the Hindu purao.a stories studied in the

second chapter it was always Vasudeva who transferred the child. Balarama is also a

child himself and is not aware of these transfers.

The mention of Balarama in the HVP as the main role player in the transfer of

Kr~o.a may not be an innovation of Jinasena himself. The dominant role of Balarama in

the life of Kr~o.a subsequent to this transfer is consistent with his role in the transfer.

Balarama in fact replaced the father figure in bringing up Kr~o.a in Vraj (HYP. 35.64).

Vasudeva was completely absent in the life ofKr~o.a in Vraj and never visited him again,

although DevakI is said to have visited him once. It was Balarama who visited him every

day to train him in the arts and sciences of arms and wrestling and helped him prepare for
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the wrestling match at Mathura. This story attributes significance to Balarama not seen in

the Hindu puraQ.a stories.

The appearance of gods and their role in the transfer of Kr~Q.a are more explicit in

the VH and the TSP than in the HVP. The divine elements or supernatural elements such

as the path across the Yamuna, the appearance of the white bull, are common to all the

Jain texts. While the gods held an invisible umbrella in the VH and the TSP over

Vasudeva, since it was raining heavily, in the HVP the umbrella is held by Vasudeva

himself Whereas the Hindu puraQ.as directly connect the supernatural elements with

Vi~Q.u or gods in the Vai~Q.ava pantheon (Se~a for example), the Jain texts speak of a

more general participation of various gods not specifically related to Vi~Q.u. The Jain

texts thus know a variant ofthe story in which different supernatural motifs appear.

The supernatural theme common to both Hindu pur8.Q.as and Jain texts includes

the sleeping ofKarnsa's guards and the split of the Yamuna to make a path for Vasudeva.

Splitting of the Yamuna is mentioned only in the VH, and the HVP, but not in the other

Jain texts under study. Among the Hindu pur8.Q.as studied in chapter II, the Vi.pu, the

Br.pu, the Bh.pu (all texts except the HV) mention the split of the Yamuna, to help

Vasudeva carry Kr~Q.a across the river. In these Hindu puraQ.as, Se~a held his hoods as an

umbrella for Vasudeva as he was crossing the Yamuna. While the splitting of Yamuna is

absent from the earliest Hindu puraQ.a, the HV, it is found in the earliest Jain source of

Balarama story, the VH. This indicates that an earlier independent tradition might have
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been the source of the YR, which was adopted by later Jain and Hindu texts. Therefore,

in this case it is interesting to note that the Jain story rather than the Hindu puraJ;la story

may have served as a template for later Hindu puraJ;las.

CHART XVII

TRANSFER OF ~S~A IN THE JAIN AND lllNDUP~ASTORIES

Jain Texts Hindu puraJ;las (Chapter II.
2.2.1-3)

Devaki Major role is attributed to her in She was not aware of the transfer
planning the procedure and place of Kf~J;la in the HV. Very minor
of Kfwa's transfer. The transfer role is attributed to her in the
in fact takes place at her Vi.pu, the Br.pu and the Bh.pu.
insistence.

Balarama Transfers Kfwa to Vraj in the Not mentioned
HYP.

Vasudeva Vasudeva meets YaSooa and The story of transfer of~ is
Nanda and exchanges the child not clear in the HV. His transfer
with them. Although in the HYP takes place twice. Although the
Balarama carried the child, Vi.pu, the Br.pu and the Bh.pu
Vasudeva tells Nanda to take care describe the transfer in detail,
of the child as his own child these texts do not mention

Vasudeva's meeting with Nanda
in Vrai.

Divine themes Numerous divine themes are All the divine interference is
mentioned such as, splitting of attributed to Vi~u. While the
Yamuna, sleeping of guards, Yamuna split up to make the
white bulls with luminous horns, path, S~ held his hoods as an
gods held the lamps, showered umbrella in the Vi.pu, the Br.pu
flowers and held umbrella. and the Bh.pu (except the HV)

remind of Vaisnava motifs.
Ugrasena Ugrasena blesses the child and Not mentioned.

Vasudeva said that the child
would obtain Ugrasena's release.

Despite similarities in the story of the transfer of Kr~J;la, in the Jain and Hindu

puraQa texts (chapter. II. 2.2.4), small details set the Jain version apart from the Hindu

puraQa texts. The attribution of significant roles to Balarama and Devakl and the split up
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of Yamuna appear for the first time in Jain texts. The split of Yamuna may have

influenced the Hindu puraJ)a stories, since crossing the Yamuna is not part of this story in

its earliest Hindu version in the HV. These differences consistently appear from the

earliest Jain text (VH) to the latest texts (TSP) under consideration in the present thesis.

Such a consistent and uniform story tradition with telling narrative differences from the

Hindu puraJ)a stories suggests that the source of these stories would not be the same as

those of the Hindu puraJ)a stories.

3.5.3. TRANSFER OF BALARAMA

Balarama is the protector, teacher, counselor and companion of Kr~J)a in the Jain

sources. We have already noticed while studying the Hindu pur[J)a texts that the second

transfer ofBalarama to Nanda was redundant and not necessitated by any clear reason as

he had already been transferred as an embryo by the goddess Nidra to Rom)).! and was

born in Vraj. However a study of the Jain texts reveals that in the Jain story tradition it

was only after the birth ofKr~J)a that Balarama was asked to go to Vraj to protect him.
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TRANSFER OF BALARAMA IN JAIN TEXTS
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VASUDEVAH HARIVAMSA CAUPPANNAMA TRI~ASTISAL

rNQI (pp.556) P~A
. HAPURISACARI AKAPURUSA

(35.36-39)
YMyi CARITRA

(00.162)

Kamsa Suspecting ~J,Ul's The seven Not mentioned. Vasudeva's enemy
presence, K.aq1sa goddesses give a SUrpaka's
ordered black boon to VaSi~ta daughters assumed
Jakkas to go and (Kamsa in his past the form ofPiitana
kill him. They let life) to help him in and Sakuni and
donkeys, horses his next life. They tried to kill K.twa,
and bulls lose and were requested by but were killed by
troubled people. K.aq1sa to kill him. Sfirpaka'sson

Kr~andthey assumed the form
assumed different of two aSoka trees
forms and tried to and tried to kill
kill ~J,Ul in Vraj. Kr~Qa

unsuccessfully and
was killed bv him.

Vasudeva In order to guard Not mentioned. Not mentioned. Vasudeva had
K.twa, Vasudeva Rohqll and RaIna
appointed brought from
Satpkar~to Kosala, and having
teach him secretly. talked to them he

sent them to
Sawyapura. One
day he called
RaIna, gave him
instructions and
turned him over to
Nanda as his son.

Balarama Not clear if Balarama visited Not mentioned. Balarama stayed in
Balarama stayed in ~ in Vraj from Vraj along with
Vraj or visited Mathura regularly ~ and trained
Kffi1afrom and trained him in him. They did
somewhere arts and sciences. various things
regularly. But together and never
Balarama's role in separated even for
protection and a minute.
training ~Qa is "

clearly stated.
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The VH mentions that Vasudeva sent Balarama to guard Kr~Qa from dangers

although it is not clear if Balarama stayed in Vraj. In the HVP, Balarama clearly did not

stay in Vraj with Kr~Qa; rather, he visited Kr~Qa from time to time making sure that he

was safe and training him in arts, sciences and military crafts (HVP.35.64,). As already

seen in the previous section, Balarama was involved in the transfer ofKr~Qa to Vraj in

the HVP, which might have been followed by his constant supervision ofKr~Qa. Thus the

HVP depicts Balarama as a father figure in the life of Kr~Qa. The CMC avoids the

descriptions of transfer and childhood of Balarama and altogether. The story of the

transfer ofBalarama in the TSP is a mixture of Jain and Hindu puraQa sources (TSP.

pp.162-3). In this text though Balarlima was sent to Vraj to take care ofKr~Qa, the

concept of transfer is similar to the Hindu purliQa stories. Unlike the other Jain sources he

is described as the son ofNanda which is similar to the Hindu puraQ.a stories. Balarama is

also described as a unit with Kr~Q.a, not parting with him even for a minute. Also the TSP

depicts the declining role ofBalarlima; as Kr~Qa battles with the bull, the text tells us,

"Rama knowing his brother's strength looked on like a stranger" (TSP.V.pp.163). It also

says "Rama like an excellent stage manager, clapped to keep time for the milkmaids

singing and cowherd Kr~Q.a dancing" when Kr~Q.a danced with the cowherdesses (TSP.Y.

pp.164). The TSP story seems close to the Hindu purliQ.a story rather than the other Jain

texts under study as it evolved in the later Hindu purliQas.
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TRANSFER OF BALARAMA IN THE JAIN AND HINDU TEXTS

Jain Hindu puriiQas

Reasons for the transfer of The VH mentions the dangers to The reasons for his transfer are
Balarama the life of ~J;laas the main not clear. His transfer stories

reason for sending Balarama to become smaller and ambiguous
Vraj. The HVP places Balarama gradually.
in the position of a foster father,
and he plays a major role in the
transfer and upbringing of~J;la
in Vraj. In the TSP Vasudeva has
sent him to Vraj as the son of
Nanda.

Vasudeva Vasudeva appointed Balarama to His transfer is described twice in
take care ofKmm in the VH, and the HV, as an embryo and as an
sent him as son to Nanda in the infant. In the HV (HV.49.1-16)
TSP, while Balarama himself Vasudeva personally hands over
volunteered in the position of Balarama as a son to Nanda. In
foster father in the HVP. the Vi.pu (V. 1-16), the Br.pu (II.

74.5) he requests Nanda to take
care of Balarama born to
Rohi\lf.in Vraj. The Bh.pu (X
5.2-7) avoids the description of
transfer of BaIarama altogether
and mentions it indirectly.

The presence of Balarama and KnJ,la together in Vraj is common to both the Jain

and the Hindu puraQ.a texts. However, the difference between the two traditions is the

depiction of the personalities ofBalarama and Kt~Q.a. In the Jain source~ Balarama is

depicted in an important position as a guide, teacher and protector, similar to a father in

the life ofKt~Q.a. On the contrary in the Hindu puraQ.a texts Balarama and Kr~Q.a (chapter
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11.2.3.3) are depicted as identical, performing the same actions at the same time and are

mentioned as a unit, although the specific features of their characters differ.

The significance ofBalarama in the life ofKr~J)a in Vraj can only be inferred

through the confusions and contradictions in the Hindu puraQa stories. The role of

Balarama is, however, indicated clearly in the Jain texts under study. He is transferred

precisely for the purpose of protecting Kr~Qa. I have argued that the Hindu puraQa stories

underwent modifications that led to unprecedented confusions in the stories. The Jain

stories show no such confusion and give Balarama a major role in this key episode in

Kr~J)a's life. Though Balarama is not shown as killing the black Jakkas, his role in Vraj to

protect Kr~Qa from their attacks indicates that he was thought to prevent them from

harming the children (VH. pp.556). In other words this depiction projects Balarama as

protector of children.

3.5.4. DEVAKl VISITS VRAJ

This episode no parallel in the Hindu puraQas. The Jain stories (in VH) attribute

the introduction of cow worship to DevakI, which occurs as part of the narration of

Devakl's visit to Vraj. The story in the HVP differs from others in including the presence

ofBalarama in this story. The HVP indicates the significance ofBalarama by assigning

to him the specific role ofguarding the identity ofDevakI and Kr~Qa.
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HERE IS A SUMMARY OF THE STORY (HVP 35.49-63)

As Kr~Qa was growing up in Vraj, the goddesses upon the request
ofKamsa assumed different forms and tried to kill KnQa although
unsuccessfully18. When Balarama heard of the adventures ofKr~Qa, he
went to DevakI and narrated these events from time to time to her. Upon
hearing about the adventures ofKr~Qa Devakl went to Vraj to see her son
for herself under the pretext of a fast and cow worship. Nandagopa met
her there along with Yasoda. Yasoda brought Kr~Qa to her presence.
Unable to control her emotions DevakI took him in her lap and milk
started overflowing from her breasts. Thus Balarama sensing the danger of
their identity being revealed emptied a pot of milk on her head, therefore
wetting her with milk. And then hiding behind the crowd of white cows he
led her back to Mathura. Thus DevakI escaped without revealing her
identity as mother ofKr~Qa and reached Mathura safely with the help of
Balarama.

CMC does not mention this event while the VH, the HVP and the TSP mention it

with slight variations. This story is unique to the Jain tradition. These texts then connect

the cow festival with DevakT as she visited Vraj on the pretext ofworshipping cow tracks.

The VB mentions that the festival ofworshipping cow tracks came into vogue since

DevakT worshipped the cow tracks19
. The motif of a mother's breasts overflowing with

milk on seeing her child is ubiquitous in India.

18 In his previous life, Katpsa was the monk VaSi~.He used to perform austerities for one month
in the forest and then come to city for alms to break the fast Then he would go back and continue his
fasting and austerities. He was invited by the king ofMathura Ugrasena to seek alms at the end of his
month long austerities. However, the king forgot to offer the alms to VaSi~ three times in a row and the
monk was unable to continue his austerities as planned. He gave up his life by performing a Nidiina
(HVP.35.36-39). While he was performing the Nidiina, he was approached by the seven goddesses who
were sympathetic towards him for his suffering. They offered to help him, but he sent them away saying
that he would ask them for help in future. He then invited them in his next life as Kamsa and asked them to
kill ~\Ul (HVP.35.75-83).

19 Gabriella Eichinger Ferro-Luzzi, The Self-Milking Cow and the Bleeding lingam (Wiesbaden:
Otto Harrasowitz, 1987), 99-110. She suggested that the emphasis on cow worship in the Kmm cycle
reflects south Indian tradition.
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3.5.5. BALARAMA ESCORTS ~S~A TO MATHURA.

This is common to all the sources that contain the Balarama and Kr~l)a story.

However, the story differs in details and narration from the Hindu pural)a stories.

HERE IS A SUMMARY OF THE STORY (HYP. 36.16-30)

KaJ1lsa announced the wrestling match in Mathura to bring Kr~l)a

into the open20
. Kr~l)a requested Balarama to participate in the wrestling

match. Balarama then came to fetch Kr~l)a to go to participate in the
match. He told Yasoda to prepare for Kr~l)a's bath to get ready to go to
Mathura. Seeing that Yasoda was delaying and not quick enough in the
preparations, Balarama scolded her saying, "Why you are delaying like
this. I have told you before, but you never change your habits"
(HVP.36.26). Then he took Kr~l)a to take a bath in the Yamuna. While
they were going towards Yamuna Kr~Qa became sad and his eyes were
filled with tears. Balarama asked why Kr~Qawas sad. Kr~Qa asked him
why he had talked in such a harsh manner to his mother YaSoda. Balarama
then told him the truth that his true parents were Vasudeva and DevakI
now living in Mathura, imprisoned by Kamsa. As Kr~Qa, the seventh child
ofDevakI was predicted to be the killer ofKarpsa, Kr~Qa was transferred
secretly to Vraj to grow up unknown to Karpsa. It is now the duty ofKr~Qa

to defeat Kamsa and release his parents from prison. Thus knowing the
truth, Kr~Qa became determined to kill Karpsa.

20 Kaq1sa understood that Kmm was growing up somewhere in the forests of Vraj through the two
competitions that he announced before the final contest of wrestling. These were the contest to win
Satyabhama by stringing a bow and the collection of blue lotuses (HYP. 35. 61-79 and 36.6-9).
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ANALYSIS OF THE STORY OF BALARAMA'S ESCORT OF ~S~A TO
MATHURA

The culmination of the childhood ofBalarama and Kr~Qa is the wrestling match at

Mathura. The special features ofBalarama that distinguish his character in the Jain texts

are his compassion and his significant role in the upbringing ofKr~Qa. Although

Balarama participated in the wrestling match at Mathura, his major role in this incident is

training Kr~Qa, preparing him and accompanying him to the big wrestling match in

Mathura (36.32-34 and 35.64). Balarama showed everyone sitting in the arena to Kr~Qa

(36. 38-48) telling their names and relation to him, thus providing a grounding for Kr~Qa,

who has visited Mathura for the first time. In this way he revealed to Kr~Qa his true

identity at the appropriate time and guided him at every step until his final victory at

Mathura. The story ofthis section in the HVP shows an awareness ofthe significance of

Balarama not seen in the Hindu pUfaQa texts.

This is one of the major differences in the depiction ofBalarama between the

Hindu puraQas and Jain texts. By including this episode the Jain texts develop a

personality ofBalarama which depicts him in an elderly role unlike the Hindu puraQas

which indicates that the sources for Jain story might be different from the Hindu texts. I

will consider these differences in detail in the following pages.
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TRAVEL TO MATHURA. IN JAIN AND HINDUP~A TEXTS

Jain Hindu pudiQas (chapter II.

section II and III.)

Balarama & Kr~Qa in Vraj Kf~'s participation in stringing Balarama and Kf~ grew up in
the snake bow and collecting blue Vraj together almost as a unit.
lotuses led to the suspicion of
Karpsa that~ was alive
somewhere in his kin~dom.

Vrndavan Vrndavan is not mentioned in Killing of various demons in the
Jain sources. It is only in Vraj forests of Vrndavan sent
that all the events take place. messages of the presence of
Therefore this excludes the ~J;la to Katpsa.
stories ofBalarama's killing of
demons Dhenuka, Pralamba and
also his revelation to Akriira.

Travel to Mathura Balarama narrated the story of his Kamsa had sent Akriira to fetch
parents to ~Qll and prepared Balarama andKf~ to participate
him for the big wrestling match in in the wrestling match in
Mathurll. Both of them then took Mathura. Akriira mentioned the
a bath in Yamum, dressed in sorry state of Vasudeva in the
their usual blue and yellow prison in Mathurll, which
garments, had lunch and prepared BaIarama and~ to
proceeded to Mathura. accompany him to Mathura. The

vision of Akriira is the best
evidence that illustrates
Balarama's significance in the
early Vaisnavism.

Anival in Mathura As it was the first time for~ After their arrival in Mathura
in Mathura, BaIarama showed Akriira left them by themselves.
him all the dignitaries of Mathura He did not even heed to their
sitting in the wrestling arena. request ofvisiting their father.

They then visited the house of
arms ofKaq1sa, roamed in the
main streets of Vraj acquiring
clothes, perfumes and flowers
from the royai servants of I<.aq1sa.
Kf~ plays the main role where
Balarama is depicted as following
him ~J;la entered the arms hall
ofKaIpsa and played with the
arms and bow ofKamsa.

Balarama and Kr~Qa in ~ has visited Mathurll once ~ plays lead role where

Mathura earlier without revealing his true Balarama is depicted as following
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identity. Anadr~ti, son of him. Kf~ entered the arms hall
Madanavega another wife of of K3J\lS<l and played with the
Vasudeva provoked Kf~J;la to go arms and bow of KaI\lsa.
and participate in the contest
announced by Kaqtsa to marry
Satyabhama However, he
returned to Vraj without anyone
noticing him while Anadr~ti tried
to take credit for Krsna's acts.

As already discussed in section III of chapter II earlier, the incidents in Vrndavan

actually reveal the early significance ofBalarama rather than Kr~Qa, though this changes

over time. Now, a study of Jain stories establishes the superiority ofBalarama over Kr~Qa

in this episode. In addition Jain texts establish the significance ofBalarama in his role in

Mathura, which is different from the Hindu puraQa texts. While the role ofBalarama in

the Hindu texts is to accompany Kr~Qa, in the Jain texts his role is that of escort, clearly

indicating the difference in the function he performed.

The childhood and young adult life stories ofBalarama in the Hindu pur8.Qa texts

also give an important role to Balarama, although in an indirect way. Balarama acted as a

counselor and supporter ofKr~Qa in the Kaliya episode (see chapter 11.3.1.1). The

divinity and significance ofBalarama are revealed to Akriira in the HV (see chapter II.

3.3.1). This vision is modified considerably in the Vi.pu, the Br.pu, the Bh.pu, as already

noted. The Jain texts in fact favor Balarama by attributing a major role t? Balarama in the

events that are related to the wrestling match at Mathura. This image is not modified and

stays uniform in all the Jain texts under study.
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Balarama played an indispensable role in training Kr~J;la and escorting him to

Mathura. It is this depiction ofBalarama as a father figure in the life of Kr§J;la that

distinguishes him from Balarama in the Hindu puraJ;las. Balarama is not a warrior in the

actual sense of the term Iqatriya/warrior. He was depicted here as non-violent. His

participation in the wrestling match in Mathura is only to support and protect Kr§J;la. In

the next section, I will discuss his participation in the battles with Jarasandha which

further support this image ofBalarama.

3.5.6. BATTLES WITHJARA.SANDHA

The only battles in which Balarama participated in the Jain texts are the battles

with Jarasandha. The HVP and the CMC include only passing remarks about the

participation ofBalarama in the battle, while the TSP includes the descriptions where

Balarama crushes the twenty - eight sons of Jarasandha like ants with his pestle and was

hit by Jarasandha in tum. I study the Jarasandha episode below to understand the

differences in the depiction ofBalarama between the Jain and Hindu texts.

HERE IS A SUMMARY OF THE STORY (HYP. 36.64-74)

fivayasa went to her father Jarasandha after Karpsa was killed by
Kr~J;la in the wrestling arena in Mathura. Her sorrow at the death of her
husband made Jarasandha very angry. He vowed to annihilate the Yadavas
and decided to invade Mathura. He sent his son Kalayavana with a large
army to defeat the Yadavas and kill Balarama and Kr~J;la who had caused
the death ofhis son-in-law, Karpsa. Kalayavana went along with his army
and attacked the Yadavas seventeen times. He was killed on a mountain
known as Atulamalavatam by Kr~J;la. On receiving the news of the death
ofhis son Kalayavana, Jarasandha became furious, and sent another
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invasion under the command of his brother Aparajita to destroy the
Yadavas. Aparajita attacked the Yadavas numerous times and was finally
killed by Kr~J;la.

JARASANDHA'S ATTACK FOILED (HVP. 40.1- 45)

Having heard of the death ofhis brother, Aparajita, Jarasandha
decided to invade the Yadavas himself and vowed to kill all the Yadavas.
He assembled a big army and marched towards the west. On the other
hand, having heard the news of Jarasandha's preparations, the elders of the
Vr~J;li, Bhoja and Yadava lineages thought that Jarasandha was proud; that
he did not respect the deities Balarama, Kr~J;la and the Tirthankara
Ari~tanemi born among them. They also said that he was not aware of the
fact that all the lokaptilas stay on guard around the Tirthailkara. They
wondered how could any human harm that lineage even though the
Tirthailkara was a child (40.9-13). Jarasandha passed through many
kingdoms towards the west in order to reach the Yadava kingdom; he
arrived at the Vindhya mountain. On the other hand the Yadavas were also
eagerly waiting for the battle along with their armies. Having seen a slight
difference in size of the armies ofthe Yadavas and Jarasandha, the
goddess created an illusion of fire for Jarasandha, which showed him the
burning of the Yadava armies. Jarasandha saw a crying old woman
passing near his camp. He stopped her and asked her the reason for her
crying. That old woman controlled her crying with great difficulty and
informed him that the Yadavas had tried to save themselves from the
attacks ofJarasandha. They sought refuge in a number of neighboring
kingdoms. None ofthe neighboring kings agreed to give refuge to
Yadavas as they were afraid of inviting the wrath ofJarasandha. The
Yadavas created a fire and entered it in order to avoid war with
Jarasandha. She also added that she was the maid- servant of the Yadavas
for many generations, and unable to bear the sight she was crying this
way. Having heard the story Jarasandha became very bewildered, although
he trusted the words ofthe old woman. He returned to his kingdom and
performed the death rituals for the dead people ofMathura.

FOUNDATION OF DVARAKA. (HVP.41.1-14)

After Jarasandha had left the people ofDasarha, Mahabhoja and
Vr~J;li clans went to the ocean and enjoyed the ocean's characteristics and
appearance. Thereafter Kr~J;la along with Balarama performed austerities
known as a§tabhukta, which involves three days of fasting, to obtain a
place (to found his kingdom). The great Gautama swami then pushed the
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ocean away making a place in the middle of the ocean. Kubera then built a
beautiful city Dvaraka with many palaces and houses. The Yadavas then
crowned Kr~Qa as king ofDvaraka and entered Dvaraka to live there.
They lived in the buildings that were assigned to them by yak~a

PUfQabhadra (HYP. 41.15-43).

JARA-SANDHA PREPARES FOR BATTLE (HVP.50.1-134)

A merchant brought excellent jewels for sale to Magadha, the
kingdom of Jarasandha. Having seen the jewels Jarasandha asked the
merchant from where had he brought these jewels. The merchant replied
that he brought them from Dvaraka where the gods had rained precious
jewels on the birth ofNeminatha for fifteen months21

. He then said that
these jewels were among those that were rained. Having heard this,
Jarasandha consulted his ministers. He started to plan for a battle saying
that Balarama and Kr~Qa killed his son-in-law Kamsa, son Kalayavana and
brother Aparajita. However, his ministers warned him that Neminatha,
Balarama and Kr~Qa born in the Yadava clan could not be defeated by
anyone. Jarasandha intent upon waging a battle, sent an envoy, Ajitasena,
to the court ofthe Yadavas. After receiving Ajitasena courteously,
Samudravijaya sent his envoy Lohajangha to the court of Jarasandha in
reply. Lohajangha, who was skilful in peacemaking, obtained a six months
of peace treaty with Jarasandha. However, Jarasandha continued his
preparations for the battle and arrived with a large army in Kuruk~etra.

The armies of the allies ofKr~Qa joined the armies ofYadavas.

DEATH OF JARASANDHA (HYP. 53. 56-85)

The battle between Jarasandha and the Yadavas was a big battle in
which all the kings of the Bharata participated. After fighting for a long
time, Jarasandha exhausted all his weapons. He then took his cakraratna
(wheel) and hurled it towards Kr~Qa. Seeing that, Balarama and other

21 There are some contradictions in the story. First it was mentioned in chapter 510fthe HVP that
Nem.inatha was a small child when Jarasandha first prepared for the battle to attack Mathura- but now it is
said that he was born in Dvaraka. Dvaraka was only founded after Jarasandha turned back from the battle
the first time he invaded Mathura. The HVP first mentions Neminatha while describing the first invasion of
Jarasandha, when he says that the Dikpalas are on guard in Suaryapura and that although the Tirthankara
is still a child nobody could harm the Yadavas (HVP40. 9-13). The birth and celebration of the Tirthankara
NeminAtha are described as having taken place in Suryapura (HVP. 36-37). The merchant's statement that
the gods rained jewels in Dvaraka for fifteen days after the birth of Neminatha is contradictory to these
previous statements.
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distinguished Yadavas prepared their weapons and surrounded Kr~\la.

Neminatha stood close to Kr~\la. The wheel of Jarasandha came there and
slowed down encircling them thrice. It bowed to Neminatha and then
settled in the right hand ofKr~\la. Praises from heaven were heard that
said, "the ninth Vasudeva is here," followed by a shower of flowers.
Seeing this Jarasandha was dejected. Kr~\la told him to leave the
battlefield and accept the supremacy of the yadavas. Jarasandha, still
proud, provoked Kr~\la instead. Thus Kr~Qa hurled the wheel towards him
and Jarasandha was finally killed.

The earliest version of the Jain story of battles with Jarasandha are from the HVP,

which served as a template for all the other Jain texts dealing with the subject of the

M.Bh and the HV. I have included a brief summary ofthe major events of the Jain story

of the battles ofYadavas with Jarasandha above. These battles are actually a combination

of three different battles known from the Hindu sources; battle ofKalayavana22
, the battle

ofKuruk~etra between the Pafldavas23 and Kauravas, and finally that of Jarasandha and

the yadavas. In addition to these three battles the Jain texts also include the participation

of the Vidyiidharas in this battle which is specific to the Jain sources.

22 In the Hindup~Kalayavana is not related to Jarasandha, but is represented as an Indian
king with Yavana (Greek) upbringing, unlike the Jain texts. In the Hindu putiqlas Kmm killed Kalayavana
by a ploy leading him into a cave where Mucukunda was asleep. ~Qa left his yellow ..robe on him.
Previously Mucukunda had obtained a boon from BraIuna for uninterrupted sleep. Thus when Kalayavana
wakes him up by mistake thinking him to be K.mta, he is burnt to ashes. HV. 85, Bh.pu. X.51. Rein studies
the Yavana traditions reflected in this story. Norvin Rein, "Kalayavana, A Key to Mathura's Cultural Self
Perception," D. M. Srinivasan, ed.,Mathurii, 224-34.

23 The Hindu puriiQas never mention the participation of Pandavas in the battles of Jarasandha,
although Kauravas (HV. 81. 44), and Angarllja (Karva?) (HV. 80.12), are said to have participated as allies
of Jarasandha. Kalayavana is mentioned in the Hindup~ as allies of Jarasandha (HV. 80.15).
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BALARA.MA IN THE BATTLES WITH JARA.SANDHA

Two points can be understood from the study of Jarasandha episode in the Jain

texts. Firstly, the marked differences ofthis episode from the Hindu puraJ,la stories and

secondly, the differences in the personality ofBalarama which I discuss below.

The Jain texts minimize the participation ofBalarama in the battles involving

violence. Balarama plays a very minor role in the Jain story unlike the Hindu puraJ,la

story of battles with Jarasandha where a major role is attributed to Balarama. This is

because of the different ideals Balarama represents in the Jain texts. In the Jain texts

Balarama is a follower of the Jain dharma and the protector ofKr~J,la. Although

Balarama's participation is not described in this story, his role as the protector ofKr~J,la is

clearly depicted in the HYP. It is in this role as protector ofKr~J,la that Balarama

participated in battles with Jarasandha once again. When Jarasandha attacked Kr~J,la

Balarama went ahead prepared with his weapons and stood beside to protect him (HYP.

52.61-62). As is already noticed in the TSP in the earlier sections in this chapter,

Balarama's role as protector and his significance is further diluted in this story also. In

the TSP he is described as any other warrior participating in the battle, in a derogatory

role. In the TSP he was hit by Jarasandha and spitting blood cried loudly for help and

Kr~J,la came to his rescue (TSP.p.237-38). Here Kr~J,la acts as the protector ofBalarama.

In fact this shows a reversal ofthe roles not noticed in the other stories ofBalarama. He

is not given any particular role in the CMC. Thus the Jain texts minimize the role of
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Balarama in the battles with Jarasandha and depict him in accordance with the Jain

dharma.

CONCLUSION

The Jain stories of battle of Jarasandha depict Balarama as a protector ofKr~Qa

once again in the HVP, similar to his personality already noted in the previous sections of

this chapter. But this description ofBalarama changes in the other texts, most notably in

the TSP where he was described as screaming for help, to be defended by Kr~Qa. In the

Jain stories the central role is given to the TIrthailkara Neminatha followed by Balarama

and Kr~Qa. The Jarasandha story also makes it clear that even though Balarama is

presented in the role of protector in the Jain sources similar to the Hindu texts, his role is

limited to the protection of Kr~Qa, unlike the Hindu texts that depict him as the protector

of the people ofVraj as seen in the HVP. Here the primary protector of the people is the

TIrthailkara. It is also notable that this role ofBalarama as protector is omitted and his

status declined in the other texts under study as depicted in the TSP. Therefore, I

conclude that the differences among the Jain and Hindu texts in the description of the

Jarasandha story indicate a different source ofJain texts other than the Hindu texts.

In the following pages I will review the results ofmy study of the Jain stories of

Balarama in this chapter. The alterations among the stories in the first and second

category of Jain Balarama stories are different although the direction of the alterations is
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clear, to diminish the role and status ofBalarama akin to the Hindu purar;ta stories of

Balarama. Among the first category of Jain Balarama stories, the only stories that

remained uniform in all the Jain texts under study. This is because the identity of

Balarama, as ninth Baladeva is unchanged in all the texts. However his position shows

decline in comparison to Kr~r;ta. Other stories ofthe first category of Jain Balarama

stories are specific to the HVP and are not known from any other Jain text under study.

The past life stories ofBalarama, his role in the transfer and upbringing ofKr~r;ta and his

significant role in Vraj, such as the visit ofDevakJ, indicate his persisting significance

during 800 c.E. However, these stories are quickly forgotten in the later texts, the CMC

and TSP, which undergo a similar evolution like the Hindu stories ofBalarama. The fact

that Jain texts preserve special stories ofBalarama such as the marriage of his parents and

his birth unknown in the Hindu tradition indicates the significance attached to him in the

Jain tradition. Since these stories did not undergo any further changes indicates the

continuation of his position as ninth Baladeva in Jain tradition. His significance showed a

clear increase in the HVP as new stories continue to be narrated detailing the significance

ofBalarama.

The second category ofJain stories ofBalarama depict his declining significance.

Balarama's role in the upbringing ofKr~r;ta and his participation in the battles with

Jarasandha show drastic changes. Although portrayed as a protector ofKr~r;ta in the VH

and HVP, this portrayal is diminished in the TSP. He is depicted as an assistant ofKr~r;ta
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rather than a protector in Vraj and their roles are in fact reversed in the story of the battles

with Jarasandha as seen above.

Therefore it can be said that the Jain texts indicate a different tendency from

Hindu texts. Although his identity as ninth Baladeva remains intact in all the texts under

study, his position declines in comparison with Kr~Qa and his role as protector undergoes

changes. The one fact that remains unchanged in these texts is his image as the follower

of Jain dharma. I think this is in accordance with his portrayal as a Baladeva, which

remained unchanged in all the Jain texts under study. In other words, even though his

position declined and his role changed in comparison with Kr~Qa, his identity as a

Baladeva and his personality as a follower ofdharma remained unchanged.
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Vai~Qavism has undergone a long and complicated process of evolution. None of

the sources describes this process explicitly; rather it is the careful analysis of the

available sources that provides a glimpse of this process. My analysis of the Balarama

stories as found in the carefully selected Hindu and Jain texts, provides clues to

understanding some ofthe broader processes in the evolution ofVai~Qavism. My thesis

systematically charts out the significant differences for each stage ofBalarama's life.

Through my analysis of the stories it is clear that the stories ofBalarama are not fixed;

rather, it shows different variations and versions that vary not only in length, but also in

content and themes. My analysis indicates that the evolution of the Balarama stories in

the Hindu and Jain puraQas was not a singular but a multi-linear process. This has

implications, then, for our understanding of the evolution ofBalarama in Vai~Qavism.

1. TEXTUAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE BALARAMA STORIES

In this thesis I have assumed the HV as the basic text for the Hindu puraQas

against which I compare the stories from other texts. Although the HV stories are adopted
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by the Vi.pu, and the Vi.pu stories are adopted by the Br.pu and the Bh.pu, there might

have been more than one source for the later texts. Even though the HV is likely the

source for the Vi.pu, as noted by the similarities between these two versions, the

differences indicate a more complicated process. For example, the birth story of

Balarama in the Vi.pu combines both the first and second versions of the birth story,

whereas the HV contains only the second version. Another detail missing from the HV

story, but present in the Vi.pu, Br.pu and Bh.pu, as well as the Jain sources considered, is

crossing Yamuna to exchange Kr~Qa with the baby girl born in Vraj. These differences

indicate that the stories ofHV can not be the only source for the Vi.pu.

Similarly, the Vi.pu alters the basic story ofDhenuka by adding more characters

to the scene, so that Balarama, Kr~Qa, and Dhenuka are no longer the only participants in

the story. The participation of cowherds and kin ofDhenuka may not have been the

innovation of the Vi.pu itself, but of some other now unrecoverable source. The praise

passage in the Pralamba episode in the Vi.pu is very brief even though all the major

features noted in the HV praise passage are present. This also indicates a major change in

the Vi.pu retelling of the story. Two different visions ofAkrUra as described in the

Aktiira episode in the HV are modified to include only the second vision in the Vi.pu.

The Jarasandha episode is shortened by omitting the descriptions of the participating

kings in the battle and the description ofBalarama's duel with Jarasandha. These are

some of the changes that are noticed between the HV and the Vi.pu versions, which

indicate that although the Vi.pu depended on the HV for its basic stories, it has adopted
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modifications that change the stories in a major way. The reason for such changes may

have been its own religious orientation and/or dependence on additional sources.

The details of the Br.pu stories are closer to the Vi.pu than the HV. In fact, the

Br.pu stories show similar modifications as introduced in the Vi.pu. It is unlikely that the

Br.pu adopted the stories of the HV and independently inserted same changes as the

Vi.pu. Therefore, I assume that the Br.pu directly adopted Balarama stories from the

Vi.pu rather than from the HV.

Yet there is evidence to show that the Br.pu introduced its own modifications to

some of the stories. For example in the Dhenuka episode, it is Kr~Q.a not Balarama who

killed the demon Dhenuka1. This change shifts the focal point from Balarama to Kr~Q.a as

the central figure, a characteristic oflater Vai~Q.avism.We can also note that the Br.pu

shares modifications with the Bh.pu. Both the Br.pu and the Bh.pu indicate that Balarama

stayed in Vraj for two months, in the story of his return to Vraj episode. This raises the

possibility of interdependence between these texts, or a shared source. Identifying the

exact source of the Br.pu is impossible. However, we can suggest the possibility ofmore

than one source, and we can certainly rule out the argument that the Br.pu possessed the

1 BaIacarita describes the story of Dhenuka and Pralamba together and attributes the killing of
Dhenuka to Kmm. The dating of BaIacarita is controversial. Its role in the development of the stories is
unclear, although it does raise the possibility of competing versions of our stories. Biilacarita, Plays
ascribed to Bhasa, ed, C. R. Devadhar (Foona: Oriental Book agency, 2nd ed. 1951) Act. III. 85-89, pp.
538.
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original stories, which were greatly expanded by the HV2
. I concur with other scholars in

that the Br.pu represents a composite of stories from various sources and can only be

dated later than all the other texts under study).

The Bh.pu stories considered in this thesis differ significantly from the HV and

the Vi.pu stories. The Bh.pu modified the stories to depict the personality ofBalarama in

the light of heroic k~atriya ideals as a guardian ofdharma. This may be directly related to

the Bhakti philosophy evident in the Bh.pu4
. Uncovering the motivations for these

changes is beyond the scope of investigation in this thesis. However it can be said with

certainty that the Bh.pu stories differ in a major way from the other three Hindu texts

studied in this thesis. The Bh.pu stories mark a complete transformation where Balarama

is presented as a minor deity and form of Se~a in the shadow ofKr~Q.a, thePUl7}(1 ava/ara

(full incarnation ofVi~Q.u). Although the Bh.pu stories seem to have adopted the Vi.pu

stories (as indicated by similar modifications in the stories) the stories sometimes show

similarities with the HV and the M.Bh stories. The narration of the Dhenuka episode

differs considerably from the Vi.pu in including detailed descriptions ofthe divine nature

ofKr~Q.a. This text describes the story ofkilling the demon as divine drama ofKr~Q.aas

an incarnation ofVi~Qu rather than simply as Balarama story. The Pralamba story differs

from all the other Hindu puraQas under study in not including a praise passage describing

2 Ruben, "Kf~J,lacarita," 115-127.

3 Re. Hazra, Studies in the Purii1}ic Records, 1975,45-146.

4 Adalbert Gail. Bhakti im BhiigavatapurloJa (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrasowitz, 1969),4-9.
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the superior identity of Balarama. The story of Balarama's return to Vraj is one of the

stories that has been modified significantly. Unlike the other puraQ.as, the Bh.pu

descriptions of cowherdesses form a major part indicating a new element, erotic

depiction, not seen in the other Hindu pural)as under study. The Jarasandha episode is not

incomplete as in the above texts, but the killing of Jarasandha by Bhima is described in

detail, which is similar to the M.Bh. Therefore for the Bh.pu not only the Vi.pu but the

HV and the M.Bh are also sources. I cannot rule out the possibility of other sources, not

considered here. A representation of the relationship among the four Hindu puraQ.as under

study might look like this.

/HV

Vi.pu \ M.Bh

\~h~
Br.pu

These textual changes as noticed above do not merely alter the length and details

of the story, but in this way contribute to changes in which Balarama is imagined. They

are useful indicators of the evolution ofVai~Q.avism. Although it is now difficult to

establish the reasons for these changes, tracing them enables us to understand something

of the course of this long process ofevolution.
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When we turn to the Jain texts under consideration, we observe that the Balarama

stories conformed to a fixed model very early on during their evolution. The early Jain

texts do not appear to be influenced by the Hindu stories. The later Jain texts, especially

the TSP, do, however, show a tendency to model their stories ofBalarama parallel to the

Hindu puraJ)as. The only stories ofBalarama that were not modified in the Jain texts are

the marriage ofBalarama's parents and birth of Balarama. While the HVP omits his

conflict with yak~as, it includes new stories such as the past life stories ofBalarama, his

participation in the transfer ofKr~I)a, and Devald's visit to Vraj. The TSP omits these

details again and follows the model of the VH. While the HVP minimized the

participation ofBalarama in the battles with Jarasandha, the TSP further decreases his

role by describing him as defeated by Jarasandha. TSP omits the past life stories of

Balarama altogether. The textual transmission ofthe Jain tradition is not as clear as in the

Hindu puriiJ)as studied above, but the textual evidence does suggest different underlying

sources from the Hindu texts.

2. EARLY IMAGE AND LATER VAIS~AVA IDENTITY OF BALARAMA: IDS

PERSONALITY AND POSITION

Balarama mayor may not have originated as a naga, vyiiha or hero. The evidence

does not permit us to decide, however, the stories in the HV do indicate the popular

nature of this deity, and there are similarities to other popular cults in Vraj such as the

goddesses and yak~as. In the early stages of his evolution Balarama is depicted as a deity
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of food, abundance, fertility and protection in the HV. The second version of the birth

story ofBalarama hints that he is transferred to Vraj for the protection ofKr~J;la. This

aspect of protection continued to dominate his depiction in the Dhenuka and the

Pralamba episodes in the HV. Here, his killing of demons is not a heroic feat representing

his nature as a traditional warrior, but a part of his image as protector and provider of

resources, food, and abundance. Furthermore, the praise passage in the Pralamba episode

of the HV indicates the significance accorded to Balarama in early Vai~J;lavism as a form

of the supreme god Vi~J;lu. The revelation ofBalarama in divine vision to Akriira in the

HV is another indication of the early superior status ofBalarama. The return to Vraj story

in its earliest version in the HV demonstrates Balarama's connection to fertility. In the

HV, in the battles with Jarasandha he is a protector of his people with superior wrestling

skills. In these episodes, then, the HV presents a Balarama connected to food, abundance,

fertility and protection. Although he is depicted as a notable wrestler, he participated in

only one- on- one wrestling with minimal use ofweapons. When depicted with these

early characteristics in the HV, he is also a superior deity ofVai~J;lavism, worshipped

with Bhiigavata mantras. In this thesis I have tried to show that as these early features

associated with Balarama are modified, so also his personality and status in Vai~J;lavism

change.

As the Vi.pu and the Br.pu retell the Balarama stories there is a notable shift in his

characterization. Now the Vai~J;lava identity becomes the defining character ofBalarama

rather than the early features associated with Balarama discussed above.
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In the Dhenuka story Balarama shares the stage with Kr~Q.a and the other

cowherds. The praise portion of the Pralamba story is condensed in the Vi.pu and the

Br.pu, thereby diminishing any superiority ofBalarama in this episode. The vision of

Akriira in the Vi.pu eliminates altogether the descriptions ofBalarama. The return to Vraj

story is modified so as to include VaruQ.a and Lak~ml in a major role, which was not part

of the original HV story. Balarama is no longer a deity of fertility but a messenger of

Kr~Q.a. The cumulative result of these changes is a different deity. Balarama represents a

heroic warrior who participated in the battles and who has limited significance in the

Vi.pu and the Br.pu. In these texts, Balarama is no longer a wrestler participating in one

on- one combat but a warrior supported by an army of people participating along with

him in the battle. In other words, his grandeur in combat is diminished as he becomes one

of many who battle, rather than the sole champion.

The Bh.pu completes the evolution ofBalarama's identity. In this text Kr~Q.a is

the piir1}Q avatiira (full incarnation) ofVi~Q.u. Hence Kr~Q.a is presented as superior to all

others around him in these stories. This has implications for Balarama's identity. The

Dhenuka and Pralamba stories are modified to present the superiority ofKr~Q.a by

indicating that all the events are planned by him. In the return to Vraj story Balarama is a

mere messenger ofKr~Q.a. He simply participated in the cosmic drama enacted by Kr~Q.a

the supreme god. In the Jarasandha battles Balarama becomes a chariot - riding warrior

using sophisticated weapons. Furthermore, Balarama stories unique to the Bh.pu, and not
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studied in this thesis, depict him as a teacher ofdharma. Balarama's characteristics are

modified to represent dharma by presenting him as a teacher ofdharma5
. He is the

protector of yajfias and brahminical dharma as an ideal ~atriya6. So not only is Balarama

sidelined by Kr~Q.a's importance in the Bh.pu, but also his personality is completely

transformed from the deity of protection, food and fertility to a ~atriya, heroic deity.

As described above, changes in the personality ofBalarama have also brought

about a decline in his position in Vai~Q.avism. In other words, the changes in his

personality and position actually reflect the major changes that might be taking place in

Vai~Q.avism from a micro (highly localized) tradition to a macro (pan-Indian) tradition.

Although the exact reasons for such changes are difficult to know, these changes to the

personality ofBalarama provide clues for understanding the processes ofevolution at

work in Vai~Qavism. The process involves establishing types of relationships and

equations that reshape and redefine, rather than completely annihilate the several

individual cults. Given the connection I have surmised between Balarama and local cults

at mathura, I would like to propose that one change was from local religion to a universal

religion in the form of classical Vai~Q.avism.

5 King Citraketu was taught the Sattvata dharma byS~ Bh.pu. VI. 16.

6 Balarama protects the sacrifices of sages from the attacks of demons, which is an important
k§atriya dharma, when he stopped in the NaimiSa forest during the course of his pilgrimage. Bh.pu. X.78.
38- 39, X.79.1-9. The Citraketu stOI)' and the pilgrimage ofBalarama are absent from the other three
Hindu purtiQas under consideration and do not facilitate the comparative analysis I have adopted in this
thesis. Hence I have not attempted an analysis of these stories in the present thesis.
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Another notable feature that comes to the fore in the above study is that the

evolution ofKr~Qa cult shows an opposite trend to that of Balarama. As Vai~Qavism

acquired pan-Indian following, the position ofKr~Qa became central, overtaking all other

deities connected to him.

3. BALARAMA IN THE JAIN SOURCES

Jain texts preserve independent narratives ofBalarama. He is depicted as the ninth

Baladeva born from time to time along with the Tirthankaras and Viisudevas. As the

Baladeva, Balarama always reaches heaven. These facts remain constant amongst the

texts considered, although narrative details do change.

In the VH Balarama is depicted as a protector ofKr~Qa in conflict with the black

yak~as. In this text, Vasudeva deputes Balarama to protect and teach Kr~Qa due to

potential danger to Kr~Qa's life from the black ya.k§as. Although the other sources

continue to depict Balarama performing a similar role in the life ofKr~Qa, the mention of

black yak~as is omitted. However, this may not be significant. In the Jain texts Balarama

is represented as a follower ofthe Jain dharma, which is centered on non-violence.

Therefore any narration ofhis participation in combat may have been avoided.

In the HVP Balarama performs a major role in the life of Kr~Qa. It is also unique

in assigning a special role to Balarama and putting him in a position superior to Kr~Qa.
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Balarama transferred Kr~Qa to Vraj, which was a function attributed to Vasudeva in all

the other texts under study. Balarama took care ofKr~Qa in Vraj, visiting him regularly

and training him in wrestling, other arts and sciences. Balarama prepared Kr~Qa for the

big wrestling match in Mathura, accompanied him and took part in the actual wrestling

match in support ofKr~Qa. His role in all these events was invaluable for the success of

Kr~Qa and was described in great detail. This protective aspect ofBalarama is also

enriched in the HVP by adding additional details to the other stories, such as the visit of

DevakI to Vraj where Balarama emptied a pot of milk on her head so as to protect her

identity as the mother ofKr~Qa. Balarama appears as the protector ofKr~Q.a again in the

story of Jarasandha when Jarasandha attacked Kr~Qa with his wheel.

The HVP continued to preserve the significance ofBalarama by including the past

life stories ofBalarama not found in any other text considered in the present thesis. In

these past life stories Balarama was always born in high families and was a follower of

dharma, while in contrast, Kr~Qa was born in low families and connected to sins such as

killing a Jain sage, blind snake etc., in his past lives.

Although the HVP initiates the process of representing Balarama as an ideal Jain

follower ofdharma, ridding him of all his connection with violence, it is also unique for

preserving the role ofBalarama in a superior position to Kr~Qa. The role ofBalarama is

very brief in the CMC and does not provide sufficient information to understand the role

ofBalarama. Although the TSP describes the stories ofBalarama in a fashion that is
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similar to the HYP as an ideal Jain, it introduces its own modifications that depict

Balarama in an image closer to the Hindu texts rather than the HYP. This is evident in the

way the TSP covers the "past lives" narratives. The Kr~Q.a narratives are used commonly

for both Kr~Q.a and Balarama, thereby eliminating the elevated characterization of

Balarama as ideal Jain - a true follower ofdharma.

A brief comparison of the evolution ofBalarama's depiction between the Hindu

and Jain texts confirms my thesis that Balarama was a significant deity identified as a

form of the supreme deity Vi~Q.u whose status declined. Although the exact details are

different, there is evidence of the "diminishing" process in both traditions. As we have

seen with the Hindu texts, there was a gradual transformation from an important deity

connected to fertility, food, abundance and protection to a minor deity who embodied the

~atriya ideals. The starting depiction ofBalarama in the Jain texts is as a protector,

although the sole benefactor ofBalarama's protection is Kr~Q.a. And, significantly,

Balarama is a faithful follower ofdharma - the highest Jain ideal. But this high status is

compromised in the later Jain text, the TSP, which used similar narrative techniques as

the Bh.pu to diminish Balarama's importance relative to Kr~Q.a.

This parallel process of evolution in the Balarama narratives in the Hindu and Jain

texts begs the question of sources. Did the Jain texts modify the Hindu stories, or was

there an independent source? It is impossible to determine with any certainty, but the

presence of stories in the Jain material unknown to the Hindu puraQ.as favours the option
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of an independence source. We must also acknowledge that the Jain characterization of

Balarama bears the distinctive imprint of Jain religious ideals.

Our earliest Hindu and Jain texts, the HV and the VH, point to a deity associated

with protection and in conflict with the yak~as. This is Balarama's core identity common

to both traditions. We know from the archaeological evidence (see chart I) that the

worship ofBalarama was popular during the early stages in the Mathura region where

numerous other cults such as goddesses and yak~as were worshipped. Given this milieu it

is logical that the early identity ofBalarama shared features associated with these early

cults. This common core identity ofBalarama was transformed as Vai~Qavism evolved.

Careful analysis of the sources reveals that Balarama's early and later identity are

preserved in the textual tradition, often in the same narrative episodes, thereby providing

a glimpse of how his identity evolved within Vai~Qavism.
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